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Abstract
Directed to address program process evaluation agenda; broadly, this study describes the intervention process for Kahe community health development Project (K-CHDP), through gathered information crucial for understanding the quality and precision with, which the program implementation was undertaken. As such, subjective experiences of implementers have been considered and created the basis for explanation of the implementation status. Through community-organizing principles, the evaluated project had been operating among adolescents in nine primary schools and in eleven villages to foster youths’ sexual and reproductive health in relation to broader context of HIV and AIDS pandemic.

The research process has employed phenomenological approach; a pure qualitative interpretative philosophy through, which key program implementation “role-players” were invited to participate. Following non-probabilistic purposive sampling and through principles of convenience and maximal variations, study respondents were selected out of the sampling frame mentioned above. Traditional data collection methods, for the design chosen, i.e. interviews, observations, memoing and document reviews provided reach experiential information needed for the formerly stated enquiries.

Besides the positive process impacts experienced among program beneficiaries; both organizational and behavioral-related issues emerged challenging school program implementers, seemingly rising out of individuals’ issues within implementers as well as from schools’ societies members. Schools’ understaffing and individual implementers’ obedience to their consciences had resulted into difficulties in integrating program agenda into schools curricular and discontinuance or cut-off implementing some program components respectively. Similarly, older youths organizing had also proven challenging to youth implementers, accounted for adolescents’ related behaviors, as well as the fact that youths’ involvement and participation into their own programs as implementers is relatively a new phenomenon just gaining acclamation from both program planners and implementers. Moreover, socio-economic and cultural issues were experienced influencing youths’ decisions making capabilities as well as ways in which these young adults view the world around them. As such, status of adolescents has been altered in this poor community, rendering for example female adolescents’ unsatisfactory involvement and participation into the program.

Generally, community organizing proved needy of high volunteerism of her citizens for likelihood of integration of program into community’s social systems. However, in situation where poverty and illiteracy are seemingly interconnected among others, such initiatives proved challenging. Further, breaking the silence-ice from parenting styles on communicating sexuality issues between parents and their youths, invited the need to have deliberative efforts towards parents’ empowerment and general community motivation. When combined all together, program duration, literally appeared shorter for full fruition, from communities points of experiences.

Key words: Adolescents/youths, Community-organizing, HIV, and AIDS, Sexuality, Parents

Chapter 1

1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the study

The evaluated-project, “Kahe Community Health Development Project” (K-CHDP) can be traced back to the 1990’s, first as part of Tanzania-Norwegian AIDS project (MUTAN), then as part of a Norwegian council of Universities Committee for Development Research and Education (NUFU)-funded health systems research and health promotion project in relation to reproductive health in Tanzania.

The program, known as AFYA KWA VIJANA (AKV), (2002-2006) was a result of several studies in this community e.g. Heguye\(^1\) (1995) Kloumann\(^2\) (1999) and a subsequent community needs-assessment in 2001. These initial interactions with the community raised the need for an appropriate HIV, AIDS, and sexually transmitted infections (STIs) through comprehensive sexual and reproductive health development program targeting young people in this vulnerable community. AKV was therefore an invented name for the project that aimed at increasing the visibility of the new focus by then, and increased a sense of ownership of the program by youth and other stakeholders in this community. The program, specifically focusing on youths started therefore, in 2002 and was guided by an adapted theoretical framework below, that divided the intervention process into a five-staged community development model that included; community analysis, designing and initiation, implementation, maintenance/consolidation and dissemination of the results. In this case, the program was officially operating on nine primary schools and eleven villages all over the community.

The overall goal for the program was to promote the sexual and reproductive health (SRH) of adolescents aged 10-19 in Kahe community, covering in school and out of school\(^1\) youths. The AKV program operated for three specific objectives:-

  i) Providing information about sexuality, HIV, AIDS, and STIs;

  ii) Development of life skills that would enable the learners (in-school and after school adolescents) to take-up health protective behaviors e.g. through self awareness, decision making, assertiveness, communication and negotiation skills, and;

\(^{1}\) Though, it could also mean to include those youths who have never been enrolled to any of the schools since their childhood, “out of school youth”; have been used interchangeably through out the document to mean both youth who have graduated from primary school and the formerly defined.
iii) Enhancing the positive behaviors of young people towards people living with HIV (PLHIV) through fostering personal attitudes, social norms, and self-efficacy;

From that historical background of the program to which this evaluation study is referring, it should clearly sound to the readers of this document that the words “program and or project” have been used throughout the document to illuminate the evaluated scheme, as such, letting this intra-project study to stands alone for recognition.

1.2 Study settings and population description

Kahe community is situated 15km south of the Kilimanjaro regional headquarters (Moshi town) and a few kilometers from the Tanzanian-Kenyan border, 30 km north-west from the regional centre. For clarification, the headquarters town is situated a few kilometers south of the outstanding country roof, the Mount Kilimanjaro. Kahe community consists of two wards originated from one that existed previously (figure 1 below). The community constituted eleven villages in both wards (Tanzanian local-governments’ administrative structure) harboring an estimated more than 25’000 thousand inhabitants in the mid of each year according to national local government census in 2002. This population is spread out over five thousand households across the community, with estimated relatively equal number of males and females of 12’065 and 11’759 respectively, according to information obtained during this study in August through October 2006.

Primarily, the villagers practice peasant farming. This area has however, been the centre for perennial agricultural products business from the existed passengers and goods railway station, nearby sugar plantation, and former National Agriculture and Food Cooperation (NAFCO) projects. As such, few rice irrigation farming exists to date and mainly run by elites from the regional township. These activities have served to attract other people to come into the community on temporary-basis as farm laborers.

The general influence of the previously existed, and few remnants of such frameworks as explained above prevail even today, making the community multiethnic with an enormous

---

2 “Household” Terminology used to identify an individual family in a community. It could be just an individual person living in a house or several of related group of individuals most of whom contribute to homestead productivity and resources sharing besides being recognizable by other community members.
in and out migration of significant numbers of her inhabitants. This situation has altogether created a kind of risk arena/underlying factors effecting the spread of HIV and AIDS/STIs as previously reported in a study on sociodemographic context of the AIDS epidemic in rural areas of lake-zone north western Tanzania. This is particularly again true amongst the vulnerable subgroups such as, adolescents who formed the main target population of the intervention programme described here.

Figure 1- Study area profile, showing an administrative evolution division of the community from previously existed Kahe ward

1.3 Research questions
The principal research questions identified for this study were;

1. How was the intervention program planned for implementation? (program description)
2. How and to what extent was the implementation carried out according to identified plans above?; and
3. What meanings (conclusions) out of the program implementation process etc, can we get out of naturally occurring subjective accounts of the program participants/implementers? (explanation of implementation status)

The first question explored the organizational issues related to underlying theoretical methods, their operationalization into deliverable strategies and adherence to original
program design. The second question addressed the issues of how, why and extent to which the programme was implemented in certain manner and the last addressed the subjective explanations of the phenomena rising out of the first two, from study informants’ perspectives.

1.4 Definition of key terms

- **Sexuality**- A fundamental, natural, and complex part of being a human, and modified by vast arrays of life experiences that emerge from family relationships, sexual behaviors, physical and mental development, reproduction, gender, sensuality (body image) etc.

- **Sex education**- A broad term used to describe education about human anatomy, sexual reproduction, sexual intercourse and other aspects of human behaviors.

- **Intergeneration Sex**- Any sexual contact behavior between the minor and the person at least five years older than the minor and perceived by either the participant or the society as sexually stimulating or intended to be sexually stimulating. (4)

- **EduSporting**- Has been an innovative strategy that integrated educational components of the program of concern, into sporting activities.

- **Adolescent**- Although lacking clear-cut demarcation between end of the childhood and beginning of adolescence, the phenomenon, is defined as a period a person is aged between 10 and 19 (WHO).

- **Youth**- Reflective of social role than chronological order, this is a period when a person is aged between 15 and 24 inclusive (UN).

1.5 Positions of the researcher

The researcher in this study took the position of peripheral observer, not fully committed to informants’ values, goals or being a genuine member of the group (study respondents). This position rather invited for more close observation and interaction with the groups for learning purpose. The PI in this study, did conduct all the individual interviews, and has

---

3 An organized application of pedagogy; a body of theoretical and applied research relating to teaching and learning.
principally been the sole data analyzer; in addition to memoing task, which was aimed at capturing all necessary categorical memos of, which he was the likely one with full knowledge of what he needed to record.

Besides, the already discussed roles in relation to this study, the investigator has been the intervention technical staff for the project during its implementation, the reason as to why, it was again binding to have an assistances in the process of data collection. As such, a trained and qualifying field assistant joined in for moderation of all the focus group discussions done for this study. The need for a research assistant was based on the chosen methods for data collection and the potentiality for researcher’s bias (details discussed in chapter five-section 5.7; Study limitations, delimitation and reflexivity) in the research process. The main investigator of this study was also responsible to the fund providers for this study, and is as well responsible for protection of the study respondents’ rights and confidentiality depending on the agreements met between the parties involved. Moreover, maintenance of communication with my mentors while in the field (consultation) proved an invaluable process and was maintained throughout the fieldwork for this study.

1.6 Purpose and relevance of study to health promotion
The impact of any behavioral intervention depends on its’ effectiveness, in addition to how widely it is used, developing, and disseminating behavioral interventions that are easily integrated and sustained into existing health care arenas and/or community venues. This process is important to bring an effect over the changing social climate and to contribute to an intervention impact(s). The planning and execution of this study took place within the broader context of HIV and AIDS pandemic in Tanzania. However, the research questions and fieldwork were focused specifically on community (youths and parents) mobilization with respect to the implementation of the adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health education program.

Specifically, the purpose of this study was to describe the intervention process of the K-CHDP through gathering information crucial for understanding the quality and precision with which the planned activities were implemented. This task had taken into account the detailed accounts of events, fresh perspectives of familiar events, and respondents’ views of the process, groups, settings, and subjective accounts of the phenomena.
In addition to more widespread dissemination and application of strategies shown efficacious in earlier researches,\(^5\) new innovative behavioral change strategies are needed to interrupt the spread of HIV and AIDS, to help those already infected/affected in maintaining their health. It is therefore hoped that detailed description of this program, will not only lead to desired implementation and further evaluation of this program, but also will spark interest among behavioral researchers who haven’t devoted their efforts to the challenges posed by the HIV and AIDS pandemic both domestically and internationally. Moreover, the published materials provide very little information about the content and characteristics of interventions,\(^6\) information that have been shown to be useful in elucidating programs effectiveness.\(^7\) This information is also important in clarifying the need and choice for a program’s theoretical underpinnings, their operationalization into strategic program activities as well as information for understanding what program components were put in place, how and why.\(^5\)

As such, the study sought to gather information pertained to environmental influences; i.e. motivation, participation, and support; understandings of social power relationships; and willingness to participate collectively in program implementation, respectively of the three framework building blocks above. The information this study sought to bring about is also important from the fact that programs are not always implemented exactly same way(s) as intended and the fact that; most HIV and AIDS programs’ evaluations although is supposedly an integral part of any health promotion program, have been observed based mainly on outcome measures.\(^5;6;8\) This gap between process and outcome measures leads to a lack of research dynamicity and community processes involved in preventive efforts in an attempt to understand their strengths and weaknesses. Filling this gap would help in understanding of the complex environment in which intervention took place as to uncover the reasons for the observed specific impact/effects favorable for effective programs scaling over wide areas in other similar localities.

1.7 Tanzania, Country profile

1.7.1 Social-demographic and geographic profile

The United Republic of Tanzania is located in southeastern part of the African continent. It borders the Indian Ocean to the East; Kenya and Uganda to the North, Rwanda, Burundi, and Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to the west. Zambia borders the country to the southwestern part and Malawi and Mozambique border Tanzania to the south. The country
includes the isles of Zanzibar, (consisting of Unguja and Pemba), and the mainland. It covers a geographical area of 945’000 sq km; from where 883’00 is dry land and the remaining 62’00 sq km is covered by water bodies consisting of rivers, dams, parts of the Indian Ocean and lakes, some of which are shared among with neighboring countries.

According to the 2002 national population and housing census (9) the country had total population of 33 million people, among whom 51% are women and 46% are under 15 years of age. However, based on projected fertility rate of 2.3 (1997-2015), the current population is estimated at around 36.9. (10) Kiswahili is the major and official communication language (lingua franca) for the natives’ majority, while the second official language for commerce, administration, and higher education is English. The map below (figure-1) is an illustration of country’s political boundaries among other features.

Figure 1; Map of the United Republic of Tanzania showing borders with neighboring Countries, and main country regions for both Zanzibar and the Mainland

1.7.2 HIV, AIDS, and youth; Country Profile

Since the discovery of the first AIDS cases in 1983, the epidemic has been on the constant increase from the past decades to present a major threat to health, societal-wellbeing and economical-growth segments of the Tanzanian communities. (11) National prevalence among people aged 15-49 is approximately 8.1%, with approximately 2.2 million PLHIV. These figures however, are questionable on the basis that approximately only one in five of HIV and AIDS cases in the country are reported. (12) As such, the substantial impact is
already seen in the growing number of HIV and AIDS orphans, currently estimated to be over 1.1 million.\(^{(13)}\)

With 60% of the country population under 25 years of age, it is alarming that 60% of the country’s annual HIV infections occur among mid to last age (15-24) of adolescence. In this case, according to national policy on HIV and AIDS; education, on reproductive health issues related to HIV, AIDS, and STIs is currently being integrated into the schools curricular.\(^{(14)}\) The policy has also appealed to local governments, councils, NGOs, researching institutions and faith-based groups to develop participatory HIV and AIDS and sexual reproductive health education programmes for out-of-school youth as well.

**1.8 Study information sources (Program description)**

**1.8.1 Project organization**

K-CHDP, in addition to what has been described in the background section, was functioning under five main collaborating research institutions; three of which are in the southern hemisphere and two in the northern hemisphere. These were; Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences (MUCHS) of the University of Dar-Es-Salaam, Centre for Educational Development in Health (CEDHA) and Kilimanjaro Christians Health Centre (KCMC), all of which are found in Tanzania and The University of Oslo (UIO) and The University of Bergen (UIB), both of which are found in Norway.

Locally at the community level, the project through its intervention and planning committee, collaborated with the Kahe community members to create project advisory boards and youths committees at village levels; through whom, the targeted group (youths) were served. The organizational chart below shows the effective relationships of the project’s active bodies in two-way communication model.
1.8.2 The guiding theoretical framework for the project

The theoretical framework that guided the K-CHDP was derived from general principles of social and community change, elements of organizational development and strategic social planning, and the theory of community empowerment. This framework served to influence behaviors and required changes both at individual and other social subsystem levels; as well as within the appropriate organizational relationships existing within the community.

Whereas “social and community change theory” recognizes that behavior is greatly influenced by the environment in which people live. Approaches to behavioral change have recognized that local values, norms and behavior patterns have significant effects on shaping individuals’ attitudes and behaviors. This recognition however, emphasizes large-scale behavior change rather than changes made by individuals, through changing community’s societal norms about health-related behaviors.

Community organization through its process of maintaining citizens interest, nourishing participation in programs and encouraging support for long-term maintenance of successful intervention efforts, has been a tool for achieving the goals of both primary prevention and treatment of chronic health problems. Through these principles it asserts large-scale behavior change that requires those at risk/affected by health problem be involved in...
defining a problem, planning, instituting some steps to resolve the problem and establishing structures to ensure that desired change is maintained.

Participation, a sense of efficacy, group action, understanding of social-power relationships and willingness to participate in collective action has been a tool for “community empowerment”. It operates at individual levels to create a community’s general sense of raised levels of collective psychological empowerment and decisions making sought by community as a strategy for achievement of redistribution of resources in an effort to promote healthier individuals and communities. This is a process of enabling people to increase control over and improve their health, well explained in Ottawa Charter for community health promotion in 1986.\(^{(17)}\)

### 1.8.3 Program intervention time-schedules and activities

Below is the table showing the planned activities for the intervention program over the course, 2002 to 2006. The given schedule should provide the reader with an overview over the following discussions on the program agenda.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2002 | January-June  | - Recruitment and training of field staffs  
- Establishing local planning groups in the community  
- Setting priorities for health promotion intervention program for varying community settings  
- Conducting school-based and out of school surveys |
|      | July-September| - Designing specific intervention program components  
- Providing training for teachers, health care workers and others involved in the intervention |
| 2003 | January-June  | - Implementation of intervention activities  
- Conducting school-based and out of school surveys |
|      | July-December | - Continued implementation of intervention activities  
- Process and monitoring evaluation |
| 2004 | January-June  | - Continued implementation activities  
- Planning for integration of intervention activities into community existing structures  
- Conducting school-based and out of school surveys |
|      | July-December | - Integrating activities into community agendas and social structures  
- Process and monitoring evaluation |
### Table I: Program intervention activities in a period of 2002-2006 and time–schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2005     | January-December | - Conducting school-based and out of school surveys  
|          |            | - Update of community analysis (Reassessment)                                |
|          |            | - Revising and disseminating the intervention program                       |
| 2006     | January-December | - Process evaluation of the program                                          |
|          |            | - Conducting large scale dissemination of intervention program             |

### 1.8.4 The community organizing model for the project

The K-CHDP adopted a five-staged community-organizing model (diagram), which guided the activities throughout the program course from year 2001 to 2006. For details of activities, plans and/or similar movements that occurred in the community at each stage of this model, follow the clarifications below;

![Community organization model](source)

*Source: Health Promotion at the Community Level: New Advances by; Neil Bracht, 1999*

#### Phase I-Community assessment/analysis

This phase was accomplished for seeking commitment of community participation and support in health campaigns as required. Moreover, knowledge of the assets, capacities, and history of a local community necessary for program implementation were obtained in this phase.

The process was accomplished by a careful "mapping" of the community through documenting its unique qualities, needs, social structure, modes of decision-making and also worthy of the process; an opportunity was used to create the foundation for program implementation through evaluating readiness for community involvement. This provided
the basis of an informed approach that realistically matches program goals with citizen readiness, expectations, and resources. Analysis was a critical first step in shaping the designing and campaigning for interventions, and it proved invaluable to involve members of the community at this stage. The product of community analysis was an accurate profile that blended health and illness statistics with demographic, political, and socio-cultural factors and has been useful internal document for the project

**Phase II-Design-initiation**

In each village, a local planning group consisting of representatives from health care sector, village leadership, locally existing Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs), parents, youths, religious leaders etc, was established. These groups were limited to 8-10 members in each village, and in order to facilitate communication across villages, some members served on more than one committee (i.e. health care workers, NGO representative etc).

To avoid conflicting interest among adolescents and other groups (mainly parents), we created two different groups in each village. These were *Villages’ project advisory boards (VABs)* and *youth committees*. These groups had members representing the wider community to ensure community involvement and participation. These groups were responsible for setting local goals and making plans for how to implement the program, including choosing organizational structures within the groups, clarify roles and responsibilities, acquire training and recognitions. A full-time project staff supervised this phase, as well as next, the implementation phase.

**Phase III-Implementation**

Based on the community analysis and priority goals set by the local planning groups above, possible prioritized intervention activities were defined for each village. While these activities differed somewhat from one village to another, the following activities are the examples of intervention components that were mainly implemented in the community areas;

i) School-based sexual and reproductive health education: Both curriculum and adolescent peer-based comprehensive sexual education and reproductive health education

---

4 Words, “*Sexuality-/sex-education* has been used interchangeably throughout this document to avoid monotony.
based on existed and evaluated sexual and reproductive health curricular elsewhere in the country, were made available to teachers who were properly trained on how to deliver the program;

ii) Mass media strategies: Utilizing available local media including print media (Magazines such as Femina⁵, brochures, booklets etc.);

iii) Advocating for youth-friendly health services: Making health services more easily accessible to local adolescents through collaborating with health care providers in the community;

iv) Condom Promotion: Utilizing a social marketing strategy already tested in other parts of Tanzania. The project incorporated the sole importers, distributors, and social marketers of the country’s prominent, widely known, and accepted type of condom in the country, “Salama Condoms” into this process. Salama is Swahili word for “safe” logo.

v) Campaigning for community-offered school meals: Securing the pupils for proper meals per school day, as is offered in other schools in the districts of Kilimanjaro region;

vi) Peer-based, sexual, and reproductive health education for out of school youths; which encompassed the wide concepts from; essential life skills education such as, decisions making, effective communication, self-awareness, coping with emotions/stresses, problems solving, empathy building and interpersonal relationships skills. Further, in this package, sexual health education; such as, HIV and AIDS/STIs, teenage pregnancy, drugs and alcohol use and abuse were included. Sexual behaviors; such as, behavior change, effects of peer pressures on youths’ health, risks perceptions, safer sex, sexual debut, and gender and sex was included as well.

Moreover, issues from society and cultures, such as, media and the image about sexuality and sex, were all incorporated into the program. For each village, a specific work plan was developed in collaboration with the locally formed planning groups. These groups also played an important role regarding

---

⁵ **FEMINA** has been a Sida funded ‘Edutainment’ approach project where adolescent sexual health is promoted through a youth/women’s magazine format.
generating broad community involvement, participation, and/or support for the prioritized activities.

**Phase IV-Maintenance-consolidation**

During this stage, to which this process evaluation is part of, both successes and problems in the implementation were reviewed. This activity included reviewing of; task forces for the local citizens’ organizing, needed to determine any new directions or modifications of the program, including activities to maintain high levels of volunteer involvement. Efforts of organizers to have program elements and interventions more fully incorporated into the established structures of the community (e.g. sporting activities becoming a regular part of worksite community culture and propensities) continued in this phase as well. Local planning groups worked with project technical staffs (evaluation and intervention specialists) in order to explore how intervention activities could be integrated into existing community structures and secure continuation of activities past the project period.

**Phase V-Dissemination-reassessment**

This phase was planned to include an update of the community analysis, which however is yet to be done. As such, the results of this process evaluation study would remain featuring the outcomes of the project implementation until outcome evaluation phases out. In this last stage, the strategic dissemination of information on program outcome and the finalization of plans for the durability of intervention efforts are the key considerations.

Communities and citizens need to receive clear; succinct messages describing what has been accomplished and the continuing efforts that may be required. Such messages are reinforced when community leaders and local advocates are involved in their presentation. The local durability plan will include a vision for future health and social improvements, and laying out strategies to identify, recruit, and involve new people in current or future projects and community activities with possibly revised strategies for program implementation. Furthermore, the effectiveness (outcome evaluation) of the intervention will be assessed. The results will be summarized and presented to regional, national health and educational authorities and all other institutions involved in this research program.

1.8.5 Project structure and functionalities at community level

1.8.5.1 Out of school SRH education program
The program for out of school youths involved working with community leaders and included parent representatives who advocated for the program to the wider community, as explained above.

**Program village advisory boards and compositions**

These boards were formed in every individual village (among eleven) in which the program was operating with the following composition.

- Two prominent village government leaders (Chairperson and Executive officer);
- At least one religious leader, preferably of a most dominant denominations, depending on the existing situation in particular village;
- One formal health care provider;
- At least one informal health care provider;
- Two youth (adolescents) gender balanced representing youths committees in the board;
- Two parent representatives, (gender balanced);
- Local representatives of other organizations working in the community (where deemed necessary);
- Other influential individuals deemed necessary according to the results of the community needs assessment in 2001. These were such as, informal leaders and tribal/traditional based leaders, depending on the setting to where the boards were referring.

**Overview of responsibilities of the board members to the program implementation process**

Generally, members of these boards were not the direct implementers of the program, rather the agents who ensured the smooth operation of the program in the community. The structure as well, allowed for the program publicity through helping to elaborate the program objectives to the community members in various arenas depending on the board members’ representations e.g. villages’ government community leaders would do this through the community meetings they conducted in their areas pertaining to their daily activities.
Similarly, the program planned to involve the religious community in the process, as a challenge to the community to help in fight against HIV and AIDS and general upbringing of adolescents through advocating for their sexual and reproductive health needs. Local representatives of other organizations would integrate the program delivery strategies into their own and thus helped in steering up the implementation process. Youths had to be represented in VABs whose compositions were also planned to be more of advisory, especially to youths who were implementing the program among themselves. The youths’ representation in these VABs was therefore, considered necessary linkage through where the information on necessary needs and/or advisory messages from one side to the other could be diffused. Involvement of health care providers in the program, as already said above, served in advocating for youths’ friendly health care services from their own community. Both formal and informal (traditional) health care services are recognized as having invaluable contributions to the health of individuals living in rural communities all over the country.

**Youth committees and compositions**

Youth committees were formed for similar purpose as the village program advisory boards, with exception that, youths were the actual implementers of the program among themselves as explained above. Youth committees were also composed of youth members who represented different parts of youths’ functional structures (groups) in the community. The maximum number of members in these committees was ten and gender balanced, with few exceptions. These structures included representatives from;

- Income generating youth groups;
- Religious affiliated youth groups e.g. youth choir groups;
- Entertainment youth groups e.g. sporting youth groups;
- Influential and/or prominently known and respected and naturally occurring youth leaders in the community;
- Two (trained) youth peer educators (gender balanced)
- Other youth organizations that were involving themselves with various activities in different areas of these villages e.g. “youth alive organization”, a self-initiative and
religious affiliated organization that was organizing youths against HIV and AIDS in one of the eleven villages were also involved into these coalitions.

**Selection of out of school youth peer-leaders**

Out of school, youth peer-leaders selections have been among the most challenging part of the program planning in the community. This process was made possible through opinions collected from interviews with individual parents, youths, and village leaders of different community settings in order to find the most supported youths who could lead others.

Moreover, the process continued after the youth committees and villages’ program advisory boards were formed. These two groups with members representing varying parts of the community provided invaluable support in accomplishing the process. At last the names of the potential youth peer educators were proposed from each village and the names were proved by youths (through their committees) to whom the choices could have the influence during program implementation. After this lengthy process, the short-listed youths were contacted for possible comments and agreements for them being youth peer educators in the program. Further information e.g. on trainings were provided to those who agreed to serve their colleagues. Fortunately we did not have anybody refused being peer educator.

**Overview of the responsibilities of members of this group to the program implementation process**

The youth committees were the steering committee for the program in the community, with possible inputs from their respective village advisory boards who were the guardians to shield them wherever they needed to go. Representatives of respective youths’ groups were responsible for propagation and/or communicating the program objectives to all other targeted youths from areas they represented.

Moreover, these committees functioned to oversee the possible strategies through which the program could best be implemented in their areas, the process, which included, formations of possible “action youth groups” in each village for the assigned tasks. Action youth

---

6 **Coalition** refers to collaborative efforts; an alliance of various individuals, social institutions, community leaders, and/or other community organizations who work together with interest to promote public awareness to a problem and attract the community members’ ultimate participation.
groups were composed of motivated youth members, including trained youth peer educators (the leaders of these groups) who performed various activities pertaining to the objectives.

1.8.5.2 Schools sexual and reproductive health education

School sexual and reproductive health education involved/targeted the higher grades (sixth and seventh) adolescents in all the eleven primary 7 schools in the community. Through class-teachings and extracurricular activities conducted among students guided by their respective peer-educators, the targeted adolescents could improve their skills and appropriately change their behaviors.

However, through similar process, other students (than targeted) could also have opportunities to learn from their targeted seniors e.g. through public performances and presentation of beneficiaries’ knowledge to the school society whenever opportunity allowed. These public performances were planned to take place in forms of mimicry, choirs, poems, dramatization, artistically presented posters etc.

Selection of in-school youth peer leaders

Selection of in-school youth peer leaders took the principles of sociograms, “a valuable tool for determining how students are viewed by other classmates” and provided information for program implementation planning among students of the targeted grades. Moreover, it allowed students to work rather in motivated ways with chosen peers.

Procedures:

Although most teachers in these grades knew their students’ interactions better than anyone else could imagine, and could have selected the best potential peer-educators; sociograms still provided valuable information beyond individually based selections. As such, e.g.;

i) Students were asked to list the names of other (limited number e.g. one female and one male) students on a piece of paper with whom they would like to sit;

ii) Two names of a fellow student with whom they would like to work in a program or would they like to play with at recess; and

7 “Primary”, school is the lowest accessible, acceptable, and mandatory level of education everybody should acquire in the country after kindergarten training of all children.
iii) They could also be asked to write the names of those students they would like to invite to an outing party and possible accompanying reason.

Such questions could continue depending on what we are looking for. The process is supervised by teachers and results are kept secret to prevent damaging the self-esteem of those students not selected. In this case, the results were kept secret from all students. However, those who were not selected by majority (resulted from tallied counting of voting) were the centre of attention in program intervention, as they could be having much invisible influence on other students as well. Such students therefore, could be provided with special social skills and/or leading positions in youth groups e.g. team captains and/or game leaders. This would go unnoticed why all these were happening because students did not know the results of their votes.

Selection of in school program teachers

Selection criteria for in school program teachers were bound to the fact that those who were allocated by that time to teach the science subject in the targeted grades were those eligible for trainings, for program delivery.

1.8.6 Advocating for community support and participation

Advocating for increasing awareness of and support for effective programs and policies has been essential for the success of any adolescent reproductive health effort. Historically, the public health field has examined environmental, social, and behavioral determinants of health states of individuals and communities and has increasingly involved the public itself in identifying and addressing problems of concerns. As such, community health promotion field therefore, has adopted an emphasis on the elements of empowerment, participation, multi-disciplinary collaboration, capacity building, equity, and sustainable health development.

A number of factors have been found to influence the common heterosexual transmission route of HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The parameters operate at individual level and are connected to societal norms and health care infrastructure. Others arise out of laws, policies and development. The complexity of the situation underscores the need to address the concept of evidence-based decision making and accountability envisioning for better health outcomes in community health promotion agenda. In response, casting drama was broadcasted in this community’s sound system(s) to catalyze their involvement
in carrying out HIV and AIDS prevention initiatives. This was because; the subject of adolescent reproductive and sexual health has been controversial in many communities, making advocacy, and awareness rising even needier. Similarly, therefore; the multi-sectoral HIV and AIDS prevention strategy directed at young people of Kahe community entailed the use of an integrated project and representatives from existed non-governmental AIDS/Non-AIDS related services. Parents, health officials and youth themselves were also involved to conduct community initiatives that would result into positive health behaviors relevant for the maintenance of the general well-being of society.

This purposeful invention was important to tackle the feelings community practitioners and local participants could have that, evaluations were being imposed upon them in manner that failed to appreciate the uniqueness of their community and local practitioners’ skills and experiences. Moreover, the process proved necessary because, community concerns and priorities anywhere else are likely to differ from those of implementers and/or innovators of the new programs. The unresolved differences may result into unexpected reaction by the target community if their involvement in the program is ignored especially in planning and designing.\(^{(23)}\) The major intent of this study was therefore, to examine the extent to which the K-CHDP fulfilled its planned endeavors.

1.8.7 **Project implementation planning in the community**

Planning for the program implementation was a lengthy process, which involved the community at all stages as clarified in the guidance model for the program.

1.8.7.1 **Training of program implementers**

After all the plans for implementation were in place, we had another stage forward to accomplish. This was providing the trainings to the community members who were in one or more ways involved anyhow in the program implementation process. As such, community members who received an extensive knowledge and technicalities-based trainings for the program advocacy were such as;

i) Over eighty members of the villages’ program advisory boards from eleven villages;

ii) Two youth peer-educators from each of the eleven villages;
iii) Two school teachers who were delivering the curriculum-based school program and also supervisory tasks to the targeted grades from their schools; and

iv) Four peer-educators from each school (two per each grade) from each of the nine schools, for peer-based education among students from their respective grades.

1.8.7.2 Multi-focus health risk factors intervention

According to the results of the community analysis (needs assessment) that guided the planning for this program implementation, the program planners and implementers decided to adopt the multi-strategy implementation process that aimed at addressing the multiple risk factors for adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health, and behaviors in this community. As such, the previously identified health risks from initial community assessment were;

i) Substantial in and out movement in the community;

ii) Alcohol, tobacco and substance abuse among youths;

iii) Social health risks for HIV and AIDS/STIs, such as; low-knowledge and general illiteracy;

iv) Health risks such as, potentially threatening STIs, HIV, AIDS and;

v) Advocacy on health seeking behaviors through health care providers in the community, such as traditional birth attendants, herbalists and other forms of traditional healers as long as they were under recognition by their communities etc.

1.8.7.3 Strategies used in program implementation

The Information, Education and Communication (I.E.C), was the main intervention package for the program from which, evolved set of several activities (components); that could mainly be categorized into four, all targeting at both adoption of safer-sex behaviors and abstinence from sex for sexually active and sexually-inactive(young) adolescents respectively.

The four categories were; Knowledge acquisition, Skills development, Attitude development, and Motivational support. These tasks were accomplished through various specific activities according to when, why and how the implementers considered necessary; as such; traditional, societal, environmental and; behavioral factors from different social
systems of the community and individual youths, respectively could be influenced. This implied that, the strategies somewhat differed slightly from one village to another, however with overall objectives remaining the same all across the intervention community. Strategies that were used included;

i) Drumbeating and dancing, singing and rapping youth groups;
ii) Edu-sporting;
iii) Dramatization and mimicry;
iv) Youths group discussions of issues pertaining to their health;
v) Mass media communication, as such used in social marketing of condoms;
vi) Information and education were accomplished through written learning materials aids such as, brochures, and booklets for provision of sexual and reproductive health knowledge to adolescents. The acquired booklets have been the documents of GTZ\textsuperscript{8} reproductive health project support in Tanzania, 1998-2000. The booklets, were developed together with adolescents and African Network for Research and Health Development (AFRO-NET) over sometimes back in the process of learning adolescents’ behaviors. The booklets were the serial volumes, with heading topics such as; growing up, male-female relationships, sexual relationships, pregnancy, healthy relationships, and HIV and AIDS and the new generation etc.

vii) Summative youths congregations that gathered all youth groups from all other parts of the community proximities to one central village;

The amphitheaters for program implementation activities included; street intercepts, sporting pitches, villages’ held and other meetings that kept occurring around the villages e.g. in churches, ceremonial etc.

1.8.7.4 Program monitoring and supervision strategies

Time series evaluation design (as indicated in the schedule), was in use for this purpose where the community served as its own control. The students from sixth and seventh graders and similar (by age and status) out of school youths were under annual survey over

\textsuperscript{8} GTZ is the German Agency for Technical Support, translated from; (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit).
eleven villages and nine schools covered by the project during the period of the year 2002-2005. This design controlled for maturation due to age (from sixth to seventh grade) and to comparison of patterns of change across the villages (where changes of the patterns would increase the credibility of the observed results). Moreover, processes feedback from the instructors and/or implementers, as well as frequent visit of the project technical officials to the implementation sites served very important roles in the program monitoring process that included on sport handling of challenges and/or problems aroused etc.

Chapter 2

2. Literature Review

2.1 Process evaluations and health promoting interventions

Rigorous evaluation of intervention program in various settings is needed to determine which interventions will function most efficiently in a specific setting. This role is also important in order to spend scarce resources wisely. Further more, scientific and ethical imperatives are watching on public health programs to demonstrate evidence of their effectiveness in developing countries.\(^{(24)}\) These efforts are annexes to the fact that evaluations are crucial component of any health intervention program, and for avoidance of reliance on implicit prudence assumptions about health promotion programs’ effectiveness.

Process evaluation can therefore, help in learning detailed accounts of obstacles facing the intervention for immediate changes or at least for future considerations in similar projects. This can be done not only through describing the quality improvement (QI) global terms
e.g. feedback, reminders, free office materials etc., but also through actual experiences of the activities that may influence the final results (success/failure). Moreover, it can meticulously also describe the QI itself, through studying actual exposures to this intervention and experiences of those exposed/participants; (that is implementing the changes that could improve the outcome). As such, the performance could be enhanced by setting new focuses. Further, this procedure can throw light on the mechanisms and processes responsible for the program’s outcomes, (examining the process of care) and variations of these results in the target group/study population (testing changes in these processes).

2.2 Effectiveness of health promotion intervening programs
Models of health promotion programs such as those proposed by Cullen and Greenwald in 1984; identifies some steps in the development, research, and evaluation of intervention for a defined problem and establish efficacy and effectiveness of researching interventions. These models however, lack links to subsequent steps involved in planning more widespread program adoption, implementation and sustainability as discussed by a number of researchers e.g. Johnson and colleagues. The emphasis about this lacking need is also provided by most contemporary health promotion models through focusing on the need for intervention, which target at multiple levels, including psychological, socio-environmental and policy components.

However, besides existence of the contemporary health promotion models, very few of these types of studies appear to neither focus sufficiently on socio-environmental context of behavior, nor on appropriate methods for implementing health promotion strategies. As such, in their reviews of articles, Oldenburg, Dzewaltowski, Johnson and their respective colleagues, strongly suggest that there is inadequate/less attention in the development research base for broader dissemination, diffusion and institutilization of health promotion programs. This could be because, of inadequate and/or insufficient testing of health promotion programs that would lead to unwarranted diffusion.

Developing countries face the challenge of using research evidence to influence e.g. weaknesses of their health systems, lack of professional regulations and access to evidences which is explained by failure to successfully implement even health interventions that has been proven to be highly cost effective by high quality evaluation research. To understand why some interventions are successful and some are not, we need to study the
black box of un-successful interventions. Various intervention studies in Africa and other similar places have identified different processes in the community as inhibitors of the effectiveness of health risks preventive strategies. Moral issues about the content of the preventive messages e.g. abstinence versus condom use have been identified as slowing down the intervention processes, especially with regard to young people. Moreover, because diverse cultural groups have diverse needs and perspectives, general preventive approaches are seldom effective.\(^{(8)}\)

### 2.2.1 Schools-based sexual health programs

Evidence from the published literature shows that many school-based HIV and AIDS interventions in SSA have been found to exclusively emphasize abstinence and/or faithfulness, ignoring the significant proportion of adolescents who are already sexually active.\(^{(34)}\) This paucity of potentially effective programme components in influencing adolescents’ sexual behaviors, has been found to be resulted from opposing concerns of community gatekeepers who think that some program elements might lead to increased sexual activities among their children.\(^{(8;35;36)}\) Moreover, global political and economic dynamics also play significant roles over effectiveness of sexual and reproductive health programs in developing countries. As such, developing countries, seek to comply with conditional release of funds from providers (developed countries), for their researches e.g. Federal government of America, which has currently been insisting on funding for “abstinence-only” adolescents’ sexual health programs!\(^{(37)}\)

Besides, African school-based, adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health programs have been found sharing characteristic successfulness mainly through self-reported behaviors from surveys. However, such impact are lacking evidence from biological markers and theoretical determinants of behaviors, rendering self reported data limiting itself in indicating the successes of these programs.\(^{(38-40)}\) Some researchers, have linked such successes to easiness with, which health promotion agenda could be integrated into schools’ curricular and policies, unfortunately outside Africa, from where none of the published details of schools programmes, meetings the criteria for “healthy school program” could be found in one of the reviews.\(^{(41)}\) Such drawbacks and contrary to successes rising out of self-reported data could be related to incomplete implementation of key components of these programs. As such, shortage of classroom time, teachers fear of
controversy and unfamiliar have been identified from Uganda contributing to such disappointing results, among others.

Differing from one place to another, this would explain the observed inconsistencies and diversities in results from evaluations of sex-education programmes. This could be because most programs are therefore forced to adopt heterogeneity of research initiatives e.g. the programmes that encompass curricular that vary widely in their aims, scope, implementation, and contents. However, some studies e.g. one from Zambia, has found factors influencing adolescents’ sexual behaviors to be multitudinous, each of these postulated as contributing only to portions of observed adolescents’ behaviors. As such, these findings are in agreement with other researchers’ conclusion from similar studies that; it is almost impossible to invent a magic bullet through a single easy to implement intervention as opposed to more or less situations influenced by few antecedents with large impact. Under this and the like situations, the need for programs to which adolescents/participants have positive reactions, cultural barriers to effective intervention and gender differences at multiple ecological levels are all well considered is obvious.

This is to say, interventions that would provide opportunities for people to come together in order to discuss HIV and AIDS as one strategy among others could prove efficiency and effectiveness of behavioral-change health promotion programs at community levels. This component has been found missing from African youths’ sexual health literature. As such, information such as; detailed description of the methodologies used, intervention procedures, whether wide-school domains were considered in their approach, e.g. extending beyond classroom to include factors in schools environment, and involvement of community in planning and implementation have been indicatively lacking.

These are definitely the challenges to evidence of effectiveness of these programs. These ideas are complemented by number of researchers who concluded that, generalized HIV epidemic can best be controlled through expanding the range interventions and strategies that promote various aspects of sexual-risk reduction. These arguments significantly support the ongoing efforts and encourage the regional scientists and communities to put endless- efforts towards fighting the pandemic.

2.2.2 Community-based youths’ sexual health programs
Community-based youths’ sexual health programs are seemingly few, evidenced from paucity of literature indicating either process or outcome evaluation of such programs. Sharing characteristic of being unfixed in particular settings, these programs vary widely in designs and often, contextual specific.

As such, impacts of youths’ health development programs have been indicated to be of mixed nature. Nevertheless those, which are peer led, have been found having influence on youths decisions making through improved self-efficacy\(^{(49)}\), as well as higher ages at marriages, decreased rates of unintended pregnancies through use of contraception; as a result, profound positive influence on HIV and STIs infections among adolescents has been noticed. Moreover, other researchers as well, have observed youths contact with peer-educators as having positive influences towards knowledge on reproductive health related issues.\(^{(50)}\)

### 2.3 HIV and AIDS, situation in Sub Saharan Africa

The HIV and AIDS pandemic is human beings’ devastating and weakening hurricane in SSA, with however less acknowledgement of its impact on youth.\(^{(6)}\) Of an estimated 10.3 million young (aged 13-24) PLHIV, 70% are living in SSA.\(^{(51)}\) Under situation like this, SSA’s youth surely deserve to be the focus for preventive efforts if the concern is to control the epidemic. A substantial proportion of school-aged adolescents, whether in schools or out of schools, report being sexually active with a relatively early (as 12 years old) age of sexual debut, alarmingly reported to be unprotected with multiple partners.\(^{(5;48;52)}\) This magnitude of un-protective sexual behaviors suggest the need for deeper understanding of the direct and indirect influences of socio-economic, cultural and behavioral contexts from the communities in which the contemporary adolescents are socialized and become sexually active.\(^{(34)}\)

Furthermore, adolescence has been identified as window of opportunity for enhancing abstinence and delay of onset of sexual risks.\(^{(48)}\) The ages between 12 and 14 constitute an important entry point for interventions that aim to delay the onset of sexual activity in younger population in order to increase the adoption of risk-reduction strategies in older
The World Bank (WB) and World Health Organization (WHO) in their World Development Report in 1993, identified school-based programs as one of the most cost-effective approaches to health promotion, and later in 1999, released an affirming-report on important considerations for programmes that intend to change adolescents' sexual behaviors.

2.4 Current global situation, Youth, HIV and AIDS

Currently, over half of the world’s population is aged less than 25 years, range within which those aged 10-24 are 29% and with 80% living in developing countries where HIV and AIDS/STIs are among the more common health problems. Again of the estimated 40 million PLHIV worldwide, 38% are under 25 years of age and count for almost six thousand infections per day among 15-24, approximately one infection every 15 seconds. This would mean that young people are still the centre of the HIV and AIDS pandemic in terms of transmission, impact, vulnerability, yet also holds potential for change.

Several studies have reviewed the characteristics of effective programs focusing on HIV and AIDS/STIs, and teen pregnancy. Despite of an abundance of sexual-risk reduction programs which however, may have contributed to some improvements in adolescent risk behaviors, adolescents continue to be at high risk, especially females, with respect to adverse consequences from sexual, sensual to fertility-related behaviors. This observation is supported by the evidence that adolescents who engage in one risk-behavior are likely to engage in other risk behaviors, for various reasons such as rebellion for autonomy, curiosity etc.

Behavioral-change interventions would therefore continue to offer the best opportunities for preventing further spread of HIV and AIDS in developing countries with high rates of infections, despite of the fact that little is known about which interventions are effective and why. This gap might be partly due to the active ingredients of behavioral interventions which are often inadequately defined and barriers for implementations that are somewhat rarely explored.
Chapter 3

3. Methodology

3.1 Methodological preamble

This community-based study, was built on phenomenological qualitative research approach, the 20th century philosophical movement which describes structures as they appear to consciousness without much influence from resources to existing theories, deduction or assumptions from the studied-discipline.\(^{(67)}\) This approach intended to describe the lived experiences of the study participants with regard to AKV program implementation phenomenon, how, and why they interpreted these experiences in their probable unique way(s). In addition to qualitative research being pivotal to our understanding of socio-behavioural aspects of HIV disease,\(^{(68)}\) a chosen approach views a person as an integral part of his/her environment and that no single universal reality has ever existed or at least for long. This is because, human beings interpretation of the world around them would depend on spatiality (location), corporeality (state of mind/body), human relationships (relationality) and temporality (time).\(^{(68;69)}\) As such, according to Creswell,\(^{(70)}\) it emphasizes on role of human consciousness in defining reality; and a critical
tenet of phenomenology is a break with presumptions. In this case, reality is subject oriented, and this means there is always a possibility for multiple realities.

Unit of analysis in this case is a person, whose behavior is studied through interpretation/explanation of his/her actions and/or experiences. Outcome of an analysis are the fresh theoretical statements responding to research questions and validated by data, often-direct quotes from the study subjects. Hitherto, this approach has been able to answer questions such as; what are necessary constituents of certain feelings and/or experiences people have, and what does the existence of these feelings and/or experiences indicate concerning the nature of human being and/or an issue of our concern. These fundamental questions were consistent with research questions in this study to justify the choice of this design and approach.

3.2 Research approach, design and methods

3.2.1 Choice of qualitative approach

Qualitative research approach draws an interpretative orientation that focuses on the complex and nuance process of creation and maintenance of meanings to justify its' fluidly nature. It aims at eliciting the contextualized nature of the experiences and actions, and attempts to generate analyses that are detailed, thick, and integrative in the sense of individual events and interpretations to larger meanings, systems, and patterns.

The choice of qualitative approach in addition to what has been narrated above, depended on its ability to provide an insight into how people make sense of their experiences that cannot easily provided by positivists paradigms. Over years, qualitative research has been a powerful tool in allowing an understanding of the contextual issues that have become concerns of public health. Within the public health arena, qualitative information has been useful in explaining economic, political, social and cultural factors which influence health and disease; through gaining an understanding of how communities and individuals within them interpret health and diseases and study interactions between various players who/which are relevant to any given public health issue (69).
Some researchers believe that qualitative and quantitative methodologies cannot be combined because of assumptions underlying each tradition that are vastly different. As such, others think that the two paradigms are not mutually exclusive and incompatible, yet others still believe they can be used simultaneously. To some extent, arguments above could be right as, each approach has its own drawbacks. This is because quantitative research for example, often forces responses or people into categories that might not necessarily fit to make meanings; whereas qualitative methods on the other hand, focuses too closely on individual results and might fail to make connections to larger situations on possible causes of the observations. These kinds of arguments have for long been based on the relative values of the two main research enquiries. However, both qualitative and logical positivism enquiries cannot necessarily be compared against one another in competing stances. Patton, advocates that paradigm of choice should be that which seeks methodological appropriateness as primary criterion for judging the quality.

Epistemologically, the approach is based on paradigm of personal knowledge, and subjectivity; and emphasizes on the importance of personal perspectives and interpretations. As such, the approach is a powerful tool for understanding subjective experiences, gaining insight into peoples’ motivations and actions through clutter of taken-for-granted assumptions and conventional wisdom. Unit of analysis in this case is a person, whose behavior is studied through interpretation/explanation of his/her actions and or experiences.

3.2.2 Research design and methods
I wanted to do research regarding an aspect of educating and learning practice; namely “Behavioral change intervention” based on the by then, ongoing fieldwork of community-based youths’ health promotion program. Wanting an explorative research design and restricted by budget and time schedule, I chose phenomenology. The chosen design eliminates the specific, identifies phenomena through how they are perceived by actors in a situation.

Most Philosophers regard Edmund Husserl (1859–1938) as the fundamental of phenomenology in the 20th century. Husserl rejected the belief that objects in the external world exist independently and that the information about the object is reliable. External world can be reduced to the contents of personal consciousness by ignoring anything outside immediate experience, to be certain. In this case, realities are thus treated as pure
‘phenomenon’ and the only absolute data from where to begin. \(^{(69)}\) This philosopher named this as “phenomenology”.

Phenomenologists study situations in everyday life-world from viewpoint of the experiencing persons. In contrast to emphasis on culture, characteristic of ethnographers; phenomenology emphasizes the individuals construction of life world (assumptions about everyday life and experiences), the whole of peoples’ unquestioned and subjective experiences of their biological world. This approach therefore, would describe the lived experiences of the study participants with regard to AKV program implementation phenomenon, how, and why they interpret these experiences in their likely unique perceptions. Moreover, phenomenological studies make detailed comments about individuals’ situations that do not lend themselves to direct generalization into the same way, which is sometimes claimed for surveys. The development of general theories from findings is done transparently through working from findings to the theories showing how researchers have arrived at his/her interpretations. \(^{(75)}\)

Qualitative research methods are said to be in liminal state. This is because; positivists, interpretative and postmodernists’ theories, methods and evaluation criteria do co-exist. This connotes that, there is no singular authoritative and agreed upon set of methods for conducting qualitative research. \(^{(69)}\) Each position therefore, is obliged to clarify standards and programs that organize its practice. Moreover, this is also to say qualitative researchers should not assume much that, all other qualitative researchers would understand the particular theory and research method in their project.

In human sphere, the chosen design were translated into gathering deep information and perceptions through inductive qualitative methods such as; non-participatory observation, textual document analysis, Interviews (FGDs and focused interviews) etc. As such, this study employed the use of interviews and non-participatory observation, in addition to use of memos as described in details in following sections below.

### 3.3 Ethical issues consideration

Conducting research with humans raises numerous ethical issues that require careful consideration. Forming and implementing ethical strategies can be considered an art, as sciences and figures and as much as in personally sensitive research of any kind. Ethical issues in this study therefore, covered individual informed consenting and the assured confidentiality. This is because, the basic research ethical underpinnings are reflected on
individuals’ autonomy, principles of justice and non-malevolence that should be adhered to, to build feelings of easiness from both informants’ and researchers’ points of references. As such, study informants, entailed informed and independent written consents forms.

Furthermore, ethical issues are about the safety and risks assessment, which tend to be kept silent within social science domain. Safety issues attract attention from unintentional potential danger that might result from lack of understanding of a particular culture, language, or inability to reflect on participants’ values and beliefs. Risk issues on the other hand, come out of challenges some study participants might face (on the process) in an effort to deal with consequences of our research actions and with disclosure and publication of the study results. Both issues have been reflected attentively throughout the research process and dealt with accordingly, keeping vows on the principles of qualitative research on human subjects maximally implemented.

In this case, participants were informed that, their participation was voluntary and they could withdraw from the study at any moment they wished. Notwithstanding, the participants were identified by their real names from their consent forms; confidentiality and anonymity were assured all the way during data generation to management through assigning the participants the special identification codes. The codes are the ones, which were constantly referred to, from transcription, translation, storage, explicitation process, results presentation, and finally to the discussion made out of study results and other background information. In this case, the names in the consent forms were achieved only for the genuineness or consummation purpose of the obtained informants’ assents.

This study was an internal to existed K-CHDP operating under relevant Tanzanian and Norwegian ethical committees’ ethical-clearances. The copy of the relevant official permission for the evaluated project from, Tanzania Medical Research coordinating committee (MRCC), working under Ministry of Health is appended. However, the researcher in this study underwent procedural ethical clearance from the government of Norway, which passed the proposition for fieldwork. The ethical clearance letter from Norwegian relevant authority granted to process the application is as well attached at the end of document. Besides the entire two ethical clearance letters I had already obtained, it was binding to get supportive letter from the PI of the evaluated program, which is also attached with this document.
3.4 Entry into the field

Proceedings to enter the field for this study started immediately after the methodological considerations for the study were cleared up from the Faculty of Medicine, Department of General Practice, and Community Medicine of the University of Oslo in Norway (investigator’s host institution). This procedure included submission of the fully filled-in ethical clearance form to the special research ethical committee at the institute, who had to evaluate if the study met the ethical criteria for human research.

Moreover, other procedures to enter the community were binding and followed regardless of the fact that, the program was already in the community. This was necessary because, the implementation phase for the program had reached its end before this study was conducted (does not mean the program has ended). Such procedures included the provision of information letter to the District Medical Officer (DMO) in-charge of the community, informing him of what was about to happen in the community as far as the ongoing program was concerning. A similar procedure was binding to the District Education Office (DEO), in-charge of all the primary schools in the area, through a special program’s representative from the office. The latter therefore had to issue an information letter to schools’ heads informing them about the research, their participation, and support.

Further, in the process to enter the community, we had to forward the information letters to the community leaders to set appointment for meetings with all other community leaders from their respective villages. The objectives for the mentioned meetings were to;

i) Provide information to the community leaders about the upcoming activities in their administrative areas;

ii) To oversee the possibilities of finding the potential informants for the study available from their original residential areas in the community; and

iii) Fix visiting dates to visit the specific villages to meet with potential study informants, for possible consensus about their participation, and for ultimate appointments with those who agreed to participate in the study.

3.5 Sampling Strategies

The sampling frame was planned to include respondents from program participants who were the key figures in implementing the activities. The group included youth peer leaders for both school and out of school programs, school program teachers, and villages’
advisory boards’ members. Moreover, one focus group discussion with ordinary youth (program beneficiaries) was conducted, antithesis of original plans, reflective of flexibility (procedural rigor) in the process.

Purposive, non-probabilistic sampling was applied to select the study participants. This strategy aimed at describing the phenomenological process rather than its distribution. This is to say; generalization is not all about distribution of experiences or processes; rather about the nature and interpretative processes involved on experiences. Conveniently, the readily available informants from the targeted groups were asked to participate in the study. Credibility in this case was maintained by the fact that, the anticipated informants (sampling frame) all qualified for recruitment and definitely provided an opportunity for analytical generalizability (research applicability) of the data collected and the analytical-outcome. However, the selection of study subjects from the village’s program advisory boards took the principal of maximum variation, according to community subgroups represented in those boards.

Although we had pre-determined number of FGDs and focus interviews, the richness of the dimension of interest in this study, directed us to where and when we had to stop collecting more data. In this case, the sample size was large enough when we felt that it could have supported the desired analyses. Definitely, this was at redundancy state. The anticipated outcome of how the sampling was going to be effected originally, did not materialize as planned for various reasons such as;

i) Unavailability of sufficient number of out of school youths peer leaders who could have participated in various focused group discussions as planned.

ii) Lengthy school programs that could not support our research schedules, that needed teachers to get out of their teaching stations for focused group discussions. Under this category, some program teachers had already shifted from their previous working schools and we could not follow them up to their new locations, where mostly were completely out of the community. In this case, all the intended FGD with teachers were cancelled and individual interviews conducted instead.

iii) The targeted in-school youth leaders had already graduated and left their schools by the time of this evaluational study.
The details of what was accomplished in relation to what was planned have been clarified in main section, 3.7.2, and to sub-section 3.7.2.2 of this chapter.

3.6 Participation in the study
Inclusion criteria for this study materialize from our sampling frame above. All of the potential subjects above fulfilled the inclusion criteria either by being a village project advisory board member, youth peer-leader (peer educator) and/or schoolteachers trained to deliver a program for in-school program-component. The key-shared characteristic by these potential study informants was “Program’s Key-role players” in implementation. However, the number of those who were involved to such extent in the program implementation appeared too large to be included in this study. In this case, the principal investigator in this study purposively selected the appropriate participants through evaluating their previous involvement levels in the implementation activities. This is to say our main exclusion criterion was factor/ field-situational dependent.

3.7 Data collection
Interviews were the main data collection strategy in this study. Both FGDs and individual interviews were used with different key informants. Both processes were tape-recorded for pragmatic reason of wanting to interact with informants in undistracted manner. Sooner, the tapes were listened to and notes made out of key words, phrases, and statements that allowed participants’ voices to speak. Wherever possible, immediate transcription was effected to avoid impacts of memory decay of the recorded information, and to allow the researchers to scrutinize the data for possible information gaps that had to be filled in the followed interviews with other similar respondents on the row.

3.7.1 Triangulation of data collection methods
While the focus group discussions were designed to gather views on related sets of issues in a non-threatening and permissive environment, the individual in-depth interviews provided the opportunity for the informants to render uncensored accounts of experiences upon the issues of concern. Because participants from focus group discussion interviews tend to follow the trend of discussion that might be influencing their experiences; other methods like in-depth interviews, memoing and document reviews were deemed important for data verification. The four types of data collection methods used in this study therefore aimed to complement
each other. The individual details of this discussion follow below under the respective sections.

3.7.1.1 The focus group discussions

Historically, FGDs have been useful in exploratory studies in health issues, testing ideas and acceptances of new programs, solving specific program’s problems and evaluating programs.\(^{(77)}\) Our choice of FGD in this case, with adolescents, relied on its ability to capture the dynamics of the group interaction, investigate people’s experiences of using different phenomena e.g. health services and exploit these in an attempt to understand the topic rather than responding to one-to-one interviewer’s questions.\(^{(78)}\) Moreover, this method describes and helps understand perceptions, interpretations, and beliefs of a select population to gain an understanding of a phenomenon from group’s perspective. Chosen for its’ historical background in social sciences back in 1926\(^{(69)}\), its’ usefulness in exploring knowledge and experiences, suited the purpose and fulfilled the objectives of this study.

3.7.1.2 Individual/focused interviews

Being full of privileges and deeply rewarding method, the method has been able to endeavor, through draining on an interpretative theoretical framework, which emphasizes the meanings constructed and reconstructed continuously. However, this description is much more worthier if the respondents aren’t considered repositories of knowledge or information treasures awaiting excavations; rather constructs of knowledge in collaborating with interviewers (researchers)\(^{(79)}\).

3.7.1.3 Memoing

Memoing, a strategy helpful for recording ideas, cues, and observations generated during research process, had been of invaluable contribution to this study as it provided data necessary to complement all other methods used during the process. In researcher’s field notes, they record what they see, hear, experience, and/or think in the data collection and reflection process.

Memos in this process were dated for easy correlation with other data collected on the day from different places in the field. In this case, field notes were considered secondary data storage method in this qualitative study. Since data collection and analysis has been a simultaneous process in this research, memos also took over the researchers’ preliminary
hypotheses and methodological considerations during the process. Memoing was therefore, already a step forward towards data explicitation. In this case, memos were categorized into four, the procedure that allowed later easy retrieval from the indexed computer system as follows:

**Observational memos** - Notes on what happened, deemed important enough for the study

**Theoretical Memos** - Notes that attempted to derive meanings as the researcher continuously thought and reflected on experiences emerged;

**Methodological Memos** - These were the reminders, instructions, or critiques to oneself on the process

**Analytical Memos** - These were the day-end fieldwork summary or progress reviews

An account for the constantly changing condition of the study situation was taken into consideration as a cornerstone for the study consistency. Analysis of the negative cases was employed to capture for the true value of the study (trustworthiness). The field data collection guides for the chosen methods over different groups of informants are attached at the end of the thesis (see appendices). The local (National) language, Kiswahili, was used for data collection. Thereafter, these data were translated from sets of transcripts stored in the computer system, before computer-aided explicitation process could begin.

**3.7.1.4 Program documentations reviews**

The observed fieldwork materials, and interviews for this study were supplemented by analysis of documentary materials generated by program such as; correspondences, quota reports, memoranda, routine records on program functioning and implementation process feedback from the community. These materials had proved useful source of information on program’s activities, and processes through generating ideas and questions that could not be pursued through observations and/or interviewing. This was because; some events took place before the evaluation began and/or reflected the plans that could not be realized in actual program performances in the community.

This method was binding in this study for possible study results authentication and avoidance of the possible memory decay and/or distortion to which the observation and interviews are subjected. These documents proved important from the fact that, they are as such usually generated contemporaneously with events referred to them. However, a
necessary caution was also taken in reviewing these sources of information to avoid the possible selective depositions and/or survival biases for the required program information.

3.7.2 Research tools and their operationalization

3.7.2.1 Interview Guides
Separate interview guides were used with separate informants in this study; depending on the purpose and the functionalities of the informants in the program under evaluation. Piloting of these research tools was not practical because of the reality from, which the researched phenomena was very specific to certain area and to the respective individuals, which would have been difficult to be understood by other people, different from those who are targeted. This means, we could not find similar locality with potentially similar informants on whom we could have tested the instruments. Moreover, the community served as its own control in an original program design.

The interview guides were semi-structured in nature; nevertheless, with open-ended questions that allowed researchers to acquire the information of interest and at the same time, provided the informants with opportunities to expand their experiences. This opportunity that, mostly resulted into introduction of new phenomena that widened the scope of this study, arouse from numerous probings of the informants with specific questions that also enabled informants to expatiate on their experiences however, without significant discrepancy from the study’s broad objective. The process continued until the information started repeating itself (saturation point), an indication to end the interview however, with informants’ approval and not through interruption. Generally, in broad sense of this process evaluational research; the interview guides covered the following areas;

i) Social and demographic information of the informants that were being filled in the same consent form that were handled over to individuals to read, understand and fill in the information for themselves, with few exceptions where informants did not know how to read and write. In the latter situation, the researchers asked all the information orally and filled in the form by himself/herself;

ii) Initial reactions to the program from the implementers themselves and/or other partners from the wide community;

iii) Perceived immediate program impacts to the program beneficiaries and/or other related partners;
iv) Perceived implementation status; whether the informants thought that the program have been delivered according to plans or not, any deviations, etc;

v) The possible factors that in one way or more might have influenced the implementation process in either positive or negative way;

vi) The guides objected also to enquire on participants’ empirical suggestions of the informants for possible effective featured program delivery.

vii) Lastly, social-economical and/or environmental issues embedded into the community as part of traditions, customs, culture and/or other propensities that might be negatively influencing youths’ sexual-reproductive health and behaviors, contrary to the program objectives;

3.7.2.2 Interviews and field situation

Individual interviews were held with all the *school program instructors*, who were present at the same duty station during programme implementation, and had agreed to participate in the study. This group of informants contributed to six interviews. This number however, appeared less from planned because; we could not get enough of informants from the reasons that were beyond our control. As such, some of the program teachers were already transferred out of their previous (during program implementation) duty stations. Moreover, from school component of this program, five *school principals (head teachers)* were interviewed on the issues pertaining to their positions and general program implementation that took place in their respective schools.

Three other individual interviews were conducted with *youth peer-educators*. This set of interview was not planned; except that it arouse, as the situation deemed necessary, after failure of other potential informants in this category to turn up for pre-planned group discussion. Only the three youths, (individually interviewed) turned up and the situation was not convincing us to reschedule for possible follow up of the youths who could not turn up for the interview. This was because, we were told that most youths of whom we had planned to meet had gone out of their villages and there were no possibility that they could have returned to the villages anytime during the period of fieldwork. Other nineteen individual interviews were conducted with parents (VAB Category). The distributions of these interviews from participants in this set were as follows;
i) Five-villages’ government leaders who existed in power during the implementation period;
ii) Three- interviews with various denominational leaders;
iii) Two-interviews with informal health care providers;
iv) One-interview with formal health- care provider;
v) Three-interviews with ordinary parents, and;
vi) Five-interviews were conducted with various parents who had locally presented different social organizations from their respective community localities into the program advisory committees.

Only one among the pre-planned four FGDs with youths peer educators materialized. This was because, the targeted individual potential informants could not be found from their villages for various differed reasons. Under such situation, the investigator for this study took a decision to conduct two unplanned focus group discussions with ordinary youths of different sexes in order to expand the horizon of experiences about the program’s implementation from youths’ category of informants. However, again only one focus group discussion was conducted with male group after adolescent girls went elusive, not enough for focus group discussion, after two trials from two different villages. All the interviews took place at different localities deemed quiet, safe, and comfortable for both the interviewers and the informants. These included, mostly under the trees near the informants’ residential areas and in offices where possible/accessible. On average, the interviews lasted for at least thirty minutes.

### 3.7.3 Socio-demographic characteristics of the study respondents

Focus group discussions were conducted with out of school youths in two categories as said above. The tables (I) and (II) below, represents the socio-demographic profile of ordinary youths as participant of one focus group discussion and youths peer educators as participants of the second focus group discussion respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONDENTS’ ID</th>
<th>AGE AT INTERVIEW (YRS)</th>
<th>RESIDENTIAL SUBURB</th>
<th>ETHNICITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. OSL-15A</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Chekereni</td>
<td>Pare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. OSL15B</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Kilototoni</td>
<td>Taita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OSL-15C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ghona</td>
<td>Pare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II: Summary of the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants of the focus group discussion from out of school program component, - “Ordinary male Youths’ group from Ghona Village” in ward I

The focus group discussion with youths peer educators was composed of participants of both sexes (females and males), and who also came from various villages in the community as indicated in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESIDENTIAL VILLAGE</th>
<th>PARTICIPANT ID.</th>
<th>ETHNICITY</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>AGE AT INTERVIEW (YRS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KISANGESAN GENI</td>
<td>1.OSL-25A</td>
<td>Chagga</td>
<td>**M</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWANGARIA</td>
<td>1.OSL-25F</td>
<td>Kahe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIA</td>
<td>1.OSL-25C</td>
<td>Chagga</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAURIVER</td>
<td>1.OSL-25G</td>
<td>Pare</td>
<td>**F</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-25D</td>
<td>Kahe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGASINYI</td>
<td>1.OSL-25B</td>
<td>Kahe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-25E</td>
<td>Pare</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: **M= Males, **F= Females

Table III; Summary of the Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the Participants from Out of School Program Component, – “Mixed (by sex) group of youth peer-educators” from villages in ward II
Table three below, indicate, socio-demographic profiles of the schoolteachers (participant categories), who participated in the study through individual interviews. Schools are coded with numbers in the first column followed by individual informants’ identification codes in the second column. Other characteristics read as they appear in the table, followed by translation of used acronyms below the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL ID</th>
<th>PARTICIPANT ID</th>
<th>*PT</th>
<th>*SADM</th>
<th>*SADM-PT</th>
<th>AGE(YRS)</th>
<th>SEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.SK1-01</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>*M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.SK1-02</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.SK1-03</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.SK1-04</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.SK1-05</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.SK1-06</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>*F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.SK1-07</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.SK1-08</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.SK1-09</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.SK1-10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.SK1-11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PT: Present*, SADM: School Administration and Management, SADM-PT: School Administration and Management - Personal Teacher.
**NB:** *PT=Program Teacher; SADM-PT=Both Program Teacher and an Administrator*  
*SADM=School Administrator;*

**Table IV: Summary of the Social-Demographic Characteristics of the Participants from School Program Component**

The fourth category of respondents in this study was the parents of different groups who represented various social organizations in their respective VABs all over the community. The represented social organizations in these VABs are clearly indicated in the participants’ category column, and illuminate the coalitions created by the program in the community. The first collapsed column of the table, groups the participants’ villages from their two respective Wards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VILLAGE</th>
<th>PARTICIPANT ID</th>
<th>PARTICIPANTS CATEGORIES</th>
<th>AGE(YRS)</th>
<th>SEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHONA</td>
<td>1.OSL-02</td>
<td>Denominational Leader (Muslim Community)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>*M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-03</td>
<td>Denominational Leader (Christians Community)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.OSL-01</td>
<td>Village Government Secretary General</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCHAKINDO</td>
<td>1.OSL-05</td>
<td>Village Government Secretary General</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-06</td>
<td>Denomination Leader (Christian Community)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYOMU</td>
<td>1.OSL-08</td>
<td>Village Government Secretary General</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-09</td>
<td>Parents Representative</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.OSL-07</td>
<td>Formal Health Care Worker(Clinical Officer)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITERINI</td>
<td>1.OSL-10</td>
<td>Local NGO Representative (KIWAKUKKI)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>*F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-11</td>
<td>Local NGO Representative (UMATI)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOKO</td>
<td>1.OSL-16</td>
<td>Village government Secretary General</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-18</td>
<td>Local NGO Representative(KIWAKUKKI SOKO)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.OSL-17</td>
<td>Local NGO Representative</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIA</td>
<td>1.OSL-22</td>
<td>Village Government Secretary General</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-24</td>
<td>Traditional Birth Attendant</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWANGARIA</td>
<td>1.OSL-20</td>
<td>Local NGO Representative (RED CROSS)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.OSL-19</td>
<td>Traditional Birth Attendant</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGASINYI</td>
<td>1.OSL-21</td>
<td>Parents Representative</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V:** Summary of the social-demographic characteristics of the participants from out of school program component-“parents” (village project advisory board members)

### 3.8 Data explicitation procedures

#### 3.8.1 Data handling strategies

Data handling is an essential component of data collection and explicitation to ensure the security and validity of the study results. The tape-recorded interviews were transcribed using specific protocol, such as location from where data collection took place, type of data collection event etc. The back-up tapes were stored in separate cabins from the originals for safety. Field notes were also typed according to their categories and related expansions and kept in separate logged computer files. Each transcript/set of notes was assigned a standard header to indicate archival number, site acronym, data collectors’ name, date of data collection, data collection method, transcriber’s name, translator’s name, typist and date of computer entry.

#### 3.8.2 Explicitation process

Phenomenologists tend to dispel from the word “data analysis” the term, which to them might be reflecting dangerous connotation of losing the whole “meaning of the phenomena”, hence forth referred to as; investigation of constituents of the phenomenon
while keeping its context of the wholeness. Due to this, I would also prefer the use of the word “explicitation” instead in this section. Data explicitation under the design of this study involved five stages of;

3.8.2.1 Bracketing and reduction
This first step involved reduction of information to pure objectivity without regarding a position either against or for the researcher’s own presuppositions. This was done through repeated orienting-self with the interviewee’s words; to develop holistic sense, and to develop the here and now dimensions of those personal experiences that provided the researched phenomenon an existential immediacy.

3.8.2.2 Delineating units of meanings
This was an intuitive understanding of raw data. Statements illuminating researched phenomena were extracted, eliminating redundant units. This was done through considering literal content or the number of times a meaning was mentioned, non-verbal, or Para-lingual cue(s) was illuminated. Computer assisted qualitative data analytical software (CAQDAS) package; as such, OPEN-CODE provided an invaluable support in this process. However, final conceptualization from data chunks remained the sole responsibility of the researcher in the explicitation process.

3.8.2.3 Constituent profile formation
Researcher bracketed his presuppositions to remain true and objective to the phenomena, with non-redundant units on hand. This was a creative insight stage, where more judgments and skills were used to form cluster of themes through grouping units of meanings together. The units of significance (topics) were then identified here.

3.8.2.4 Thematic indexing
This was a stage of summarizing, validating, and modifications. The study aims to reconstruct the inner-world experiences of the study informants through their own ways of experiencing temporality, spatiality, and materiality. Performing of validity check through returning to informants (recorded interviews) to determine if the essence of the interviews has been captured correctly therefore, was as important as creating summary that incorporated all the themes elicited from data to result the holistic content.

3.8.2.5 Extended descriptions
After stages 1-4 above, for all the interviews portions, looking for common themes to most or all interviews (individually/grouped) variations followed; taking precautions not to cluster the common themes with possible minor differences that could have brought counter points regarding the phenomenon being researched. The explicitation process ended with writing a composite summary to reflect the horizon from which themes emerged (thematic guide). This process was followed by transforming participants’ experiences into ones appropriate to the scientific discourses, supporting research, and theories. This was an idealizing process revealing itself in the results and discussion section. Office feedback-documents as mentioned before were also reviewed to complement the final conceptualization of the outcome of this study. This was binding, as it proved difficult to find every detailed account of the project from the local community informants. This was so either because of the program structure and organizational functionalities or because the community could not be the source for such information. The document judged worthy enough for the study, were incorporated into the explicitation process, most of which however ended up being used in other parts of this study and not as mere researched experiences.

3.8.3 Data authentication
Findings verification is approached differently in qualitative studies compared to studies in positivistic research tradition. This however, does not lessen the need to prove that findings in either study are accurate and valid. This is because, although reality is dynamic, without scientific rigor, research is worthless, might render itself factious and without utility. This attracts for a great deal of attention for all research methods. In qualitative research, both issues are dealt with constructively (during the process) and during post hoc evaluation.

3.8.3.1 Dependability
Qualitative methods usually research a question(s) through several methods. It is also not unusual to employ a combination of documentary analysis, together with non-participants observation and/or interviews etc. This might be due to having different research angles and a need therefore to corroborate an account with other data sources. This procedure has been judged invaluable for this study to obtain its maximal reliability. Moreover, the researcher as it were, was part of the data generation process; parents and adolescents were equally interviewed on relatively similar thematic bases. This approach, afforded the study an aspect of data sources triangulation.
3.8.3.2 Research credibility and transferability

Both internal and external validities (from rationalistic paradigm point of view) in this study were ensured through showing research subjects the excerpts of interpretations of their responses to get approval of correctness of researcher’s interpretation of the phenomena. Peer-debriefing, referential materials adequacy and creation of extensive worthy field notes, proved invaluably necessary in this validation process. Nevertheless, inherit to this process; individuals who would want to apply the results to different context are bound to integrate how sensible it is, because in qualitative paradigm, one reality has never been measured twice.

3.8.3.3 Language difficulties

While the field guides were primarily in English language, they had to be translated into Kiswahili (the language used for interviewing). Nevertheless, the task of translation had been challenging bidirectional, as it appeared that some English words could not be matched with appropriate Kiswahili words. Similarly, with translating the transcribates from Kiswahili back to English, some words proved to have double and sometimes, triple-meanings despite all the efforts made to have requested the respondents for clarification of most ambiguous words that emerged during interviews.
Chapter 4

4. Results

Chapter organization
In this section, results are presented according to the categories and subcategories developed during explicitation process, which has been clarified in detail in its’ respective section under methodology chapter. Themes and sub-themes presented here reflect varying exemplars of the researched phenomena in this study.

Phenomenologically, the results are presented in forms of short discussions from researcher’s points of views and validated by respondent quotes next (italic quotes). These are the individual experiences of the informants from two main evaluated program’s components (in school followed by out of school program components). The experiences are kept fresh as they were translated from recording instruments used during interviews, to preserve the discourse value (wholeness) of the phenomena. Again, the respondents from “In-school program” mainly consisted of program teachers. However, few school heads were also interviewed. The “out-of-school program” respondents consisted of youths and parents (in varying categories). Parents fall from VABs, (a subset in the out of school main component). The informants from this category were the project advisory committees’ members from various villages in where the program has been operating. Moreover, youths who participated in the study were of two different categories whose experiences are however, combined, and only differentiated by individual codes of who gave the particular presented experiences.
4.1 Individual interviews from in-school program implementers

The objectives of this study, to this group of participants were to explore their experiences upon how they could have described the implementation process in their own world. Moreover, the study wanted to explore the experienced exposures of the study participants (school adolescent peer educators, program teachers, and school administrators) to the program. Adolescents and teachers in this category were the main implementers of this program in the schools environments. However, as clarified previously from the introductory chapter of this document, school adolescents did not individually, participate in the study. In this case, we only had experiences of these young adults reported by their teachers.

4.1.1 Initial reactions to the program

4.1.1.1 Other adolescents too-young

Other students being young for the program content and the similar concept below emerged from an interview with school administrator who narrated to us that other students are thought to be morally behaving among the big group of adolescent and therefore, their perceived moral-virginity needed protection from exposure to the program-instructions that were felt to be more overt.

In fact; in the beginning there were bad feelings that this afya kwa Vijana were changing the behaviors of those youth..(pause....), because you know if you have ten children, among whom five might be behaving badly, and the remaining might be behaving normally. When this program came into place, all the children were drawn to the same point of view, after they had learned that the program was targeting them together as a team. Therefore; according to their perceptions, they thought that Afya Kwa Vijana were ruining the behaviours” (SADM, SKL-09)

4.1.1.2 Teaching sexuality could lead to practice

Some informants clearly link knowledge to practice. As such, other parties thought for example that, teaching issues of condoms through demonstrating was inappropriate and was feared could lead students practicing sex than ever before.

Some teachers also thought that we are teaching inappropriate things. Not only teachers, even other people felt that, teaching a student that condom is used this way or it helps you this way and it does not help you this way etc; is like you are telling them to practice” (PT, SKL-11)

Linkage of knowledge to practice took different view, and this time it is clearly indicative of parenting roles these teachers exhibit towards students’ sexuality. This female school
administrator felt that teaching aids that represented reproductive organs of human body could impart high states of curiosity to students. Looking at this fact critically, it might relate to secrecy that surrounds the whole issues of sexuality in this society.

4.1.1.3 School female staffs against existed openness on sexuality

Demonstrating the mother role in African society where women spend most of their time with children than fathers, female school staffs were also reported to have taken leading roles towards adolescents’ sexuality protection through child rearing cogent force they posses.

Yeah; it is true, especially women did not like very much seeing some of the materials-aids in the implementation for example the penile model. They had difficult times even holding them because we were not hiding them, we were keeping them in the staff room besides our benches” (PT, SKL-08)

Similarly, to the above phenomenon, another female school principal clearly showed her concern over the said openness. Her fear is that, it could lead to high level of adolescents’ curiosity (seeking of knowledge), that still addresses the point of secrecy. Further, the fear is surrounded by the fact that parents do not want to know that their adolescents understand their own bodies, clearly indicative of lingering disgrace and embracement in communicating sexuality issues in this society.

Some teaching materials resembling some parts of human body, used in teaching those students; students were like..(Pause)..., first; it imparts into him high level of curiosity, secondly:. I discovered that some teachers were saying aaaaahhh! (Exclamation mark showing disagreement with something) trying to oppose what the afya kwa Vijana (program) teachers were doing” (SADM, SKL-06)

4.1.1.4 Elderly and conservativeness against change

One of the informants had reported occasions where insignificant percentage (according to this informant) of parents, mainly elders had distant opposing feelings over the program implementation. Starting his comments through questioning the interviewer, he said,

“...do you know that such elders also have small children schooling here?... (Astonishment looks). Continuing further, ideas pinpointed the elders as main opposers and probably difficult to understand issues as far as this school teacher was concerned and therefore thought that, such elders could also impose such negative attitudes over their own adolescents.
Such people exist but in insignificant percentage; For example I heard one student telling others that his father has forbidden him to attend into Afya kwa Vijana classes, he is a son of an old man whom I used to know even before I came to this school” (PT, SKL-01)

4.1.1.5 Perceived defective communication on sexuality issues
Closely related to the phenomenon above, same informant narrated a story of a male student adolescent who was forbidden by his father to attend the program-instructions. When probed, his teacher revealed that there were no effective communication between the son and his father. Conclusively about this issue, besides perceived conservativeness, problems in communicating sexuality issues between parents and their adolescents were also evident.

I asked him (son) what he had told his father when he asked him what was being taught in afya Kwa Vijana program, and if he happened to show the father his afya Kwa Vijana exercise book. The son replied that he could not show his father that exercise book. Here I was forced to go and talk to that parent, explain everything including the objective of the program. He finally well appreciated, telling how young people (all others below his age) told him completely different things. He was told that the program was teaching how to use condoms and other things he could not remember” (PT, SKL-01)

Parents are probably aware of their adolescents’ sexuality states but would never admit it straight. Showing their concerns and that they care about the safety of their adolescents, their reactions at first point appear to be the worst of what they do not want these young adults to be doing. Under normal circumstance, the truth about what is going on in their teenagers’ lives could never be resolved from between the two parties (parents and adolescents) indicative of communication problems existing.

Such parents as the one reported below must have been informed what is going by her student daughter who probably wanted her mother to know what is going on for good intention. However, the mother could not take that opportunity to communicate and find out what her adolescent had yet to tell. She rushed to the school to find the truth/clarification from other adults.

It is true; about this research; some parents once came here interested to know what were going on, perplexed that it might be their children are taught sex issues at young ages, something that might spoil further their behaviours. I told them that, it not true..., she was a mother of an adolescent girl from grade six” (SADM, SKL-10)

4.1.2 Perceived immediate program impacts

4.1.2.1 Students gained confidence and freedom of expression
Different teachers interviewed had different experiences on impacts of this program over the targeted students. To their suppression, adolescents probably wondered how possibly and suddenly, teachers could communicate sexuality issues overtly to them, the situation that has for long been against tradition sort of.

*What I saw, was the fact that children gained confidence, because previously these things appeared strange to them but as we continued helping them and explaining things, I came to realize that everybody started to feel free to talk about their feelings”* (SADM-PT, SKL-04)

### 4.1.2.2 Improved relationships between adolescents and their teachers

As a result, of confidence and freedom having attained by students, the ordinary humane relationship between students and their teachers resumed its position. Such fruitful results have possibly been the joyful situation for these teachers, some of whom have been reported above, posing their fears on sexuality education.

*In addition to that, students are freer now than before; they do approach us very openly (without any frightfulness) after having learned the dangers. There are those who have built sort of "courage" to approach us openly for example, reporting having caught a friend with seductive letters aiming at initiating sexual relationships between the two involved”* (SADM, SKL-06)

### 4.1.2.3 Improved students’ learning abilities

This sequel of events did not end with only improved humane relationship. The latter could have resulted into students’ abilities to learn, the process relatively entirely dependent on class teaching in African poor countries’ primary schools. This academic impact however, was pronounced in science subjects from whose teachers compared some of the related topics to those of program- instructions.

*Some topics available from the program syllabus relates to those of science subject syllabuses, the reason why students have interests into the science subject. The program has helped us reducing to a greater percentage.... (Pause), I have not seen again the problems of "don't know students”⁹. Students know how to answer the questions; they face the challenges, as an impact from the program topic on; "how youths can face and interact with challenges/problems in their daily growth encounters””* (PT, SKL-07)

Learning being a lengthy process involving different phases and step towards knowledge acquisition, revealed itself through improved students’ abilities to take actions on their own

---

⁹ Students whose readily responses, would be “I don’t know” when asked to explain an issue during learning.
(initiativeness) and easily understood (understandabilities) through properly functioning humane relationship, foundation of confidences and freedom of expression achieved previously.

After these issues were experienced so common in their minds, they discovered that, they program lessons gave them opportunities to sit together and talk about their problems. This also gave us (teachers) an opportunity to understand those children further because, after they managed to express themselves and become open in presenting their problems” (PT, SKL-08)

The other informant said, “...even when I meet my students in their classes during normal lessons, the confidence they have now has made us understand each other easily and very quickly” (SADM-PT, SKL/04)

Indicative of the an ongoing learning process, motivated adolescents, already reported having abilities for self-creativeness, naturally demonstrated their willingness, and need to learn every thing to their entirety, through their curiosity for knowledge.

Secondly, after start delivering this program, youths were very interested into the subject (program). Again, in one way or the other, I had feelings that the program helped students because I could see their desire to know many things as we proceeded” (PT, SKL-11)

4.1.2.4 The program-graduates as role models

This program teacher from one of the schools, who was fortunately a native of the same area, had explained his experiences in a broad sense about the impact of the program in a broad community as follows;

There has been changes because, those children who graduated from the program has taken very important positions in educating the community. This is because, there are areas/issuses which even the children themselves don't like; for example this "economy" you are talking about, other parents are selling local brews in their residential areas or in their own houses. I think other children do reach on decisions not to be involved in such issues.

Youths have changed; ... in the streets for those staying in their homes, you find them busy doing several activities and not just sitting somewhere without specific tasks to perform. Those who sit idle are very few,... those who you would find in such situations must be a youth out of this age we are dealing with now and he might be in a bad shape. Moreover, am getting some feedbacks from those areas stating that, "children of these days know everything; some people say...”and they know these things” (PT, SKL-07)

The demonstrated behavioral role modeling by program adolescents were also perceived to have influenced the behaviors of other students from within the schools where the program were implemented, a process outcome perceived as forbearance among remaining other students.
Those who will soon be graduating, for example the fifth graders stepping to sixth grade this year are very seemingly calm, they are not like their previous colleagues who had very unstable thoughts” (PT, SKL-07)

The mentioned modeling tasks were also noticed to have created the relatively reliable sources of sexuality information among youth within the community. In the same way, such sources of sexuality information could be backing up the perceived endurance for similar information in remotely located rural communities.

When this project came into place, we saw some changes in behaviors, for example in these areas we do not have televisions, which educates. We have media like radio broadcasts, but not many of these children listen to radios most of the times, may be about proper use of condoms. In that case, on coming of this program, already the concept of proper condom use is in use here” (SADM, SKL-09)

4.1.2.5 Perceived decreased amount of sexual contacts among school adolescents

This is probably, an outcome of role modeling on discussion; students perceived to have changed behaviors towards sexual intercourse. Insisting to have known his adolescents’ behaviors for quite sometimes, he also had illuminated the fact that sexual intercourse had been an ordinary phenomenon in a community and probably few knew and/or even cared for unwanted outcomes.

In this case, I see the successfulness of this program has been on decreasing the frequency of sexual contacts in my area especially amongst young people because I know them. It has been reduced because before, these young people thought of sex as an ordinary phenomenon, because they have been learning this from their elders around the village. However, after introducing this subject, they learned that incautious sex and/or…” (PT, SKL-05)

4.1.2.6 Need for program sustainability in schools

Program stakeholders showed their probable fear that the overal influence of the program would not be noticeable because, the pull of school program graduates, supposedly, to act as role models in the community was not enough yet. As such, this informant urged for the program institutilization into the schools arenas, so that in school adolescents generations could have constant access to the content materials of the program.

However, this thing needs to be strengthened and put it back in place as it started. This is because, those who got this education since we started the program, has gone and were replaced by others from lower classes. These new ones will not get the program because it has gone to rest. This means we benefited very few forgetting many that were coming behind them. In this case, we would have done nothing, it could have been better for the
Eager to understand what this informant meant by program sustainability, I asked as to why this program could not be sustained because, already some correlation between the program contents and targeted grades’ science subject syllabuses had been experienced by other informants from other places.

There are no many flaws with our syllabuses, except that the topics are just introduced; they should have elaborated widely as afya Kwa Vijana did... (Laughters from both of us)... and you know, that is very detailed” (SADM, SKL-02); the informant continued.

Such experiences could are likely illuminating already observed deficiencies with the existing syllabuses, that has incorporated sexual and reproductive health education in varying levels in the country.

4.1.3 Perceived implementation status

4.1.3.1 Ineffective timetabling and time-limitations

Giving his experience over program implementation, this informant observed that previously planned, “extracurricular program-delivery” proved problematic against the plans. Probably, through challenges brought about by similarly demanding school academic endeavors, program teachers, and other implementers could have experienced such difficulties.

“Looking from when the program started until it ended, I think what was required to make it more successful, was all about the said timetabling. It could have been better; if possible, the program lessons could also get integrated into the main classes-academic timetable” (PT, SKL-01)

Because of dysfunctional timetabling, the planned frequency of program-delivery as well appeared short for learning process according to this implementer’s experience. As such, they needed to add more time when such occasions were available by chance.

Uhh, I see it that way because the planned time in which we used to teach in classes according to existed school timetable was so minimal in such a way we needed to add more to allow students get everything intended for them. This means getting the whole concept of afya Kwa Vijana program (subject) as it was being delivered” (SADM, SKL-02)

4.1.3.2 Short duration of program

From program implementers’ experiences on the status of program implementation, one of the teachers had narrated clearly that, the goals were yet to be reached. Closely linked to
other phenomena already explained above such as; dysfunctional program delivery schedule that resulted into relatively few delivery frequencies coupled with naturally occurring opposing needs of other adolescents; the seemingly short program duration was likely to result. “Somehow, we were almost reaching the goal, it is only because the program stopped; could it have continued, we would have met our objective...” (PT, SKL-11)

Under such circumstances therefore, it was obvious that more time was needed for program implementation to reach its required reach out by these implementers.

Therefore, would it be having more time for implementation, it could have brought fruitful results because from my previous experiences and even currently, students have been asking, "Why don't we have that program anymore"? This is evidence that people still need this program, because it had just reached a pleasurable stage, and then it got cut-off” (SADM-PT, SKL-04)

Nevertheless, besides other related likely contributing phenomena towards observed ineffective timetabling and short program duration; this informant had illuminated other possible considerations for program delivery success. To him, patience could be a paying role.

In this case I see that changes were at the door, and if we can make further efforts, all the objectives will be met because, the whole of this community including these youths will be changed slowly with time” (PT, SKL-07)

Apart from the said patience that invites investing in time, one of the program teachers experienced a sluggish response (low understandabilities) for the program from his students, the fact that slowed the speed of the program delivery in the beginnings until later when students started understanding.

May be if we reflect back (in the beginning), plans were not really taking the desired stance (s). This happened that way because first, some of the targeted students (sixth and seventh graders) were so reluctant, fearful of what would happen next and the end-result of what have been introduced to them. That caused the program to start in slow pace in the beginning, but as we went on just in the midst, students started to understand what was needed /going on after when we gained motivation to teach them to their appreciation” (PT, SKL-01)

4.1.3.3 Ongoing need for the program

Possibly having originated from perceived short program duration or as an independent phenomenon, different study respondents reported varying situations reflective of an
ongoing need for the program in these social institutions. To others, they had to seek excuses from other teachers and students’ enquires, as to why the program could not continue further.

*Not only students continued asking, but also some teachers, saying: "now what is next". I was just seeking excuses, sometimes spelling that it was the end of the program's first session and that it could have continued later on"* (PT, SKL-08)

Moreover, while adults (teachers and other parents) struggled over adolescents’ sexuality decorum, youths’ adventurous expedition over the program excelled positively as reported by one of the program teachers.

*In teaching the subject, students were very interested into the subject and were longing for the subject to continue, I mean, when the program stopped, they were not happy about that, they needed to continue”* (PT, SKL-11)

Finally, on this issue, another informant had his feelings aired on behalf of the general community. Shedding light on an experience, reflective of presence of varying groups of program adopters in school community, he urged the program planners to reconsider bringing it back to allow those laggish-ones to learn.

*In addition to that, I would like to say this project is still needed in these areas; intensive education is needed to enable even those who were lagging behind to get educated to their appreciations. Could those be allowed to understand things, they would do the same to others. In this case again, I think program would need to be prolonged little bit in these village areas”* (SADM-PT, SKL-04)

### 4.1.4 Factors that influenced program implementation process

#### 4.1.4.1 Working with community leaders

Program advocacy into a broad community took its leading role from different parts of the social settings. Taken by surprise, one of the informants had narrated a scenario where, students from his school had been invited by the religious community to watch audiovisual programs on HIV/AIDS.

*Yeah; you are right, I was even surprised myself when they invited our students to show them such things! However, I think they do understand that the objective is to empower children to understand what might happen to them if they would perform certain actions and to enable them protect self from any problem that might come before them”* (PT, SKL/03)
4.1.4.2 Schools as trustworthy social institutions

“Seemingly doubtful, both from his observations and the response he gave”, when asked if other program stakeholders especially parents; could have visited the school program to comment on its contextual activities, the respondent had this to say;

*I would say, the chances that parents could have visited the school and gave some comments on this program were minimal because, people in these areas, “are mostly very primitive”. Others fear that school is a place for education and nothing else, therefore; anything going on there is also part of that education”* (PT, SKL/05)

Could it be the opposite, that community trustful heartedness over these social institutions limits people’s intentions to pose challenges over program being run by teachers and schools’ authorities? Such reproaching enquiry could be allayed by observations, such as from another study informant who clearly stated that, teachers appear to be the prominent professionals in some local communities. In such circumstances, schools’ trustworthy from such communities could be an obviously inevitable situation, because simply there are no reasons for people being doubtful over what is being done by such respected professionals.

*You managed to see that these environments are full of mosquitoes, the feelings that drove you to bring us mosquito nets, we thank you very much again for that because these environments are very difficult to live in and as you see there are no other professionals than these teachers you see here!”* (SADM, SKL/09)

4.1.4.3 Existed correlation between program’s delivery guide and schools targeted grades’ science syllabuses

The said correlation between the program guide and syllabuses of science subjects from the targeted grades, were experienced to have helped easing the teaching process of science subject lessons under normal circumstances.

*Nevertheless, in teaching the science subject and in collaborating with students; there were no problems because the program instructions well correlated with science available in schools at targeted graders”* (PT, SKL/07)

4.1.4.4 Program-teachers residing out of intervention community

Another factor that influenced the implementation of the program appeared to be the fact that some program teachers were staying out of the community where the program was being implemented. This appeared a challenge to implementers, because program implementation was scheduled to take place after normal school class lessons were over (evening break time); relatively the same time those staying outside the community would
have needed to leave schools. Moreover, the selection criteria for program teachers, clarified in previous parts of this document seemingly, limited the possibility to overcome such shortcomings

Again, for us the time was so limited because basically, the allocated time for the program was only in the evening after class hours. Given the fact that some of us (teachers) reside far out of this place... (Pause) however, students responded positively...” (PT, SKL-01).

4.1.4.5 Community’s incapacity to provide school lunches in full range
Program had been advocating for school lunches allover the community. However, neither related to lacking know how nor why, rather to incapacity-to-provide related reasons that contributed to the continued situation according to study respondents interviewed at different times and from different community locations. “We are going to have one meeting with parents, because school has run shortage of food. Students have been missing their lunches for quite some time now” (PT, SKL-03)

Narrating the possible impact of such incapacities to students’ learning abilities, one of the respondents said;

You know students here are not regularly getting their lunch at school; it is only in approximately two months in a year they get food. This jeopardized our plans as the time planned to deliver the program was in the evening (after normal class hours) when most students are exhausted with hunger (physical and mental exhaustion). Under situation like this, the students' attention to what is being taught (at that particular time) is minimal; so it could have been better to deliver this...” (PT, SKL-01)

4.1.4.6 Interactions between schools’ society and the general community
Reflecting the phenomenon that schools are not the isolated entities in the communities in which they are located; this teacher explained situations where the in-school program happened to be influenced by out of school program and generally in a way by the situation in general community as narrated in his second related quotation below.

The out of school youths started receiving the program two months later after we had started, so they were demoralizing students, telling them that what they are being taught was not actually meant for them because, they were still very young for example to be taught issues of condom”. (PT, SKL-01)

However, further from his observations, this informant provided a conclusion enlighting different phenomenon of “intergenerational sex in the community”.
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Even though, youths in this area know that primary school aged youth especially girls, have sex with adults in the village. In this case, they were trying to create a profile to render them easy preys. That is how we interpreted the scenario” (PT, SKL-01)

Adolescents from this community has been reported to endure through tempting environment in where mostly, many had to look for alternative ways for their needs, because parents can no longer provide to their satisfactions. “This exists; first is poverty which is forcing adolescents to look for money through any means, because parents can no longer provide for their needs” (PT, SKL-08)

Closely linked to concept of poverty above, there is very little to care about what should be done to get ends met. Moreover, the informant relates an issue to low risk perception supposedly resulted from the lingering illiteracy.

The whole issues of what dangers exist have not come into people’s attention in this community. You find that a child attends school as usual on a day, but back home in the evening; a parent may be from not knowing what dangers are associated with...(pause), or influenced with life difficulties; they earn through selling local brew in their homes” (SADM, SKL-06)

Under similar circumstances, school adolescents are forcing themselves to work for payments or even getting into other rather dangerous endeavors as per this informant’s experience.

Children are involving themselves into sex business. In this case, even if we try to instruct them in a specific way, they are naturally forced to do their own ways for survival. This could be contributing to children, especially girls abandoning schools for marriages” (PT, SKL-08)

Giving his conclusion on impact of students involving themselves into such activities, one of the study respondents had cried out for the situation, which according to him, has been distorting the worthiness of the good instructions they provide to their students.

Okay, in fact, this community is poor, their productivity is minimal, and their earnings are very little. This can lead to children’s failure to adhere to what this program instructs them” (SADM, SKL-10)

4.1.4.7 Influences from poorly staffed rural community schools
Some of the schools in this rural community appeared to be poorly staffed even to manage the ordinary school schedules. This scenario had an impact on this program implementation as revealed by this teacher.

Yes, it was bad timing for us, because even though we were very few (teachers) despite of the fact that this school had not been divided into two schools like now. We were only four teachers in total for the whole school; situation under which taking two teachers away again was an overwhelming imbalance because we were already overloaded” (PT, SKL-03)

The impacts of schools being understaffed arouse to be a dilemmatic intersection as, it appeared to be a struggle between the program implementation, and other school scheduled teaching and/or other activities. “At the same time, I was required also to fulfill my daily teaching schedules to avoid letting down any other side... ” (PT, SKL-05)

4.1.4.8 Program delivery lacked priority

Seeking the possible reasons for the observed drawback to successful program implementation, one of the school principals interviewed on this issue, admitted somehow to have denied the program an opportunity for proper implementation, due to the existed situation during program intervention.

The year 2003 onwards had been very competitive periods; we therefore have been directing much of our efforts to the potential graduates (seventh graders) each year through keeping them busy academically all times, especially in the morning and evenings. In this case, we denied the students the right to get afya Kwa Vijana instructions” (SADM, SKL-09)

Moreover, other program teachers also experienced program being restrained by some school administrators. For instance in the beginning of the program for unknown reasons and later on noticed a change of habit after the program officials had moved to solve such outburst engrossing interests.

You know that in these schools we have other colleagues like teachers and head teachers. They are very important people because for example, if a head teacher decides not to allow you doing something, he will do that no matter what/how you are going to react, provided he/she is your leader and you are under his influences. However, generally, I felt the presence of collaboration, especially after the project had enlightened them” (PT, SKL/07)

4.1.4.9 Some program implementers’ obedience to their consciences
This appeared to be an isolated scenario where, one of the program teachers had admitted not to have delivered some learning materials aids to students, because other people surrounded him and probably himself too (he did not admit that) thought that, the some of the learning materials-aids were too detailed for students.

In this case, I see that materials-aids also were.(pause)....., even though, there were some booklets available, but frankly speaking we (program teachers) were using them more than students because the community (other teachers around us) thought that the booklets were too detailed, meaning that the booklets were explaining things in more open way(s)” (PT, SKL/07)

Although was not admitted by either of the program teachers or any others interviewed, the lacking “motivational component” from inside some of the program teachers according as one informant experienced it; was associated with the failure to balance the situation in which sometimes program delivery went unattended.

Teachers, whom you sent for the seminars, were the main decision makers. These teachers had some issues...(Laughed)..., you know everybody is ready according to how they are. The ability of somebody to volunteer would depend either on whether he would prioritize for the payment or not. In that case, they thought that, they were paid very little. ...Nevertheless, if the afya Kwa Vijana teachers had been motivated, we could have balanced the situation...” (SADM, SKL/09)

4.1.5 Empirical suggestions for improved in-school program delivery

4.1.5.1 Reviewing of program delivery timetabling and related schedules

This section is composed more of summary from previous sections of this part of the chapter. Although already observed the well promising “immediate program impacts on targeted students”, when probed if other students from his school did happen to have opportunities to learn from the targeted in-school youths as part of their modeling roles as well as other program activities as discussed earlier; this informant had experienced differently.

That didn't happen because most of the times when we were having afya kwa Vijana sessions, the lower graders were absent; may be if they had got something, it could have been as a result of leakage of secret from the beneficiaries, the fact which we couldn't unfold” (PT, SKL-01)

The program implementers emphasized on timetabling issues for successful program delivery. However, this one thought that could it be possible, the instructions should be
integrated into the school timetable also already suggested as one of the strategies towards program institutilization

To make it more successful is all about the said timetabling. It would have been better, if possible the program lessons also be integrated into the main (classes-academic) timetable” PT, SKL-01

4.1.5.2 Widening schools’ program coverage

Although the interviewed staff and program implementers had ideas that, the program was research oriented, they still wanted it to extend its’ researching zone to includes lower primary school grades. This is all about “program coverage-horizon”, which came into implementers’ minds because other students have been noticed asking why were they being segregated from receiving the program-instructions.

You know, separating the sixth and seventh graders..(Pause).. Anyway, you will do that and teach them separately, but other students will keep on asking questions; why are we segregated? Even though they might know that age matters in this selection, but they were very hurt” (PT, SKL-01)

In an effort to defend his wishes, one of the school principals admitted the existence of early sexual debut among adolescents and suggested that possibly, programs like this would need to look for possibilities to involve all other students from primary schools, according to their abilities to understand these issues.

This is because, we came to realize that, students from grades three, and four have started having sex. In this case, it is better also to involve them according to their levels of understanding in order for them to start learning how to behave acceptably when they are young instead of waiting to start giving attention to them when they are more mature in higher grades, when the task might not be easy” (SADM, SKL-10)

4.1.5.3 Improvement of learning/teaching materials-aids and/or scope

Learning institutions from developing countries especially from lower levels operate under poor conditions, as such; AKV program could limit itself to equivalent conditions in where preferably the program would be sustained. However, the local needs could not consider such possibilities and revealed the need for practical learning which, included need for audiovisuals aided learning.

The deficiencies occurred because as you know theoretical instructions do not suffice; but if combined with practical learning, it helps. In situations where we needed vivid things like pictures, audio-visual learning etc, to enable children's direct and concise learning; because that way, they could have learned holistically; we could not get those things” (PT, SKL-07)
Despite of the need for more learning materials-aids emerged; tracing back to linkage of knowledge of sexuality to practice of sex, the potentially outgoing graduates (seventh graders) from primary schools appeared the preference group of adolescents who other parties (than program teachers), thought should be exposed to perceived detailed program instructions.

*In that case, they also advised that, it is better to teach those who are at the door going out in order to give them alternatives to use when they can't abstain, instead of those who are still students. This is because, it is uncertain that, it can result into further increase of sexual activities amongst targeted students*” (SADM, SKL/10)

While some learning materials aids were judged detailed for certain groups of students in some schools; from most of the schools whose program teachers happened to be interviewed, students were reported to have liked the materials and teachers helped them using the booklets efficiently, in spite of the perceived insufficiency of materials. One of those program teachers reported on the issue.

*Yes, there were little deficiencies, which I got from youth themselves. They happened to like the booklets supplied by the program for them, in the sense that we were using the booklets during our group discussions; something, which raised a need for more booklets sufficient for the groups”* (SADM-PT, SKL-04)

### 4.2 Interviews from Out of School Program Informants

This section contains the comments from both youths who served in the program as peer-educators (program implementers), and other ordinary youths (majority program beneficiaries). Moreover, the experiences of parents (VABs-Category) have also been included.

The latter group had been distant proctors and advisors for the program and not the direct implementers. In this case, their experiences to the imposed enquiries on different segments of the program implementation would merely reflect the boards’ (in which they were members) effectiveness in their respective community settings, as far as the program implementation planning was concerning.

#### 4.2.1 Community initial reactions to the program

##### 4.2.1.1 Differential understandings of the program objectives
Despite of their acceptance of the program, youths continued holding different expectations throughout the program implementation period. One of the parent informants, who also participated in program implementation, gave her experience on youths’ commonly arouse need, as that of wanting to get out of life difficulties facing them.

_The shortcomings were as I said, program not having capability to provide youths get what they wanted in order to win life. This is because; they had little power and needed help to step forward. “We thought that, if we could get something like little loan from AKV as a capital for small scale business starting”, youths said”_ (PR/VB-23/F-44)

### 4.2.1.2 Rejection and/or discontinuance of some program-instructions/delivery strategies

Parental concerns over youth’s sexuality and behaviors revealed itself in program implementation through their reaction towards program activities that were to involve their adolescents. Giving his experience and at the same time representing others in his opinions he said; “

_...the other thing, which appeared as an obstacle to us, were some parents who felt that, through teaching their children issues of condoms, they would turn into hooligans and demonstrate moral decline as a result”_ (OSL-25/R4)

Parental oppositions appeared to be, “community-setting” factor dependent because the program covered an area with different social settings. In this case, youths action groups had planned different strategies for program delivery, deemed appropriate to their specific social settings. The choices were the youths’ majority preferences, some of which however, came to contradict some parents’ preferences after the program had started its activities in those areas.

_The issue of drumbeating and dances were rejected by parents from my village because some of them had watched the drumbeat dances by youths from the neighboring village and claimed that, those were not teachings anymore, rather provocations”_ (OSL-25/R5)

### 4.2.2 Implementers’ perceptions of program effects (immediate impact)

#### 4.2.2.1 Perceived changes; both in environment and behaviors
The program had been campaigning against multiple risk factors for adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health in the community. Though illuminated an existence of remnant risk factors towards adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health, the informant had feelings of what he considered as change towards health behaviors.

*People have been educated to the extent that they are now days becoming scared. However, still there are issues that contribute to existence of such behaviors in the community; especially when someone is participating into drinking behaviors. Nevertheless, for those who are not drunk these days... (pause...laughter), it is not easy finding someone immersed in sexual yearning behaviors”* (NOR/VB-31/M-53)

The experience changes above from parents side was complemented by observations from youths’ side as well. Full of factual experiences of what people talk about youths, this adolescent girl informant agreed with the fact that “issues of sexual intercourse among youths” are problematic in her community. However, after her experiential working with the program as peer educator, she thought that her fellow girls had changed compared to previous time. “*I think these issues of sex intercourse among youths... (pause). However, for girls I see them changing compared to previous times”* (PE-OSL/14)

Other informants were thankful to the program, spelling it as an organization (NGO), and said that the program has managed to change the community environment bi-directionally.

*The main message to you is first; I would like to thank, this afya kwa vijana organization because, it has changed very much not only youths’ but also even some parents’ environments”* (VADM/VB-27/M-56)

### 4.2.2.2 Perceived states of unity and tranquility among youths

Parents experienced what they described as unity among youths in their community settings. One of the village leaders reported his experiences on the issue mentioning the vivid changes from his village.

*Youths have been saying that the project has enlightened them from somewhere because; first, they have united, secondly, formed sport groups and lastly, they have formed the youths’ work forces, which exist. Currently, you know youth does not roam aimlessly around the village as they used... ”*(VADM/VB-27/M-56)

The observed states of unity reflected on formation of youths’ working and sporting groups could have been acquired towards one goal of educating each other. Nevertheless, it reflected the suitability with which youths’ voices through collective decisions making,
could be heard. From his observation, another informant had observed what he named “youth seemingly grown-up states” than before.

_We feel that, since we got this education, youths seem grown up, and as I look at them sometimes as their leader, it is obvious that, this thing has helped them very much_” (VADM/VB-27/M-56)

Contributing their opinions upon program’s implementation strategies that won the youths’ interests and probably managed to bring youths closely together, one of the peer educators from the focused group discussion had no doubt about “Edu-Sporting” as the one succeeded, definitely to bring youths in harmony.

_Even from my place (village), frankly speaking, it was sporting, which got much acceptance to the extent that we ended up forming two youth’s football teams, which later come to be very contentious_” (OSL-25/R6)

### 4.2.2.3 Enlivened communication between youths and their parents

Some parents’ reactions against some program-instructions had resulted into other youths reporting claims, which other informants from one of the youths’ focus group discussion felt that, were not originated from the contenders (youths themselves), rather were reported speeches from their parents/families.

_In addition to that, youths’ ideas on this issue might have been originated from their parents because people inherit upbringing manners. In this case, some youths also felt the same as their parents. In that case, some youths also supported their parents from the ideologies held by their families and/or tribes_” (OSL-25/R4)

Already in states of alerted by program-instructions, parents might have started communicating with youths about issues they thought important for their children to understand during that particular moment as noticed by one of the youths peer-educators.

_You know the youths also are coming from the same homes where their parents live. When coming out of home, they make notes of where the are going, the process which might provoke a parent to tell him/her that; if it is to the drumbeat dancing, I would not like you to go there_” (OSL-25/R5)

Traditional barriers that hinder parents from communicating about sexuality issues with their children is an obvious phenomenon here. Full of shame, parents could not communicate these issues, as narrated by parent informant, who nevertheless, had experienced the difference in himself, after having influenced by AKV program.
I used the opportunity to learn more especially during my stays with the committee members, from where it happened that I could not feel ashamed of these things anymore. I started presenting the issues directly to them, explaining to them, reminding them on and on and generally it was easy talking to them ever since” (PR/VB-20/M59)

The invigorated communication fact within families could not only reveal itself through reporting provided by program advocates, but also when opportunity gave its way, families around the community started demanding their adolescents be involved into the program. This family must have communicated to each other before they decided to contact other people they thought could have helped their concerns about the burning issue they had.

You could find even some parents come to us asking us why we do not involve their children in education program. We usually visit such parents. I told my colleague(named-B) that one parent is complaining as to why his children are left behind, and that they wanted them included in the education program, so that they could also understand what was going on. Nevertheless, we came to realize that, the complaining parents had just migrated into the village recently” (PR/VB-23/F44)

4.2.2.4 Emergence of social-health movements and/or groups

Community members had been motivated to promote health development initiatives in their villages. Moreover, the efforts crossed the individual boundaries of actions to collective ones, with the resulted community-wide acknowledgment of this necessity.

Besides the fact that I was involved in implementing this program in my village; Moreover, I have been also involving myself in providing this education at ward level (six villages combined together). I am not alone in this task rather, as a team we work with all other leaders in the ward; who includes all villages; chairpersons, executive officers, education coordinator, ward executive officer, and ward councilor, all of whom, have been going around in an alternating fashion within all the villages in the ward. This is a special program, which we have invented in our ward to fight AIDS” (VADM/VB-33/M-49)

The program had also enlightened the religious community who for sometimes, have been thought to be rigid in addressing youths’ sexuality issues, especially when comes to admittance of existence of sex intercourses among young generation.

The perceived rigidity have also probably been preventing the leaders and/or other people from this group to cultivate for preventive measures other than abstinence, a commonly advocated strategy towards moral behavior for the unmarried believers (mostly youths).

This program has also brought high excitement to us as religious leaders, through knowledge we got from the seminars that helped us understood the problem itself. Moreover, thereafter, it has helped us manage to continue with the efforts inside the mosques and in the community in general. In that case, therefore, it has brought much prosperity; the horizon has expanded even to people who formerly felt that this issue is new in religious-world. They could be stammered when talking about it, saying, “What kinds of
things we are bringing into the holy place of God!” However, for now, people are knowledgeable to the extent of being able to create HIV/AIDS groups inside the religion” (RL/VB-13/M-26)

Not only the religious community, but also other people had been touched by program messages. People thought that, there was nothing to hide anymore about their health states, which to them was well known before they decided going public about their health states.

This project also has helped us such that, now we have a special group of people who have confirmed themselves to be infected by HIV/AIDS and had decided on their own wishes to go disclose their health states. This group is has named itself, “STAY HOPEFUL” with thirty members already and other more are significantly joining the group” (VADM/VB-33/M-49)

4.2.2.5 Community’s continued readiness for the program

This featured readiness has been derived out of the experiences informants had on the program such as; how differently the program has influenced their lives and possibly any problems (if any) the community has had with the program existence. These altogether could reflect the most important point this section is addressing. That is, “the readiness of the community to continue holding the program as part of their health social system”.

From focus group discussion held among male ordinary youth participants in one of the villages, one of the informants had aired what youths considered their priority as per now (when this interview was held). He narrated that, what they would like was rebuilding the youths’ groups they had.

“It is about rebuilding this group, so that we can start educating youth again. Secondly, they also like sporting very much; in that case, we would like to get some footballs” (OSL-15/R2)

However, again experiences from other informants on similar issue had revealed newly formed youth groups who were certainly motivated than before and probably would like to accomplish the task their predecessors had started. When I visited this informant, I found youths out of her house in groups and they asked for a brief moment of discussion so that they could air their concerns. We had brief, out of record discussion with the group. My encounter with these youths just confirmed what this informant had said to me before I met the group.
They got astonished two days ago, when I told them you are coming today, and that you would need to talk to them. Many youths now are motivated; they would need to be educated. For us we are in unity, you just tell us the day you would like to come and even if you still don’t have plans for next phase, we promise to continue holding them together little bit” (PR/VB-23/F-44)

Probably, youths’ felt motivation had brought challenges into the general community to the extent that, some parents from this informant’s village had asked the local program advocates, why their youths were not attending the AKV sessions anymore. The female informant, fortunately who also faced the enquiry replied.

We told them that the previous youth group had disintegrated, we are now forming new youth group in which most of the recently primary school graduated children will be included if they are not going to continue with secondary education. However, generally, the current group might contain many youths compared to the previous one” (PR/VB-23/F-44)

Concerned about the state of health of youths and the extent to which the program had influenced his community, this relatively young informant, and a village leader felt that, still some work was yet to be accomplished. Beside readiness, such opinions could be reflecting the immature-stage to which the program had just reached. In so perceptions, he urged the program engineers not to fold their files so soon.

I would like to comment to this project that, if you could get a chance to continue its implementation in this zone, then it should because, I think still there is difficult task to be accomplished. We still need you very much, in order for you to continue educating this community, especially youth group for them to grow in good moral conducts. Moreover, I would sermon you that, all the difficulties you might be facing, you should consider them as part of your job, do not despair” (VADM/VB-16/M-34)

As if validating my discussion above, another informant had narrated that his village happened to be the worst affected by HIV/AIDS in the community, rendered a target by rich precious minerals-miners every time they would worn bingos from deep tanzanite-mines of Tanzania, some kilometers away from this community. To his worries, he gave his last comment insisting that;

I would like this project to continue for at least two or three years to come... (Pause), it should continue. Through this way, it could offer enough time for the community to be educated. However, if this project dies, we would go back to the previous situation, where these youths from Tanzanite mines could get 43 million Tanzanian shillings, and when they come here, the money get finished here! We neither have any nice hotel nor expensive guesthouses here, I doubt if that situation will not renew itself, if this project withdraws
from the community now, because it had probably managed to stop temporarily the situation, I would ask you to continue with the project” (VADM/VB-33/M-49)

4.2.2.6 General acceptance of the program

Related to the sub-theme discussed above and only distinguishable from each other in a narrow margin, “program acceptance” has been elucidated from varied informants conceptions, that has been analyzed as indicators of acceptance, leave alone the fact that others spelled it out clearly, as it appeared in statements of one of the community leaders.

In this case, the knowledge, provided by this program has displayed challenges through which many people have understood that, “their behaviors might lead them acquiring some diseases and even death to them”. This is the reason why we are happy with this AKV project and we would like it to continue because, this project is the only large educative program ever existed in these areas and which has worked mostly, compared to all other projects” (VADM/VB-12/M-57)

Another female parent informant from different community setting had experienced nearly similar phenomenon rather with vivid changes, which to her, signified the worthiness of the project.

I think, this is a good project, because before you (program) came here there were issues going on around, which proved to have changed after the program started clarifying issues to the community. We see changes little bit, it not like before” (NOR/VB-21/F-48)

Clearly, indicating the extent of advocacy the program had achieved in the community; it had program became a topic of concern in community’s gatherings agenda. This administrator admitted the phenomenon from his own village as a leader who possibly engineered the implementation process in his village. “Frankly, even in meetings we did conduct, many elders were saying, this thing has opened (enlightened) youth. In this case, this thing should continue” (VADM/VB-16/M-34)

Confirming the likelihood of an integration of the program’s concerns into community processes, another informant had confirmed through his experience of having worked in the community as an adult peer-educator through locally representing some programs in the area that; besides lingering “differential expectations” from the project in this community he was quite sure of people’s organic feelings about the program.

However, for someone like me, the native of this area, I have already seen that this project has been accepted. This is because, if you consider the tradition and other long standing propensities around this area; people had built a tendency that any new comer in this area
who would want to bring in something new, must also bring money to distribute to people” (NOR/VB-29/M-48)

However, to other informants, mixed-feeling experiences about this program existed in accordance with how differently people perceived it. Generally, though, he also thought that, besides all the thought discrepancies observed, the majority of his community members had liked the program.

In other case, obstacles exist, for example some people were saying, “These people are swaying youth through talking with them”. As such, these are the challenges. Nevertheless, others have been saying, “I think this project is good”. The program looked good to others because of the vivid happenings, which have been going on. Youth were grouping together, sometimes they would attend the competitions, which other people also attended; making them happy seeing the activities going on. However, generally, I think the happy groups are the majority compared to those whose thoughts are uncertain” (VADM/VB-19/M-41)

Although it was not their responsibility, walking around with youths; some parents devoted their time supporting the targeted teenagers through every possible way to make sure that they would not stuck on their ways. This was a probable reflection of program’s influence and/or motivation over parents, according to this village administrator who worked hand in hand with youths from his village.

This was not only for youth, but also even for us, because, the program motivated us to the extent that people managed to move around with youths in an effort to help them learn from the program” (VADM/VB-27/M-56)

Opinions of youth could not differ much from those of others interviewed on this issue. Fully excited to the posed enquiry, one of the youth peer educators said;

Uhh!, even now, many youth still want this program, because it is a program, which educates and as you might have found in our place; many of the deeds that existed have disappeared. Many people has stopped...(pause) and they like this program very much” (PE-OSL/15)

Similar to the reason given for the perceived youths’ unity in the community; one of the youth informants from the FGD held with ordinary youths in one of the community villages spelt that, he had liked the program because of sporting activities the program entailed. “I felt that, the program activities were very helpful because it brought to us things like balls, condoms; I felt that the program is helpful” (OSL-15/R4)
From school part of the program, besides her suggestions illuminated in her quotation below, the informant lauded the program, of having influenced their previous perception of the world around them.

*It is a nice program; it has educated many of us, except that, on my side I thought there were things that needed some improvements, especially upon some of the strategies used in delivering the program”* (SADM, SKL-06)

When asked about his general feelings about the program, he first chose to present youths feelings into his experiences; and to himself, the program had been a barrier against life calamities.

*I just saw the motivation, especially their participation in discussing issues during the program sessions. The feelings of dreadfulness were... (Pause), In this case, therefore, I would like to conclude that, it is a nice program that aims at providing safety barriers to the children. It is a barrier; that is how I look at it,... against life calamities, especially, HIV/AIDS disease”* (PT, SKL-07)

### 4.2.3 Implementers’ perceptions of planned implementation

#### 4.2.3.1 Perceived, ideal program delivery schedules

Most of the interviewed youth peer-educators felt that the program delivery schedules across their villages were perfectly planned.

*The time available for motivating our colleagues was enough because mostly, we planned for our meetings after morning and afternoon activities sessions ended. This was between 15 and 17 hours on specific days”* (PE-OSL/14)

#### 4.2.3.2 Peer-educators’ performances and activity-states

An enquiry that aimed at revealing the implementers’ and/or other program beneficiaries’ perceptions of their own performances opposed to others’ views respectively was also discussed. Despite of the “self-experienced workload” from male youth peer-educators that could possibly have arisen out of “female peer-educators frequent drop-outs”, and the consequential probability that, the remaining participating population had entirely depended on remaining male peer-educators, this informant still had performance confidence based on the number of peer-educators trained per village.

*Yeah, it is true, every village had two peer educators of different sexes, regardless of the fact that, male peer-educators had tough job. I think two peer-educators per village were enough because, it was not necessary to visit every house, rather, we had meetings points with all other youths”* (OSL-25/R2)
While peer educators themselves thought that they sufficiently managed to deliver; some program receivers felt somehow differently about the available two peer-educators in their village, possibly indicative of “setting-specific needs” that arise.

Frankly speaking, in this area, two peer educators were not enough because the job was difficult as peer educators also have other responsibilities. They have families and would need to go through this and that way, rendering them somehow ineffective in youths educating processes” (OSL-15/R1)

The relative time-limitation for program delivery was also noticed by other implementers, although the drawback appeared to have no alternative.

Looking at this area from another direction, program “delivery-time” per-occasion appeared insufficient because, you could find that youths were attending these activities mainly in the evening (from 15hrs to 17hrs). The time available appeared relatively short because we had to conduct some discussion for educating each other briefly, so that we could leave the rest of the time also for youth to have fun and other entertainments” (PE-OSL/13)

Further, during the discussion, when probed on how much they thought the program could have “reached” youths in their villages, participant R2 was confident of his reply, which was unlikely to be positive-rating bias, because of accompanied reason for his experience.

I would say, percentage wise, maybe it is around seventy percent coverage, because if you call for a football match there at the pitch, may be for competition. Many people of different sex and ages would attend the occasion and if for example AKV technical officials had also attended the occasion to help giving some messages to make the audience listen...” (OSL-15/R2)

4.2.3.3 Perceived program-delivery successes

Peer educators had as well faced some difficulties in organizing youths, the fact that could not prevent them fulfilling their ambition. Confidently, through his double-meaning experience, one of the peer-educators from the FGD had admitted, saying that besides the challenges they might have gone through, the success was still soundful.

It could be around seventy percent or more of success, because, even if you closely watch those who were claiming that we were being paid out of peer educating; they had received the messages before they imposed the opposing allegations on us” (OSL-25/R6)

Similar experience came from another informant. Nailing the point on similar scenario, he said.
I think, the extent to which we succeeded could be big, because, for someone to criticize or reject something, for example the issue of drumbeat and the associated dancing; they must have attended the scenes or sessions, but ended up not liking the way people dance...(Laughter from all others...)” (OSL-25/R4)

4.2.3.4 Unsatisfactory community-wide involvement and participation

Besides the perceived program delivery success, by youth peer-educators among youths; parents (VAB-category) had different feelings over community-wide involvement and participation according to plan; the task, which however, was among other responsibilities of individuals from this group. Community and especially parents’ involvement in the program had proved needy and time-consuming but unfulfilled task, as narrated by this administrator from one of the villages.

We still have some people especially parents who have not known, what the project is, what is it for and, probably the reasons why their children have been in constant move for the project” (VADM/VB-27/M-56)

Possibly telling us one of reasons why community mobilization could not materialize as planned; one of the informant from this group had experienced parents’ low-motivation to be the reason as to why their response to the program implementation went unnoticed. She gave her suggestion that parents could also need some sort of campaigning-education or rather information provided through gatherings, something that to her had not been effected accordingly.

Secondly, I think parents’ motivation is still low. However, could there be some gatherings for the parents to get motivated, little bit of education, may be that.(pause)...” (NOR/VB-21/F-48)

These two female informants from different community settings were completely enthusiastic about the fact that, effective parents involvement could best have occurred through community gatherings. Probably these were the internal challenges to the group (VAB) itself, because others might have left their responsibilities unattended for this to occur. Moreover, this could be reflecting the difficulties with which the volunteered task might be challenging, especially if the participants had counter-expectations (in the beginning) over the tasks delegated to them.

I think, the extent of parents’ involvement was not enough yet, because we would need largely to do it through village general meetings that we gather every month. This is because; in those meetings we would meet, both parents (fathers and mothers) if at all we could have been granted the opportunities to give short messages as program’s stakeholders” (PR/VB-32/F-59)
4.2.3.5 Short program duration

All these come after same youths had previously claimed to deliver the program successfully. This could be confusing phenomenon here; however, it is clearly indicative of program adoption process that could not move together with delivery of the contents to the targeted groups of individuals and/or other social systems in community organizing process.

Having introduced the topic of implementation duration to the audience, this participant from one of the youths’ focus group discussions thought that the time for youths’ full-fledged motivation was not yet due. He thereafter gave his experience, thinking that the program could have continued for a while for the youths to acquire the knowledge that could possibly have well fixed the process in the community.

*I think, they should have done it for at least a year or some months because, if it is an issue of educating somebody, you need to educate him truly for him to understand and once he understood, they will be educating each other among themselves, every time they meet.*” (OSl-15/R2)

The reasons for not having met the program objectives differed among the youth implementers. To others, like this informant from the youth peer-educators’ FGD, the reason was related to youth themselves (the program beneficiaries). *We could not meet the objective, because, first, there is behaviour where youth tend not understanding things as immediate as they are introduced to them*”, (OSL-25/R6) possibly reminding us the previously discussed difficulties faced in organizing this group of individuals and/or learning process that appear complicated and needy for time investment.

The latter, seems to be true as experienced by another informant below. *“You know when anything new comes; the initial respondents are usually few. In that case, when the AKV project came, the youths who approved it first were few as well”* OSL-25/R5

The program had targeted to bring youths closer to their families as a strategy for sustainable individuals’ behavioral change. Similarly, the strategy could have empowered the family members, especially parents to score high against the lingering silence, when it comes to discussing sexuality issues with family members; especially adolescents who are naturally at risk from influences of their growth stages and the sexually enticing environment they live in. In acknowledging this, one of the parent informants was doubtful
if this objected two-way communication was yet to take its desired stance amongst the targeted.

*This project has been closing doors through changing peoples’ behaviors and, if this project might be in its final stages; I would like to pose a request for its extension. Under the current situation, it might happen that other youths would not be able to narrate to their parents, what is going on. However, if parents could be also knowledgeable about the fact, they might support their children through telling them “why are you doing against what you have taught”; this could have been also of much help*” (VADM/VB-27/M56)

Furthering the discussion about duration of program implementation, another administrator narrated the phenomena where the newly formed and motivated social health groups e.g. groups of PLWA from his village; was hopeful and had just planned to ask the project to provide training to the group members. The said group (STAY HOPEFUL) had planned also to engage fully, (after the group could have been empowered through training) in furthering up the HIV/AIDS education in the community.

*As per now the group is preparing for their second meeting; through which they will be discussing further on how they can get any training from the project on how to do this better and thereafter continue educating the community”* (VADM/VB-33/M-49)

### 4.2.4 Factors influenced out of school program implementation process

#### 4.2.4.1 Frequent dropouts of female peer-educators

This informant was a second potential female peer-educator selected after her successor went elusive. However, she had started participating in the program’s activities as an educator, serving female youths, meanwhile waiting for the formal training from the project.

*Yeah, I did not attend the training seminar because we were waiting for you to come, because since we did the “youth congregation” on those days you had not visited us”* (PE-OSL/14)

The weakness observed among female peer-educators, to abscond from their responsibilities in this program soon or later after their trainings; could be illuminated from statements, such as those made by this female elder who explained to us how women were being socialized in their community overtime. These statements further clarify the origins of submissiveness of women versus males’ dominance over sexuality issues that exist in African local societies to date.
You know; previously during our time, women were being initiated through traditional ceremonies during when they were also taught how to behave when they enter marriage life. We were taught to be polite to our husbands, not to fight back when reprimanded or bitten by them and we were obedient to these doctrines very much”, (TBA/VB-30/F-65).

Moreover, it could be reflecting the impact of other factors influencing adolescents’ sexual lives as experienced from in school program e.g. early marriages rising out of poor quality of life at parents’ homes, including their inability to provide the needs of their adolescents.

**4.2.4.2 Unsatisfactory participation of female adolescents into the program**

Female adolescents in this community appeared to be one of the unreachable groups. However, from the extent of program advocacy experienced in the community, it was unlikely that this group of individuals were unaware of the program. Did they find the program unappealing or just failed to perceive their need to participate, were the enquiries that could have direct implication for improving the program.

Another female peer-educator (the third in replacement series after her two successors had absconded from their positions), probably tells us something about the possibility of programs which target adolescents to expand their coverage-horizons in situations where prevention of adolescence pregnancies is the focus among others.

*From our village, the women’s netball managed to attract youths very easily, from their homes. However, you know you would find a very young aged adolescent, who is a mother already. In this case, she would tell us, “I am already a mother and therefore, cannot participate in jumping around with kids there”. This also contributed to not getting the enough female youths to participate in the program. Age wise, she is an adolescent but because she has been prompted to start life early, she is ashamed, having feelings that they are adults already because, they have kids. Under this situation, getting female youths in greater numbers were difficult, except for those who had just graduated from primary schools before they also joined the system”, (OSL-25/R7).

Her statement illuminates an altered status of the said group, completely changing their previous view of the world around them, the possible reason for their elusiveness. Moreover, something not clearly indicated from informant’s experiences was an obvious phenomenon. This is the fact that program implementation activities were possibly, “dominated by adolescent males”, and an indication of continuance of males’ dominance over sexuality issues in these traditional local communities.

Clearly providing us with an account as to why adolescent girls could not participate sufficiently into the program; he stated that only male adolescents readily turned up for the
program activities. From his observations, adolescent girls are the victims of female gender roles in their families, the possible explanation for female peer-educators dropouts in addition to what has been discussed above. Conclusively, this is an indication that societal factors play significant roles into this phenomenon.

Male youths were readily joining us; may be the female whose attendances were not satisfactory in our records because their mothers could have been keeping them busy with home activities” (PE-OSL/15)

4.2.4.3 Some peer-educators obedience to their consciences
Giving his opinions upon the difficulties youth peer-educators had faced while implementing some program-instructions; this informant narrated a situation where they were overwhelmed by what the surrounding community thought was morally right to be addressed in certain settings. Staying obedient to others’ feelings and probably their similar own, they decided not to talk about condom issues in religious settings e.g. during denominational youth congregations.

From our village, as youths we left out talking about the issues of condom in religious settings; may be if the program coordinators would decide to help maintain this relationship between the reproductive health educations in religious settings; that will be Ok, but for us we are new and it becomes very difficult for us” (OSL-25/R6)

4.2.4.4 Issues related to difficulties in organizing youth

- Altered states of adolescence in poor rural communities

Ordinary youth had discussed what they thought could have made many youths to participate in the program activities from their areas. His experience is clearly indicative of an altered status of adolescence in this community, already discussed from in school program. On those bases, this informant said.

I think if, there could have been an order that after coming from educating other youths, be it morning, afternoon or evening, their should be something that would reduce the despair that causes one to participate in the program activities with one leg-in and another leg-out” (OSL-15/R2)

Further, in the sharing of their experiences, the informants from this group also highlighted a phenomenon they named as “youth and independent life”. From his views, these two adolescents supported each other in the discussion by mentioning the point repeatedly. They acknowledged their awareness of existence of the program anyway. However, to them lack of employment had been a draw back for full youths participation.
It is all about employment; you know in this vicinity, if it is knowledge of AKV existence, we know that; except that when a youth has entered an independent life, you might say, I won’t go today, let me look for available casual job to get the day earning. In this case, if you could be having a business capital to work on, you do that during the morning, and in the evening, you could get time to think of other things without much stress/uncertainties in your mind” (OSL-15/R3/R2)

Possibly indicating an existence of poverty in the community and struggle for power sharing among adolescents, peer-educators reported feelings other youths from their areas had on their volunteered job.

This happened because, when we educate them, they would think that we are getting some sort of remuneration from this afya Kwa Vijana project. Others do understand, but others pretend not to understand completely. The latter group was however, fewer than the former” (OSL-25/R6)

- Influences of adolescents’ peer-hood and status

Exchanging ideas on individual experiences from varying community settings, one of the peer-educators narrated how youths’ disregarding behaviors affected their performance. Clearly showing adolescence problems in independence, power, and equality seeking among them, an informant said;

It was just a disregard from others because they would think you could tell them nothing. This is what caused us not to meet our objectives there. (Pause)...It affected us because, they believed that through what we were doing, we were rising up economically, so that we can advance from their group in the near future towards big people” (OSL-25/R6)

Probably telling us about the statements spoken to him by another person who could be much older than informant could, this peer educator narrated his grief towards the statements, which might have affected him anyhow, i.e. psychologically.

In that case, others would say; “you Joseph (not the real informant’s name) you are still a kid, and you know we saw you coming out of your mother’s womb?, you grew up from your childhood seeing all what you are”,.....(laughs from others). You see statements like this...nevertheless, I went on telling them the truth that, it all okay, but now am grown up and educated. Those who wanted to understand me did that; those who did not want continued their ways” (OSL-25/R1)

Relative lacking of trust from youths to their peer-educators revealed itself almost in everything these peer educators were doing in the beginning.

In addition to that, from our place, after the balls were brought, youths thought that we had also received clothing outfit for footballers (uniforms) and even balls might have been offered in more numbers than what we presented to them; and may be we have sold out
Adolescent peer-educators who survived the tempest happened to have told about the challenges they had faced during program implementation. According to this informant, with other youths, the battle was all about the equality within the peer groups.

There is also this issue of project uniforms, because the targeted individuals were the action youth group and the respective peer educators, they were given some uniforms (project logo). The remaining youths felt that the group had status over them, in that case, they also felt that they are not valued same as their counterparts regardless of the fact that, they are the ones who are required to attend the educational meetings held by the action group and peer educators. In that case, we told them that the t-shirts had run out of stocks, and that they should wait if the project would bring other ones” (OSL-25/R4)

Despite of all other difficulties they had faced, peer-educators explained the virtuousness of adolescence peer-hood through supporting each other, especially towards the majority views; which at last paved the way toward their understandability to their counterpart youths, despite of initial unexpected reactions by others.

This is because, “the conscience belongs to an individual”, and the fact that once youth have seen that their peer majority approved something, they would follow the decision of other majority peers are doing” (OSL-25/R4)

- **Youths’ constant mobility**

Responding to the enquiry needed his experience from his involvement in the program’s implementation activities and if the program had made any significant change in youths’ health seeking behaviors. One of the health care providers involved into the program, experienced that youths had been most the mobile population forth and back into the community for life seeking purposes. This formal health provider thought that, this might be the reason this group of individuals are not able to establish themselves in this community.

*I think they cannot handle the situation because, let us say for example after we had helped them form those groups; if you try to find either of their leaders today, you might not get them around, despite of the fact that other group members could be around. In this case, youth are life-seeking individuals, rendering them highly mobile”* (FHCW/VB-18/M-54)
Reflecting the fact that high mobility could also lead to high attrition and turn over for the youth program advocates; this young adolescent female, interviewed individually also revealed the same scenario of youths’ mobility from her village.

Currently if you count, you can hardly find three youth individuals who were in the first group, they have all left. In this case, even if we would want to call for a meeting to remind each other of some responsibilities to start with, you might find only two to three people attending that meeting” (PE-OSL/14)

This informant also supported the existence of this situation in their community and went on naming it as unfortunate scenario to this group. Nevertheless, despite of the high mobility of this group, she is eager to see those found around being helped as much as possible and that the program should not despair for the reasons of absence majority or present minority.

It has only been unfortunate that, many youths after graduating from primary schools, would not stay for long before they could leave the community for life seeking purposes. However, for those whom we are able to get around, do not get tired with them” (NOR/VB-21/F-48)

Another parent interviewed on the same issue had also agreed with the fact that youths’ movements have been associated with trials of new life outside the community. Airing his experience about this situation, he however, disclosed the relatively negative impacts (to youth themselves) from the movements they make out of their community saying;

Even though, many of those who leave the community usually come back either with nothing in their hands or pregnant. They are the ones hiding in their homes feeling ashamed of coming out to face you now!” (NOR/VB-29/M-48)

4.2.4.5 Influences of culture, traditions, and societal propensities

Because of refusal and/or challenges from the community on some program’s- instructions and/or delivery strategies; peer-educators responded differently as to why that might have happened. With rejection of youths’ drumbeating and dancing as a strategy to motivate youths, this informant thought that.

The tribes in these areas dance in different ways, for example from those of costal areas. In these areas, they are used to jumping dances (Maasai style). However, frankly speaking with waist-twisting dancing...Aaaahhhh!” (An exclamation indicating something being disapproved) (OSL-25/R4, R6)

Giving his opinion on the same topic, one of female peer-educators was skeptical about the possible reason above; as to why possibly youths from the similar setting who had planned
to use dances with the chosen styles faced the challenges from parents. To her experience, she thought of complications arising out of multiethnicity in that particular community setting.

In this zone (the host village where the discussion was held); you would find such many mixed ethnic groups compared to other places like our places, where you find only one dominant tribe living in the area. In this case, the situation is usually tense here” (OSL-25/R5)

4.2.4.6 Appeasable strategies for program delivery

Already perceived to have resulted into “youths’ unity and tranquility” in the community, “Edu-sporting, program delivery strategy had a very positive effect on program implementation due to youths’ interests in sporting activities.

The reason why they liked the program was sporting activities, it is true the project brought us some balls and then later on we formed entertaining youth groups, but when the balls were wearied off; everything stopped. That is why whenever they feel that the group would want to work up again, they become happy because either the balls will come again for them to continue sporting” (PE-OSL/15)

Similarly, the idea above was corroborated from the group discussion by ordinary youths from one of the villages. One of the participants ratified the edu-sporting strategy as the one without which, most youths from his area could not have participated into the program to the extent he witnessed. “It is through that way (sporting) they managed to get youth together, without which they wouldn’t have got anybody attending there” (OSL-15/R1)

Other youth informants also gave their contribution upon instructional and/or learning materials-aid used in the program implementation. Having being supplied with booklets meant for individualized learning, other peer educators had trouble in keeping and deliverance of the materials.

In youths’ opinions, most of the times they talked about those booklets; the booklets were few because and reading the booklets through exchanging them from one person to another and back to the group leader to get the different one proved challenging. This was because, some youths were staying with the books for long time in such a way when others needed them; those who took them were realized to have gone elusive” (PE-OSL/13)

According to this informant, condoms social marketing/promotion strategy for program delivery met another unexpected high demand-complementing phenomenon named as, “supply”. To some of the peer-educators, lacking constant supply to meet the high demand of “free condoms” was a kind of roadblock for continuing educating youths about condom.
Then the male condoms we had gone out of stock, the point from when we were not able to help those in need of them because you will educate them yes but you do not have any help to them after that! Your efforts are worthless in this case because, they might ask for the condoms afterwards. If you say you do not have, you see, it is a problem” (PE-OSL/15)

In spite of other materials-aids, having felt unsatisfactory to the requirements of the users, one of the youth informants gave his experiences upon the related arouse need, which could not be met completely.

In that case, only few girls managed to came to my place to ask if I could educate them about female condoms. There, I tried to give my opinions while educating them. However, it was difficult because I did not have the female condoms, so that they could have even seen them” (OSL-25/R1)

4.2.4.7 Opposing expectations of the local program advocates

As also indicated by some informants contributed towards “general program acceptance” theme, another informant experienced people’s expectations to be different from what this project had aimed and/or capable of doing. Standing to be truthful about her contribution, she said.

Frankly speaking, you know majority of people to date would target towards benefiting from the projects coming into the community. In that case, some people could join the group expecting something in return. That is how majority expect. However, after they would have realized that, we are just roaming around without even getting what we use returned to us, then many of them would start withdrawing slowly saying, I cannot continue working for nothing every day” (NOR/VB-21/F-48)

Similar experience also arouse from one of the community leaders who complemented the idea saying that, the beginning have been challenging to this program’s implementers. Starting his response to the question by grieving sound, he said.

Mmhhh….., I would say that, the beginning has been always challenging and especially for the moves that have been initiated by projects. However, I would ask you to continue the way we started, except that the issues of sporting and entertainment are the ones which we would need strengthened because, they easily bring youths and all other people together especially in this area” (VADM/VB-33/M-49).

Such experiences could also explain as to why program durations in such communities need to be reconsidered lengthy to allow for full-fledged integration of their intents. While above community leader provided the program with sympathy; this female parent, and a long-standing traditional birth attendant in her community, who devoted her time working with youth, faced the challenges upon her volunteering working with youths. In this case,
some of the difficulties experienced in organizing youth could be originated from their families, besides others being age appropriate for adolescents themselves.

The claims continued saying that, the project were probably offering something for the whole group of acting youths; however, the money were ending up in our hands as adults who were supporting youths hand in hand. This made us feel very bad, because some of these parents convinced their children not to involve themselves again with the project activities. However, those few who remained in the group, continued” (TBA/VB-35/F-50).

4.2.4.8 Controversial parenting styles over youths’ sexual behaviors

Rising out of arguments youths had with their parents; about latter’s reactions over program delivery strategies/instructions discussed before, other similar scenarios continued revealing from adults parenting actions. Under such instances, youth categorized those parents thought as restricting their adolescents from participating into the program as, “ancient ones” (outdated parents).

Looking at it closely, I see other parents who still posses ancient-time behaviors through their thinking of impossible things, for example, they would forbid their children not to join other youths during education because they think that the kind of education we provide to each other is full of hooliganism” (PE-OSL/13)

When interviewed on the same issue youths had raised, parents had different but likely compatible to youths’ idea. One of the parent informants, who contributed, thought that parents from this community lack knowledge on how they should present what they wish to talk with their children about sexuality issues. This is likelihood that communicating sexuality issues from parents to adolescents and vice versa is a proven challenge as already discussed from in school program.

If parents could also have been knowledgeable about these issues, they might be able to support their children through telling them “why are you doing against what you have been learning”; this could have been also of much help to these youths”, (VADM/VB-27/M-56).

However, without such comments being communicated to youth in easily understood manners, the generations could continue interpreting their parents’ actions as functions of intrinsic wrath and deliberate vengeance against their freedom and wishes.

4.2.4.9 Comprehensive strategies for general-community organizing

Although seen above that there were experience of unsatisfactory community-wide involvement and participation; program’s strategies put forth for community organization
seemingly helped in propelling its advocacy in a way. Such strategies have revealed themselves in this study, such as:

- **Youths’ collective movements;**

In working with community members, action youths groups developed a patterned way of communicating their concerns to the nominated program advisory committees of their respective villages for support as explained by one of the peer educators.

*In working with the main program advisory committee, first when I came back from training, I had to submit myself to the committee and give them little bit of what I learned. We decided to do this in order to gain their interest in supporting us later on during the educating events, for example during edu-sporting events etc”*(PE-OSL/13)

- **Parental responses;**

This experiential contribution from peer-educators’ focus group discussion came by when one of the informants were brainstorming as to why parents reached a stage to oppose some of the strategies youths designed and agreed upon to deliver the program instructions. To him, plans for parents’ involvement had well functioned, with only few exceptions.

*In this case, some parents, for example in my village, were also attending youth meetings to listen and see what was happening.. (Pause) Anyway, I think parents were involved well in program, however, the only issue they came against of was, “drumbeat dancing,” because they were ready to see and watch everything else going on as planned”*(OSL-25/R2)

Another peer educator also contributred his experiences on different way through which community involvement occurred. Similar to the scenario discussed previously where, some of them had devoted their time working with youths, this time, others were observed providing motivational support for youths to participate into the program.

*Most of the times, parents also did help in motivating youth to go into meetings. If they would have seen some youth just moving around or may trying to avoid joining the others in their planned meeting: they would advise them to come and listen whatever we had prepared for them on that day”*(PE-OSL/15)

Further, during the process, some youths who were interviewed in the group from one of the youth participants, generalized the parents opinions about the program. Besides physical support and psychological motivation noted above, parents also took actions. Specifically referring to condom promotion issues, one of the group informants had experienced relatively positive response from some parents of his neighborhood.
“This is not an issue to hide now, compared to the past periods. You cannot say condom is strange thing, because, even some parents bring condoms at homes now days” (OSL-15/R5)

- Local government leaders’ involvement;

Working with community leaders have been one among other strategies for community-wide involvement and participation. One of the community leaders gave his experiences on the difficulties they have been getting out of youths and other people involving themselves into use of intoxicating drugs. In this case, involvement of these community leaders into the program probably had an impact on these issues of drugs use and abuse inside their villages.

“...we are trying hard to fight the maniacs and the use of intoxicating drugs like marijuana (bang). In fact, besides education going on, we have mostly tried to close down all the channels youth use in getting these things from outside our community and in that case, now at least people would listen to you when addressing something” (VADM-VB-12/M57)

Further, in working with community leaders in the program implementation, this middle-aged community leader said, “participatory leadership into implementing several of their planned activities have been the best alternative for their goals meeting; likely, from what he describes below as, culture of involving each other into various activities.

I think we see the situation is promising because; youths have been constantly helped through community leaders. ...Brief paused; you know in these areas, if you would want to do anything, you must involve other people. As such, usually we call for hamlet meetings, village meetings, political meetings, ceremonies etc. Under these situations, the implementers of different activities get opportunities for issues clarifications during these get-together meetings” (VADM/VB-19/M-41)

Showing the power they posses in influencing community processes, one of the hamlet leaders happened to give us his experiences about the program and possibly how he managed to utilize the opportunity he was granted, to influence the program implementation.

Frequently, I managed to call for the hamlet meetings. This is because I have a mandate to do so, for my position as hamlet chairperson. I managed to put this issue as priority agenda

---

10 Hamlet, is the lowest unit in the hierarchical community organization, leadership structure in Tanzanians’ local government.
among others, and tried to educate my colleagues on necessity and how to talk to their children at their homes” (PR/VB-20/M-59)

- Religious community involvement;

Community involvement into the program implementation did not exclude religious leaders from various parts of this community as experienced by one of the youth peer educators above. Responding to the enquiry that needed his opinion on contribution the program had brought to youths under his spiritual guidance, he talked about the common convict on denominational community that, they could not address the issues of condoms. He also insisted to the program that, as spiritual leaders, they probably have their ways of addressing such issues to their religious communities.

...nevertheless, for us as a church, exposing everything is not possible sometimes. Even though, we support youths using condoms after knowing that using condoms helps and we also support this because, we know they cannot abstain from sex until they are married as we usually insist. In this case, we talk to them without concealing anything for both girls and boys. Even in my family at home, I tell them, the situation is not good, this and that...you know” (RLVB-14/M-42)

When youths were probed for their experiences upon opinions of other program stakeholders in the community, one of the newly nominated, potential female peer-educator was surprised with her experiences.

It looked like religious leaders also were involved in the program because; even when you attend in churches and in mosques and listens to what they are talking about, it sounds like what we are working on similar issues. In this case, I din not see any obstacle from their side” (PE-OSL/14)

Besides being happy about his involvement in the program, another spiritual leader interviewed had given the program some spiritual compassion. Through his typical persuasive and comforting words that possibly managed to bring his followers close to the program’s objective, he said;

My involvement in this program was quite right because, even in churches, we are compelled to talk with believers in details about AIDS problem. We do this for, at least when the word of God would have captured their consciences; they should not fear instead know that the problem is serious and if they would not pay attention to it, then this generation might be decimated completely.

In that case, even in churches we insist very much for people to pray to God assiduously for the constantly arising temptations because... (Pause) it is as if something has been poured on earth. In this case, if someone would live without God’s sprit, he might find himself involved in world’s affairs” (RL/VB-17/M-47)
Further, in seeking the opinions of religious leaders about this program, this informant had feelings that, the religious leaders were probably the most succeeded well in involving the community into the program. However, he also reminds us of the fact that, they would need frequent empowerment to keep them update of issues as they change.

When combined with those of others above, his comments probably tell us about the fact religious community could be the good ambassadors of youths’ sexual and reproductive health needs if empowered. Possibly, the lacking appropriate information and technicalities on how to deliver it to the intended audiences have been the drawback for them to embark into the task.

Yes; largely, the only people who managed to implement their responsibilities are religious leaders. The other issue is about updating us with new knowledge, you could find that, this has expired, then you bring us other updated ones, and also regular seminars for us (me)…(pause).. you know sometimes I would talk and reach a stage where am stuck to the end, but in cases where, I would have been charged…(pause)..Here I mean, you should be coming to fill us with new energy and skills. Nevertheless, these issues have helped us. For those who wanted to listen, have done so because if you managed to convey the message directly to people and sometimes they see..., but disregarded your instructions; we do not have any reproach even before God” (RL/VB-14/M-42)

- **Coalitions with leaders of other local social systems**

One of leaders of the local organization (KIWAKUKKI) had seen the difficulties the program faced in trying to reach people who were in dilemma on where to stand because of challenges rising out of poverty forcing individuals to look for survival at first instances and health needs later on.

Through her dialectic idioms filled with aphorisms possibly indicating to the program that, an overnight change should not be expected, also reminding us of previous discussions on program duration she said,

_I would like to advise you not to get tired, because we have people who would need to be helped stand up. You know a child would first start sitting down before it could crow, and then walk. In this case, we are seated down here, we would need to crow then walk through your efforts. In that case, you must continue with us, don’t despair, even if you reach stage you get abused; however, because you have not archived your objective of liberating people from problems, motivating people to be like all others who are developed, you should not get tired. I would advise you, to assist us, work side by side with us so that we_
Program further proved different ways of involving community into its activities. Another relatively young female informant who had once worked as a peer-educator for home based care for PLWA in the community, reminded us of the already discussed role, also played by other community leaders. Likely to be an integrative efforts towards program sustainability she said,

*You know currently, we would not terminate any of the gatherings in any part of the community without integrating these things. This makes people keep these things in their minds continuously*” (PE-NOR/VB-28/F-30), and

- **Inter-leadership collaborations;**

Likely to add power to the latest discussion above, the denomination community had proved their true intention and objectivity in working with this program in this community. A Muslim informant was very grateful to Christian community in his village for their universal support of educative efforts regardless of where/from whom it comes from.

*I am a Muslim; however, I would like to congratulate the Christian denominations in this community for their transparency, to the extent that I have been getting opportunities in churches to address the concerns of what I have been working after/for. They also made us known to people through this generosity*” (NOR/VB-29/M-48)

4.2.4.10 **Challenges rising out of community’s conflicts and leadership styles**

Epistemologically standing at a point, not able to challenge the ideas this informant gave, concerning conflicts rising out of leadership styles in the community; he suggested that, conflicts in his village had been a roadblock towards effective program implementation. According to him, these activities could only have reached their effectivity climax in areas where the leadership is strong and in harmony with all other people in the community. Starting his lengthy story, he said.

*I have been working with KIWAKUKKI for very long time in this community, and I have even engineered for the formation of local community credit bank (SACCOS) in this community.*

*However, surprisingly, if I would want to contest for even a membership of any committee in the village government, nobody would give me even a form for fill- in my particulars. This is just to show a picture of the real situation. In this case, it is better to be careful, because we have people who can work regardless of who they are in the village or what they own. Peoples’ participation in activities is very minimal in this village and community*
meetings have been (pause)... generally we don’t have even community meetings here”
(NOR/VB-29/M-48)

Seemingly, community development programs could easily be entangled into such community’s complicated-processes. The issues of leadership and the associated conflicts emerged again from one of the study informant who was actually a community leader himself.

Other issues, which however, have not had any negative impacts on us because of our resolute leadership; is the whole issue of economy. I am saying this did not obstruct our efforts because we have managed to reach every hamlet and in every household in campaigning against this. This was the issue of youths loafing around the village aimlessly. This is because, when youths spend their time like this, they could easily become coveted into sexual plays, because their bodies are not tired” (VADM/VB-33/M-49)

4.2.5 Empirical suggestions for the improved out of school program delivery

4.2.5.1 Provide economical support to youth groups

When probed of what could be done for the possible improved program delivery from their experiences on challenges and/or problems faced; one informant among others who also had similar suggestions thought that.

Could it have been possible for the program to provide a kind of project to the youth groups; that could have attracted many youths because youths in this neighborhood prefer being engaged. In that case, to them a project could have been a big motivation” (PE-OSL/13)

4.2.5.2 Review of strategies for organizing the community and youths

Careful selection of members of youth action group emerged as a challenge that needed attention for the improved program delivery. Her experiences that could be reflected on theme “difficulties in organizing youth” specifically remind us of possible reasons as to why youth groups’ disintegrations occurred and consequential attrition and/or turnover indicated in previous discussions.

Previously, for example, you would find a youth who had only come in the village for a holiday or may be someone had just come in to the village for visiting purposes ending up being elected as a member of the youth action group for the program” (PE-OSL/14)

- Broadening of program implementation coverage among youth

Same informants continued, commenting on an extent of youths’ withdrawal from the action youth groups, who were the engineers of the program implementation. The peer-educator suggested that could it be possible members of these groups could be appointed or
elected from their immobility criteria. Additionally, she went over another point that had been raised by other informants from other sections of this document. That is “program’s coverage-horizon issue, about which she specifically thought that even the married adolescents could be involved into the program similarly to others for better program sustainability.

Under this situation, groups of youths who are relatively immobile might be of helpful. This is because if someone attended the training seminars to become a peer-educator even if he/she is married, but is young and a resident of this village, we would not have lost him with everything we owed him/her as an educator. This is why we have formed a new potentially powerful group with youth members who are potentially immobile, myself being among them because, am still very young and therefore not expecting to marry in the near feature” (PE-OSL/14)

Concerned over motivating their female youth colleagues to participate into the program, one of the female youth peer-educators suggested to the program to reconsider the possibility of including young women into the program as a strategy to attract more female youths into the program.

I would like to request that, if it happens next time, we would like to mix female youths and young women. In this case, even if only five unmarried female youths were the ones going to turn up, the team would be enough to play the women’s netball with other female youths. Through this way, other adolescents girls who could not turn up in the beginning, might be attracted to join the team with time and get educated thereafter” (OSL-25/R5)

- **Provide sufficient working and/or learning materials-aids**

Youths also suggested to the program to bring enough materials aids to the field. This female youth informant reported that, to her conscience, telling youths to abstain from sex was impractical and therefore educators needed enough condom supply.

Many of the girls are deceived. In this case, we would need, as per this newly formed youth group, things like condoms, available in order to be able to provide to those who would need them during our educating sessions, because with sex issues if you tell someone abstain, he might regard you unworthy” (PE-OSL/14)

On materials aids issue, need for transport around the village aroused as a need for improved program delivery due to distances they needed to cover during the tasks. To their suggestions, this peer educator thought of bicycle as preferred transport for them to be able to reach different places in time.

For this program to succeed, I needed materials-aids. Could we have got materials-aids, this program would have continued without deteriorating anyhow. It is as I told you
previously that, materials-aids were the obstacles that would make the task of going around the village difficult. These are like; bicycle, condoms, and our learning booklets are also now lesser than they were” (PE-OSL/15)

- **Involvement of outsiders in motivating the community**

One of the interviewed parents aired his contributing towards the reason why he thought community motivation and participation (support) of the program needed relatively longer duration. This was because of the tendency where members of this community prefer trusting outsiders to the natives with whom they are living together in the neighborhood.

*You know, people would have much trust on a stranger/visitor, because they would say, “he came all the way from wherever he is coming from only for this issue”! They therefore, might end up giving much respect to what you are instructing, believing that the issue might be of great importance. This is different if I would talk to them alone on the same issue, because they know me as one of them in the neighborhood”* (PR/VB-20/M-59)

In supporting for an “outsider” idea, and at the same time giving the cautious phrase; another informant, an experienced retired peer-educator from another village had this to comment.

*People of this community have for long, built a tendency of trusting the new comers too much. You know this sometimes might cross the border, because some of these new comers might start looking for sexual partners even though the community has not known them for long and it is very easy for those approached to respond willingly on their requests and ready for anything”* (NOR-PE/VB-28/F-30)

Relating her experiences with those of former others above, another informant, a local representative of an organization working in this community on issues of orphanage and HIV/AIDS, agreed with the idea of outsiders being trusted. However, she relates the phenomena to both illiteracy and poverty, reflected on her final remark about volunteerism already discussed in previous themes.

*Nevertheless, the situation in which we are working in is difficult; they see us the same people everyday, “ isn’t this Mrs....B?, the mother of ..C.., who comes here every time?. Aaaahhh, isn’t this the mother of someone..(Her child’s name mentioned). You know all of these happen, because people are less educated. Thinking that, “this particular individual doesn’t have anything important to do, the reason why she is walking around the village”! Or may be, she has money to employ the casual workers in her farms, may be she is doing this and that, the reasons she like to do these activities etc. These people do not like volunteering activities very much, unless something is out of it”* (NOR/VB-21/F48)

**4.2.5.3 Need for emphasis on parents empowerment and motivation**
Parents need to be empowered for them to be able to communicate with their children about sexuality issues effectively. This was a suggestion from one of the community village leaders.

However, parents also would need to be advised, through providing them with some seminars for them to be effective when they would attempt talking to their children at homes. Through this way, youth would appreciate saying, Uhh, so what we have been taught through Afya Kwa Vijana is allover the same like what our parents also want us to be doing! This could have been better. (VADM/VB-27/M-56)

Chapter 5

5. Discussion

Besides the promising “process impacts” of the program implementation, the process could not be done without drawbacks that attract attention for discussion. “Knowledge and practice” have emerged as two closely linked phenomena from respondents’ point of views. “Program delivery”, which accounts for discussion on its reach among others have been also, experienced variably presenting issues ranging from; ideal to satisfactory delivery schedules and questionable implementers’ performances and successes respectively.

Moreover, issues on “program integration into schools curricular and or environment” have significantly manifested into number of challenges ranging from organizational, behavioral and influences of interactionism between schools’ society and the general community. Further, in the community, the similar phenomenon has been experienced deeply influenced by organizational and socio-economical issues including, locals’ culture, illiteracy, and poverty, without forgetting epistemological issues related to program adoption. “Youths organizing” has proven similarly challenging, though was accomplished with some promising impacts
through which we can learn for feature improvements. Likewise, general “community involvement and motivation” came to be realized as an issue that would need further efforts and special emphasis if youths organizing through education as general goal is to be reached. On this aspect, issues such as parents’ controversial parenting styles over their adolescents’ sexual behaviors are attracting great deal of attention for discussion. Lastly, we have lessons learned on how best we can “improve sex education among youth” through organizing the probable difficult group, the youths and the general community.

5.1 Sex education; an overview
The primer for rapport building with study respondents was a theme sought to elicit a debate surrounding the introduction of sex education to both primary schools adolescents and out of school youths. Essentially, this procedure aimed to provide an impetus to the process of data generation on sexuality communication phenomenon through, individual adolescents, schoolteachers, and parents. Nevertheless, sex education is not just about sex,” says Hally Mahler, a trainer at Family Health International (FHI), who has facilitated sessions on sex education for teachers, guidance counselors, parents and youth in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

5.2 Knowledge and practice discourse over adolescents’ sexuality
Besides feelings of other youths’ program stakeholders, having perceived for example that some adolescents are too young and that teaching sexuality could lead to either initiation or increased sexual activities among youths; virtually all studies conclude that sex-education neither does lead to early nor increased sexual activities\(^\text{80,81}\). Teachers are highly concerned over the fact that, students still under their guidance could be highly knowledgeable about sex issues. Through such fears, instead, others suggest that, only potentially outgoing graduates (seventh graders) deserve/would need alternative for abstinence when in the community. Such ideas illuminate the fact that, most teachers probably either consider most of their students’ sexuality unspoiled or rather assume silent parenting roles of protecting their adolescents through not wanting to know what is happening in their adolescents’ sexual lives. In this case, they would pretend that nothing is going on, as ever found by a study of “cross-generation on sexuality between parents and adolescents”\(^\text{82}\), which postulated that parents could not handle the direct communication and being aware of their adolescents’ sexualities.

The contradictory findings from this study pose challenges to all researchers and other advocates for communities’ health promotion on the applicability of the scientifically approved
results of their studies to influence the knowledge and people’s practices in local societies. This is because, to locals, adolescents’ knowledge of sex related issues is still closely linked to either early or increased practice of sex among adolescents. Such observed challenges have also been documented by several researchers who link the phenomena to, lacking efforts to disseminate and encourage adoption of research-knowledge translation.\(^{83;84}\) In this case, it is obvious that research results are not consistently being integrated into real practice that could possibly be covering areas such as, practices of health professionals, policy-making, and reinforcing through underlining the strategies to implement such policies.

Although the linkage of knowledge to practice in the paragraph above has been linked to fear of unfamiliar and controversies to the societal conventions in other researches,\(^{42}\) I would differ in conception of such ideas as to why trained program implementers would incompletely implement and or drop out some program components. I would call it, “individual’s obedience to their consciences”. The phenomenon could partly be accounted for as potential limitations of trainings and resources that resulted into some implementers lacking motivation to implement the program and thus cut its reach and/or process effectiveness. As such, some program implementers of this study, thought that some of the learning materials-aids designed for school adolescents were “too-detailed” and therefore decided to not to deliver as planned. Similarly, to the above phenomenon; some after school youth peer-educators for the reproductive health program, could not talk about condom issues in certain settings e.g. religious settings, an influence of their denominational affiliations.

Another area of argument emerging from study results has been on decision of what messages and or content of the curriculum to guide the program delivery to students; the fact that has also been proved to cause conflicts and polarization in many other communities,\(^{85}\) including the one from where this study is based. These messages perceived as confusing, range widely: e.g. remain abstinent until emotionally and developmentally ready for sex; remain abstinent until marriage; remain abstinent but be informed about contraception and disease prevention; and use that information to effectively protect-self against disease and unwanted pregnancy.\(^{86}\) Similarly, as such, some of the respondents for this study thought that regardless of the fact that, the targeted groups of adolescents could be sharing the relatively similar experiences, and/or group roles, others among them, are thought to be generally immature. Preferably, to others, e.g. in this study, the latter group is considered unspoiled and should therefore be preserved. Argumentatively, the locals’ opinions reflect exalts of traditional sex
education messages that have for centuries, been targeting one of the two groups: namely “sexually-active” and “sexually-inactive” adolescents. Some respondents in this study correlated such thoughts as, reflections over lacking know how on how sex education function to influence the behaviors of both sexually active and sexually inactive youths.

Female informants in particular, for this study, through reported speeches and direct encounters, have also demonstrated behaviors against what I would call “openness over sexuality issues”. Historically, African mothers’ roles is children upbringing is sounder than fathers could, because, the former spend much time with families than the latter. In this case, women’s role in protecting sexuality has been traditional sort of. In this case, women have been viewed by society as symbol of moral behavior when it comes to demonstrating sexuality behaviors publicly. One of the youth male informants in this study explained as to why their fellow female peer educators have been seemingly weak to demonstrate their knowledge and rarely bare the weight of such demonstrations. He said “In other cases, for example with this sister here, they would see her as weak, because even if she is an educator like me, if she ends up answering the sexuality questions properly, males would say, ohooo!!, this girl must be a prostitute; how comes she could narrate these issues in such a perfect manner!, (OSL-25/R1). This phenomenon could easily be the basis of “male dominance” over sexuality issues in traditional African societies. On the other side, the observed weakness could be traced back during our grand parents’ times when girls were being initiated (through cultural doctrines) to be obedient to their husbands/men when married.

5.3 Process impacts of sex education on HIV and AIDS

There is no single model of school-based HIV and AIDS education appropriate for every country, calling for different responses in different situations. As already mentioned in other parts of this document, it is universally clear that schools are in positions to change young peoples’ attitudes and behaviors and that if this potential is harnessed successfully, the impact of AIDS epidemic can successfully be reduced. Outside schools, parents and all other adults do agree and support youth being equipped with information necessary for their destined decisions on sexual and reproductive health issues, because of the growing trend of HIV and AIDS impact in their communities. This is so because, to date, no single family could prove to have not been affected by HIV and AIDS anyhow. In this case, different communities, some of which are local and others international have been adopting different strategies towards these efforts.
This program had employed comprehensive sexuality education that provided for extra opportunities for youths development. This is because, where as over 80% abstinence-only education curricular have been proved containing false or misleading information in US; (87:88) in Africa and other parts of the world, the strategy has also been found inadequate and somehow supporting existed traditional sex education. Nevertheless, the approach, further denies adolescents of alternatives that would help them protect self against unwanted pregnancies, STIs, HIV and AIDS, through ignoring the fact that adolescents do have sex. Where as adolescents in day schools can only be organized on temporal bases because they return into their communities after schools day over; sex education among after schools adolescents have proved to result into robust unity and tranquility among youths, viewed as necessary step towards collective healthy movements.

However, among students, the demonstrated learning process that started from students gaining confidence and freedoms of expressions possibly improved their relationships with their teachers. As such, improved learning abilities through self-initiativeness, students’ understandabilities, and curiosity for fresh knowledge have been the impacts that could generally have influenced students’ knowledge, skills, and behaviors. Besides the fact that schools’ curricular for the targeted grades contain the content on sexual and reproductive health education; however, with such, robust program process outcomes, the program guide for teaching comprehensive sexuality education in these schools has presented challenges over the traditional teaching methods in use; which nevertheless, are beyond the scope of this study to discuss.

Equally productive, the observed changes among students, as brought about by this program are the stem cells for the ultimate required change and maintenance of healthy sexual and reproductive health, including determined struggle against the HIV and AIDS pandemic. Therefore, to prove, the program graduates has seemingly been program role models both in school environments and in the community. In schools, already other students were reported to be calmer and to the general community, it is virtuously clear that the pull of knowledge on “sexual and reproductive health” had been created among youths. As such, the reported decreased amounts of sexual contacts among school adolescents as well as change and or improvement of social environment and out of school youths’ sexual behaviors are both the promising processes.
5.3.1 Enlivened communication on sexuality issues; the emerging concerns

Parents, respondents in this study seem to agree that discussion/communication over sexuality issues is challenging. They are also reported to be traditionally shy, ill prepared and embarrassed to discuss sexuality issues with their teenagers. This study reveals that defective communication is exacerbated by inadequate information on sexuality issues (knowledge deficit) and/or technicalities of how to embark on this relatively new task, long after traditional initiations on sexual lives of young people by grandparents had been abandoned through criticism by new generation, the fact which has been also supported by other researchers e.g. Jordan.\(^{(89)}\)

Virtually, elders have been and still are most respected population in any society because of the lengthy time they could have lived in any community. Through this respect, they also do have influences on existing traditions, culture, and customs of people. In African modern societies though, and been reflected through this study; elders are considered the most conservative population and difficult to change compared to parents of the new generation. In an innovation adoption theory, they constitute the least educated, especially in African society, as such explaining the reason as to why they fall into traditional laggards’ category.

The history of peer-hood stems from traditional practices in the past, and continues enduring today through new generations, relatively ruled by adults minority compared to majority young people. This, an old African cultural influence and relatively new phenomenon, hardly available in literature has been viewed as an obstacle in youth-parents communication about sexuality issues. This is because through elders’ strong influence on societal propensities, the concept of peer-hood and status has been extolled, especially in communication aspects; where only peers could communicate about sensitive and relatively most other issues and at least opportunity admit for the parties’ understanding each other.

Nevertheless, further on this discussion; this program has proved that, the efforts towards involving parents and other community members into these programs can motivate the community and specifically parents to change and be able to communicate sexuality information they find traditionally embarrassing, to their youths. With enough time-resource invested into it, this opportunity would provide an invaluable support on efforts to allow youths acquire, utilize, and propagate skills that are raw materials for maintenance of sexual and reproductive health behaviors as close as from their own families. We are such hopeful, for
these to happen because of the so demonstrated/emerged self-motivated social health groups and or movements geared towards making the community members understand the program agenda, continued readiness for the program and current states of general program acceptance.

5.4 Program integration into the community’s agenda
The youth peer educators, who were the main implementers in this program have demonstrated their confidence and gained support from other informants for both performances and activities, besides some perceptions of problems in delivery schedules as indicated for in school program. As such, the likelihood of program’s reach over the majority-targeted group of individuals was promising regardless of experienced imperfections that rendered some youth groups difficult to reach. Integrating health promotion programs’ contents into existing community structures is a challenging task to fulfill and has proved needy of resources and time investment in planning and execution. This is because, in broad sense, it refers to encompass issues of program duration directly proportional to the likelihood for sustainability of the program itself.

5.4.1 Improving schools’ environment and curricula
Schools have proven to be the relatively respected and trustworthy social institutions in local communities, as such; the opportunities for these interventions are enhanced. Despite of the class teaching being traditional instructional and learning method in most of the developing countries’ schools; sexual, and reproductive health programs delivery has proved needy of extra instructional methods for students’ exploration of own values and attitudes that would enable them acquire personal skills they need to maintain health behaviors. In planning for schools’ sexual health promoting programs, other researchers postulate that curricular should contain the basic content and/or requirement for adolescents’ reproductive health programs such as; skills building, age and developmental appropriates and trials to place the curricular content with schools’ curricular. (90)

Even though, integration process has proved challenging, faced by factors, some of which are out of abilities of these programs to resolve. Some of the experienced problems in this study were such as; poorly staffed schools in rural communities in the developing world like Tanzania and generally, low understandabilities of sexuality issues by teachers, stemming from the primary environments from where these teachers have been brought up. Such deficits have been
found also contributing to differential\textsuperscript{11} understandabilities of these programs as one example. In order to solve such problems, we cannot rely on temporal basis trainings of schoolteachers for example over reasons of wanting them to support the short-term programs in their working schools. In so doing, we cannot be proud of whatsoever kind of positive impact our program could have resulted. We would need to think over strategies that last to accomplish our motives.

Further, the integration process has been equally challenging strategy for these programs, as the decisions to integrate these curricular into the schools teaching curricular and/or ordinary timetables lies between different authorities in some countries i.e. health and education ministries in Tanzania. The difficulty has been experienced to result into ambiguities in program delivery timetabling issues that easily resulted into programs’ delivery lacking priorities and/or restraining of deliveries by other people in charge of these schools. Such deficits have influenced the implementation of this program, and would need consideration in re-planning of this or other programs. In addressing such challenges, researching coalition-strengthening between such higher authorities in these countries, which however; suffer much from lacking effective policies\textsuperscript{(91-93)} that could advocate for similar programs beneficiaries’ concerns, is inevitable. In this case, health promotion field need to develop such coalitions if scientifically proved findings are to be disseminated properly and ultimately gain use in actual practice.

\textbf{5.4.1.1 Influences of interaction between school and the general society}

Although schools are somehow somewhat independent social institutions, their placement in the local communities in Tanzania signifies the fact that they are not isolated entities, rather parts of the social systems in which they are placed. In this case, schools interactionism with societies within where they are placed could impart significant influence on all other processes going on in such schools. This is because, for example, in Tanzania, these local communities have obligations to build their schools, government provides for teachers, teaching and learning materials aids afterwards.

The experiences from this study reveal issues of intergenerational sex that involves school adolescents with mature adults in the community. The environment in which youths are brought

\textsuperscript{11} Differential understandability refers to differed reflections people have on the program base on the factors mentioned in the literature above.
up invites for such happenings e.g., situation where female adolescents would help their mothers in selling local brews. In situations where the consumers are usually mature men, can these young females resist such enticing environments if their parents cannot provide for their needs sufficiently? In some instances though, even if these adolescents are not directly involved into such activities, local brews are sold at family homes. Similarly, adolescents are forced to work for payments after school hours all of which stems from community and parents’ incapability to provide for their youths’ essentials and needs. As such, issues of child labor, child marriage, and or sexual exploitation are inevitable and seemingly reliable alternative for survival when other efforts are not fruitful. All these are to be considered when planning for integration of program agenda into schools’ environment because; the influences imposed by such community processes on school adolescents are unbearable and counterproductive.

5.4.2 Modifying community’s existing structures for program integration

Programs working to promote health in poor communities of developing world, face challenges resulting from poverty; as it is revealed that, these programs’ demanding of communities’ high levels of volunteerism for program implementation does not materialize to the expectations of program planners; even with involvement of community itself in planning. This study has also revealed that, later views, (after these programs have existed in the community) over such programs, somehow differ from initial agreements and/or consensus among either professionals’ or locals program innovators. Participants would eventually expect benefiting somehow, anyhow to support for their lives and/or at least get the resources they use in the process returned, for them to continue volunteering for services. This is especially true for health promoting programs whose concerns are somehow preventive over distantly felt problems, such as issues concerning HIV and AIDS.

Besides, though, involvement of community e.g. youth themselves, parents, administrators, and religious leaders in youth health development programs is an inevitable processes if institutilization is to be achieved. Other researchers have also documented needs for the program’s curriculum and identified that preferably, it should include information on human development, reproductive anatomy, relationships, personal skills, sexual behavior and health, and gender roles. Further, these programs often employ peer-based approaches and media activities to reach more people. A characteristic of programs that appears critical to success is “an interactive and experiential learning environment where young people can comfortably and safely explore issues and concerns and develop skills to practice safer sexual behavior.
Integration of health promotion programs into existing community structures to become their owned agenda has been experienced influenced by factors stemming from four-giants namely; poverty, illiteracy, culture of people of certain area and adoption process involved in program agenda taking up. As such, individual factors are functions of more than one giant above, further making the process complicated than ever spelt in health promotion within communities’ literature. To make it clear, I would like the reader to consider the table below, over mentioned four main factors that have been identified as influencing the program integration process and how they share the functional thematic issues under each:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN FACTORS</th>
<th>FUNCTIONAL ISSUES INFLUENCING THE MAIN FACTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program adoption process</td>
<td>- Differential understanding of program objectives/aim &lt;br&gt;- Difficulties in youths’ organizing &lt;br&gt;- Rejection and/or discontinuance of some program’s instructions/delivery strategies &lt;br&gt;- Elderly and conservativeness against change &lt;br&gt;- Short program duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences of Poverty</td>
<td>- Differential understanding of program objectives &lt;br&gt;- Difficulties of youths’ organizing &lt;br&gt;- Community incapacity to provide for school meals in full range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences of illiteracy</td>
<td>- Differential understanding of program objectives &lt;br&gt;- Difficulties of youths’ organizing &lt;br&gt;- Defective communication on sexuality issues between youths and their parents &lt;br&gt;- Elderly and conservativeness against change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences of culture and traditions</td>
<td>- Elderly and conservativeness against change &lt;br&gt;- Difficulties of youths’ organizing &lt;br&gt;- Defective communication on sexuality issues between youths and their parents &lt;br&gt;- Rejection and/or discontinuance of some program’s instructions/delivery strategies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table VI:** Factors that influence program integration into the community agenda and the functional relationship to each other

Because, program integration is an ultimate objective for community-based health promotion agenda, existence of such complicated phenomena is a throbbing headache that would need the program planners to carefully, work with the community to provide for opportunities through where the process could be accomplished easily.

**5.4.3 Program’s duration and sustainability**
Besides the demonstrated general program acceptance that could have resulted into changing people’s previous perceptions of the world around them, motivation and sense of program ownership; the community members interviewed, clearly indicated their concerns and doubtfulness over this program ending its activities so soon. To them, the issue of sustainability was not yet due because the fruitful part of the program through community-wide acknowledgement and possible collective movements were just starting to reveal; somehow, relatively long after planned programs’ implementation duration was over.

It is postulated that Many programs see funds withdrawn before activities have reached full fruition.\(^{(95)}\) Under such circumstances, and has been experienced in this study; we would find actual indicators such as, the ongoing need of the program in this community. The local implementers’ experiences from this study reveal that, the goals for program implementation have not been reached and that, community organizational issues were just starting to take significant stances. The observed process phenomenal such as emergences of social health movements and/or groups that would need program’s active presence, for these movements to start enduring and propel further the program activities, are some of the examples. Such efforts in the community are significantly necessary movements towards program sustainability and cannot be ignored. At these moments as well, it is definitely true that, the community would need program’s support and pioneering. These challenges invites for researchers’, health promotion programs funders, and all other community health promotion pioneers’, reviewing of programs’ durations in their communities in order to meet the needs of those who are served. However, such ideas are being challenged by the fact that this era has been of such limited resources for health promotion activities, even though researchers and funders would still have high expectations of what could be achieved. In this case, sustainability would remain definitely a familiar catch-cry.\(^{(96)}\)

Scheirer’s review of 19 studies that were federal funded had examined the factors associated with program sustainability and found; modifiability of these programs at community levels to fit local needs and use of volunteers for service delivery among others; most of which could specifically be resulted from individual programs’ evaluation data.\(^{(97)}\) However, though supporting the ideas of other researchers, I would argue that modifiability of a program would depend much on community’s capacity to manage such complicated processes. It is likely possible, if program has tangible structures in the community that could easily be modified. This is to say, such efforts are dragged back for example by relatively rigid researching program...
designs and/or theories/hypotheses against, or for which the intervention would want to prove or nullify.

Moreover, the process has been made complicated due to lacking consensus about the precise explanation of what sustainability reflects. It has no single or universally accepted boarder; like truth and justice, it is not only easily captured in a concise definition but also described differently by individuals. Community health promotion having different typological levels of organizing, such as; individuals, organizational, community actions and /or institutional changes, imposes further challenges to researchers and health promotion planners upon process evaluations of sustainability issues. Community members’ views over programs’ sustainability might also differ significantly with what other professional programs’ planners and/or implementers would consider sustainable. Bracht’s clarification of what sustainability is, as “an ability of a program to continue on its own delivering activities and benefits after external assistance ends” would match the needs of community on discussion. Moreover, generally, with all other varieties of perceptions as explained above, everybody would agree with the fact that reoccurring of the problem that was being addressed by the program is counter productivity to any health-promoting program.

5.5 Improving sex education among adolescents; the lessons learned
Youths and the general community organizing are terms for working with the community through their involvement in planning, execution of agreed up activities through specific strategies, and later on an integration process of health promotion programs should be allowed to take their chances into community’s own agenda as already discussed above. We have learned that communities’ preferences differ, as to whom they would trust addressing issues of importance to them. Improving sex education through adolescents reproductive health interventions “must be a priority if the next generation is to be decimated by HIV and AIDS.” Various strategies have been on discussion for the improvement to occur. Moreover, researchers worldwide do work days and nights to configure the appropriateness through which this goal can be archived. This program is partly playing similar role to contribute towards pool of knowledge on how best such improvement could be attained.
As such, this community would prefer seeing outsiders, rather than fellow locals motivating them, an opportunity for programs to be introduced well in these communities, but a significant draw back for sustainability of these programs. Could illiteracy be playing part in such preferences? This is likely, but not without influence of poverty inclusively, an arena through which poverty and illiteracy are seemingly interconnected.

Reviewed sex education programs by Dr. Douglas Kirby, an analyst for Education Training and Research Associates (ETR), a U.S.-based educational research company, found 10 common elements of the most effective programs. Contrary to the traditional sex education, sex education researchers suggest that, messages could be tailored to address four groups instead: those who do not anticipate having sex in the next year (delayers), those who anticipate initiating sex in the next year (anticipators), those who have had one sexual partner (singles), and those who have had two or more partners (multiples). However, such visioning of the groups of adolescents is rather speculative than practical, as it is difficult to categorize the individuals as such. In this case, collective, comprehensive and age appropriate sex education is still viewed reliable strategy towards addressing risky sexual behaviors of adolescents, rather than relying on phenomenal judgments of whether some of these young adults deserve this education or not. Other strategies identified by this study are such as;

5.5.1 Youths’ involvement and participation
This program has experienced challenges based on youths training, organization, and collective actions, all together which have also been observed to be under constant influences of adolescents’ peer-hood and status, rising out of struggle for power sharing and autonomy within youth groups. Besides, reproductive health programs for young people are said to be relatively new, although growing practice of youth development, live alone the fact that, involving youth into active roles in these programs is even newer and have proved challenging to traditional program planners.

Under such situations, it is again challenging to the program planners to overcome the issues of engaging and sustaining the youth participants into the program. This program has proven this even more difficult after it has found that the status of adolescence has been altered through

---

12 An outsider in this case is considered anybody who is not a member of certain community; he/she does not primarily share values, customs, traditions, and other propensities existing in a particular community.
their focus on adulthood roles. As a result, adolescent girls are married as early as they graduate from primary schools (ages 13-15) rendering their availability difficult to engage into these programs as unmarried adolescents. Moreover, those found available are again greatly overwhelmed by gender roles that submit women to men. In these cases, these young girls are forced to undertake their mothers’ family roles as part of training for motherhood, despite of the fact that, traditionally, the society also expects them to be obedient to family rules compared to adolescent boys who are brought up differently.

Youth peer-leaders in this study, experienced difficulties in engaging their female counterparts into the program’s implementation activities, some reporting home endeavors to be reason for such experienced elusiveness. Could these reasons have contributed to female youth peer educators dropping out sooner or later after most of them had completed their trainings, and unsatisfactory participation of female adolescent into the program?. Possibly sensible to be, in addition to social roles women play when it comes to discussing sexuality issues, as discussed in other sections above.

Adolescent boys were reported having more ability to make independent decisions compared to girls; the reasons why most of them could participate into the program activities. This discrepancy invites researchers and other people to work with the community, especially parents; if the equal opportunity is to be achieved, for adolescents to reach their destined decisions about their well-being out of ever challenging phase of life.

Problems of engaging and sustaining youths into these programs could be tempting to take this discussion back to program duration already addressed if goals are to be reached. This is because; this program has proven that despite of trainings that were provided to the youth-implementers and adult supporters of the program in the community, it was equally challenging that youths couldn’t easily understand the structure and functionalities that invited their involvement into these programs as soon as program was introduced into the community. This has been viewed as influences of their families’ ties, and other socio-economical factors such as; poverty, male dominance over sexuality issues in traditional societies, illiteracy, defective\textsuperscript{13} communication between parents and their children over sexuality issues etc. Inherit from above factors are high turnover and attrition of youth groups and individuals through growing out of

\textsuperscript{13} Defective communication reflects faulty, broken, and/or improperly functioning type of communication.
age ranges, high mobility geared towards other phases of life and careers, rendering tenures relatively short.

In youths organizing, application of strategies that are appeasable to youth has seemingly brought very big impact on this program implementation process. This program had involved youths in designing for own ways of delivering the program among other youths majority through strategies that attracted their peers. As such, “EduSporting”, “social marketing of condoms” and “appeasable learning materials aids” such as brochures; had caught youths’ attention to the program and likely provided for alternatives from where individuals could choose, where to go or what to take. EduSporting has been an innovative strategy in where, through sporting activities, education sessions were integrated and at the same time, the participants had enough time to relax afterwards through varying games ranging from football, netball, athletic running, etc. Moreover, periodically, youths had opportunities to get together in well-organized youth congregations through where; they learned from each other groups’ experiences from other community settings.

5.5.2 Planning for the altered status of adolescents in poor communities

Adolescence being a transition period within childhood, individuals are eligible for, and should be receiving rights all other children and adolescents deserve, worldwide. According to convention for the rights of child and adolescents adopted in 1989 and came into force in 1990; these rights are such as, opportunity to develop to their full potentials, access to education to their capacities, protection from early child bearing, freedom from all forms of child exploitation etc. Contrarily, in this community, regardless of the fact that they are relatively younger compared to their counterparts after school youths; school adolescents were reported being forced to work to support for some of their basic needs. Girls, in particular in addition to the fact that they are considered weaker of the group, are however prone to more dangerous ways of looking for such life alternatives.

On the other side, older youths who manage to graduate from primary schools elsewhere are therefore, prematurely thrown to start independent lives later or sooner in these poor communities for both self and their families supporting purposes. All these have been contributing towards difficulties faced by program implementers and/or planners in involving youths and youth’s participation into these programs. Either virtually, plans to work with adolescents through participatory approaches or otherwise, rarely considers the fact that, we are
potentially working with younger groups of people, however, with adult roles that could easily alter the ways in which they view their surroundings.

5.5.3 Parents involvement in youths’ health development programs

As already noted above, youths’ health development programs are commonly implemented through partnership between youths and parents (adults) for effective skills development, knowledge building, and reduction of exposure to risks associated with sexuality. This could be easily accomplished task because, it has been observed also that, many parents dread the onset of adolescence, fearing that their children will become hostile and rebellious and begin to reject their families.

Although concept of youth involvement is quickly, gaining acclamation for being result-oriented and very effective, it is still faced by conservativeness and attitudes of well-oriented adults that compromise the good intention of youths’ participation. In this case, community involvement into youth health programs, invites for trainings not only necessary for youth, but also for adults. The messages should be tailored to neutralize fear and biases possessed by traditional adults in working with young people through roles, power, and authority sharing between the groups. The parental awesomeness over adolescents’ sexual behaviors has been observed resulting into kind of controversial (demandingness) versus responsiveness parenting style to youth. As such, youths feel being refrained from decisions making freedom, the process through which most of these young adults would wish to gain their life potentials. This kind of bickering conflict has led some adolescents naming their parents’ behaviors as those of ancient-civilization.

Moreover, parents’ dreadfulness has been experienced from this program resulted into rejection of some program delivery strategies and/or instructions designed, agreed upon, and well appreciated by youth individuals and/or groups as appropriate. Nevertheless, viewing this epistemologically, in the process of an innovation adoption, such discontinuances could well be in the program adoption process and only needs minor correction and being aware of its happening. This concept is well discussed below in the theoretical perspective section below.

5.5.4 Working with community leaders

Ancient-civilization is referred to as; having what these youths considered outdated thoughts.
One helpful way to earn trust of a community, learn the protocols within the tribes, create community ownership; and also has been identified as an important intermediate objective of community health education/promotion programs,\(^{(104)}\) is to identify and work with community leaders. Through this evaluated program, the procedural identification of who to work with; i.e. talking to the community, reaching out the leaders, opinions preparations, holding meetings, following up of directives and recognitions; the coalitions were identified for social fabric strengthening. Community ownership being pursued as sense of responsibility for and control over programs promoting change and continued supporting of programs after initial organization efforts\(^{(29)}\); it stems from a broader concept of empowerment and competence in the community organization literature.\(^{(15;105;106)}\)

This study has also proved that, through working with community leaders; health promotion programs at community levels could find themselves immensely absorbed into other community processes that might render the programs ineffective. Community leadership styles and conflicts have proved to be such processes. This is because, sometimes, during the process of identifying leaders to work with, these programs have no choice from colliding with some of these leaders whose leaderships’ influences to the community comes to manifest later into the program functionalities. This provides us with clue on cautions researchers and program planners should consider when entering the communities, the process through which, contact with local leaders is though imperative. It has proved equally challenging, in the process of communicating with community members in an effort to identify significant leadership coalitions\(^{(107)}\) as those welcome the program planners in the community would still have influence anyhow on the follow-ups to be taken before the program could orient itself with the community processes. In this case, process evaluation and close monitoring of the program would again prove invaluable into correcting arising inadequacies over program implementation and ownership/control.

5.6 Emerging theoretical perspective; an implication to the program
Change is an incremental process, through which neither of the social systems can undergo overnight. In practical life, it is rather intrinsic than this. In this case, it is postulated that,
mainly through refreezing\textsuperscript{15} of ideas, successfully implemented program will pave way for more change robust culture in which continuous improvement becomes normal phenomenon.

The new millennia researchers, through their current reviews on past theorists works such as; Rothman’s sociology of organization (1968;1974), Roger’s diffusion of innovation perspectives (1983), Bandura’s social learning theory (1977), Di Clemente and Prochaska’s stages of change (1984) etc; do agree that, “There is no one right or best”.\textsuperscript{(108)} Directing some of their discussions over Roger’s points of views, these researchers also agree that new ideas are somewhat diffused and adopted through relatively orderly five stages; clearly narrated in theory of stages of change and closely linked to similar processes in the theory of diffusion innovation. Conclusively, those who have ever worked somehow on these two related theories agree that, “not everybody or other parts of social systems moves through the process at the same time; as transition between the phases are significantly influenced by other processes clearly identified in transtheoretical model of change.

An attraction to discuss these two closely linked theories in relation to this study’s results comes because of community organizing process employed in this program and the emergence of themes distinctively indicative of marked change processes, typically functioning parts in these theories.

Through his recent discussion of his theory’s complex adaptive systems; Rogers still defines “diffusion” as a process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among members of the social system.\textsuperscript{(109)} Through his views over the active components of his definition, adopters of an innovation have been identified falling into five groups of; venturesome, moderate risk takers, majority skepticals, late majority and the traditional laggards. “You know when anything new comes; the initial respondents are usually few. In that case, when the afya Kwa Vijana project came, the youths who approved it first were few as well” (OSL-25/R5) one of the informants for this study said. Though neither knowledgeable of the discussion about these theories nor their existence in field of health promotion, one of the adolescent respondent’s observations (illuminated above) survived to reach this study.

\textsuperscript{15} Refreezing here reflects internalizing new concepts, meanings, and standards by incorporating into self-concept and identity and into ongoing relationships and groups through other phases of adoption process.
Such ideas are significantly segment of theory of diffusion innovation; if can be linked to other eventual sequel experienced during the implementation of health promotion programs. Initial “differential understanding of the program objectives”, rejection and discontinuance of some program delivery strategies and/or instructions”, “perceived short program duration”, and “relatively, after-implementation, emergence of social health movements that needed program mentorship”; probably indicated the presence of various individuals and/or groups (social systems) in the program adoption process. The recognition of these groups of adopters of program’s instructions in the community, clearly indicate need for the program planners and/or implementers to reconsider their plans, fit for each group’s smooth adoption of the program. Possibly, such re-planning could as well bring impacts on program’s delivery strategies and duration. Nevertheless, it has been proved that, no one program has ever been adopted and/or supported fully, as long as traditional laggards exist and tend to remain opposers besides being difficult to change.

5.7 Study Limitations, Delimitations and Reflexivity
This study collected the required information mainly from key-AKV program role players and not from all other kind of program consumers due to both budgetary and time constraints the fact, which could have limited the scope of this study’s findings. Again, it was not the intension of this study to evaluate for program input (information on resources that were allocated for the program) from material and/or time consumption.

The major potential confounder to the results of this study was the fact that, the investigator for this study had been part of the program’s intervention team. However, self-recognition of the impact of investigator’s past knowledge and background (reflexivity) on this evaluation study lead to plan to contain the situation through use of another qualified researcher as an assistant during data collection i.e. at least in facilitating focus group discussions, crucial for maintenance of study trustworthiness. Moreover, this recognition and awareness eliminated the danger of investigator’s favorite ideas acting as blinkers to other possibilities arising from the data. As such, the analytical strategy used in this study also functioned well to eliminate the possibilities of bias in explicitation process, in which; the most important final point is how the experienced phenomena could have influenced the program’s implementation process, important to the program’s final outcomes.
Chapter 6

6. Conclusions And Implications to the program

Adolescents preferences in talking about sex, as also experienced from this program is because of influences of both hormonal and the surrounding environment that, these days displays sexual matters through different vicious ways though age appealing to adolescents than ever before. Lacking knowledge of these and other related facts to the community and particularly parents would continue predisposing this group not having their needs met and or considered. General program acceptance and readiness for the ongoing actions, by adolescents and relatively by all others stakeholders in this community has been an acknowledged one step forward towards community health promotion agenda; as it provides us with the clues necessary as add-ups in an arena where cultural appropriate strategies for health promotion could be referred from to similar communities.

Schools’ environments’ harnessing to suit the needs of adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health information remains the only hope for early sexuality education; before parents could be empowered to embark on their primary responsibility, having been
renounced for quite sometimes now. However, these efforts are facing one challenge that would need deliberative exertions to solve.

Schools have been targeted because of their relatively reliable labor, somehow skilled and most important of all is the potentialities for empowerment of the readily available staff. This task has not been worked upon satisfactorily. In this case, schools' harnessing process for programs integration would need changing social structure that could be relied upon to provide sexual and reproductive health education on rather sustainable basis. Under normal circumstance, for example; programs planners would expect teachers they train on temporary basis for programs delivery, to be the venturesomes for program adoption; the fact revealed not to be the total case in this study. This is because, the motivations temporarily brought by trainings contradict individuals’ organic consciences because of the background these individuals have, and traceable back to their teen ages, robust of cultural and traditional influences. Under these situations, applicability of scientifically researched and successful efforts in community organizing towards improving adolescents’ sexual reproductive health and behaviors is threatened by lacking practical affirmation from locals who are the final consumers. In this case, it high time to start thinking on how teachers can be empowered in relatively permanent bases for them to start providing sexual and reproductive health education to school adolescents. Probably public health is generally not prepared for this as immediate as it could. However, through researching power, we can start collaborating with other organizations responsible for teachers’ primary training to institute what evidence we, as researchers have, and which could bring about the changes we want in our schools.

Youth is the biggest and only group capable of making significant progress towards rolling-back the pandemic HIV and AIDS from in communities they live. However, the relatively new strategy to involve youths in their own programs as active participants and/or implementers is still facing practical lack of experience as how to do it in better way. Multiple identified factors are influencing these efforts. Age related challenges such as; struggle for independence, power sharing among themselves and also between their parents; Poverty driven challenges such as; youths’ high mobility scales, child labor, early adolescent girl marriages; and societal compelled unrealization of youths’ sexual needs; are only few examples of factors that pose challenges over youths involvement and participation into these programs. Further studies are therefore needed to bring about the
experiences that could be tested elsewhere on how to organize this group of individuals; the strategy, which we believe to be the best for youths’ own struggle towards acknowledging the communities of their needs.

This study seems to indicate that parenting style, personal attitude, and levels of exposures of parents to adolescents’ sexuality information; are the key factors in adolescents-parents communication on sexuality issues. This has been viewed important because, family level communicability could be the basis for the improved youths’ sexual and reproductive health information if so made. This is because, parents not only do agree to communicate with their teenagers but also admit to face difficulties in the process. Moreover, through, their parenting styles, somehow perceived by youths as uncomfortable and unfriendly in handling youths’ needs in sexuality communication; as such, parents also admit lacking skills for effective communication.

In this case, more efforts that are deliberate need to be directed towards motivating and empowering parents as one strategy among others, for sustainable adolescents’ healthy sexual behaviors. Through these efforts, the identified forces of peer-hood and status that hinder communication between people and/or groups of different peers and/or status in a traditional society could be addressed at the same time. In fact, this study also reveals that the existing efforts to empower youth are being challenged by poverty facing the families and individuals in developing world’s societies. In this case again, the need to invest in parents’ empowerment could be the best alternative for continued efforts towards programs’ long-term sustainability. One of the efforts proved to be working well in this case, is working with community leaders of all kinds reflected in the community’s social systems. Though, have proved demanding of people’s high volunteerism in poor resource settings; has also shown to be the best way to learn and identify social power relationships and willingness for collective actions in the community. In this case, it a gateway towards community motivation and a method in which advocacy could be made easy through small groups’ involvement, likely to result into ultimate collective participation of coalitions involved in a wide community.

Programs targeting adolescents have been for long aiming at equipping these young adults with knowledge proved to be the shield against behavioral compelled impostures, sexually transmitted diseases, and most important of all, building the patronage community potentially committed to recognize and address adolescents’ sexual and reproductive health.
needs. In this case, these programs coverage among after school adolescent group need serious and agent reviews to evaluate, if currently excluded group of youths such as; pregnant and adolescent mothers could be reached anyhow.

This might need attention now than before because, records has been showing that the left out-group creates significant pool of these young individuals, all of whom are females, already identified through literature as most at risk group in this era of HIV and AIDS. Could this not be the case, why are we punishing adolescent females for getting pregnant while giving rights to their counterparts, adolescent males who significantly contribute towards their peers’ motherhood? Could public health or individual programs fail to reach a consensus on this issue; adolescence would need to be redefined using other extra criteria, than mainly existing, age, live alone other age-appropriate and commonly exhibited biological and psychological characteristics shared in this group.
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APPENDIX I- Data explicitation framework

Data explicitation is a virtually a continuous process in qualitative paradigms, from planning through other traditional serial procedures that could follow the steps as displayed in the figure.
Nevertheless, with continuous interpretation at the core; overlapping and/or reconstructions occur throughout the process and no one-step is ever independent from the other until the process is accomplished.

STAGE 1

**Information collection stage**

Continual planning and revaluation of methods as entering the field are possible. Previous proceedings could change or be modified according to situation that exist when entering the field.

STAGE 2

**Information entry and storage**

Continuous working on cumulated field memos, observations, and actual experiences from respondents happened here. Transcription of data and translation, the two most challenging process is here, without which, if not well organized, the further process could be jeopardized and or become chaotic. Data organization is the most important.

STAGE 3

**Segmenting and categorizing Stage**

*Coding procedure* have been mainly data driven (emergent strategy), as the strategy sought to discover the structure/essences of experiences through studying of ideas/cases.

Because the focus was also to understand the meanings of descriptions, getting essential meanings of experiences was accomplished through *abstraction of potential themes* without which, the experiences would not have been shared across individuals. As such, only elements that could not be changed without loosing the meaning of narrations, contributed to themes.

STAGE 4
Essences/structures discoveries stage

Involved reviewing of socio-cultural, linguistic, and possibly artistic contexts, which in a sense, was all about going beyond the words to the context given by narratives (experiences). In this case, with ambiguous meanings, reading into descriptions of experiences beyond the evident meaning while abstracting self from psychodynamic interpretation of symbolism was binding.

Collective themes occurred across groups of respondents whereas individual themes that are somehow unique emerged from few individual informants. Further in this process, was relational content analysis of narratives; the procedure through which, the relationships among concepts in a text to determine different meanings from of identified groups was necessary.

This procedure was essential for analysis of meanings and relationships of words and concepts that could lead to inferences about the messages within the texts, audiences, culture, time, community etc.

STAGE 5

Organizing stage

Results presentation, are rather reflected through several processes in the document, from introductory through methods. The procedure combines putting together the experiences through summaries, tables, and/or diagrams. These are themes from descriptions of the informants’ distinguished characteristics and experiences labeled and/or defined with examples of narratives; mostly, direct quotes to illustrate the underlying themes and sub themes.

STAGE 6

Corroboration and authentication Stage

Relating of theoretical statements presented through introductory part. The analytical section is developed from achieved themes. The lived experiences of the study informants here are expanded in themes and related to similar experiences found from other sources.

APPENDIX II -Research tools

a) Interview guide for youth peer-educators

Group A: Youth Peer Leaders— (Focus Group Discussions)
1. “Intervention description” (planning)

- What was the nature (Plans) for the implementation of activities?

  Probe
  - What did you plan to do?
  - In which context (circumstances or events that formed the environment within which Intervention took place) did the intervention occur?
  - What did you manage to do among those planned?
  - Were these plans later on discovered deficient anyhow, and why do you think so?

- What materials (human resources, equipment, information, and time investment etc were required/ used?)

  Probe
  - Were these (that were made available) resources enough in relation to needs aroused?
  - If not, what would have been the saturation points for these needs?
  - What were the people’s (youth and other stakeholders) perception (e.g. attitudes, motivation etc) of the socio-economic conditions and materials used in the intervention?

2. “Exposure” to the interventions (Quality and implementation)

- How would you explain what was done in relation to what was planned?

  Probe
  - What were the implementation goals in different settings?
  - Was the interventions implemented as planned?
  - Were there any observed deficits or drawbacks?
  - Why do you think this happened that way?

- How would you describe the strategies used for the implementation of activities?

  Probe
  - What were the specific strategies (settings-specific) used in implementation activities?
  - Were these strategies used deficient in anyhow?
  - What problems arose while implementing the changes?
  - What are your implicit suggestions for improved delivery?

- How would you explain the exposure of intended youth to the program?

  Probe
  - How was the target population actually exposed to the intervention as planned?
  - Does this explain achieving the implementation goals in different settings?

3. “Experiences” of the implementers and or equal partners

- How did the target group experience the intervention and changes?

  Probe
  - How did youths explain the program e.g. appreciations, dislike etc?
  - What requirements for change were experienced?
  - What were comments from youth’s side for program implementation improvement e.g. getting more youth involved into the program implementation

- How did other related parties perceive the program differently?

  Probe
  - What were opinions of parents or religious leaders for example about the program?
- How did these parties supported/disapproved the program and youth involved?

4. **Opportunity for general comments or additional issue we have not talked about in the above discussion (-one by one-)**

   **b) Interview guides for ordinary youth**

**Group H: Ordinary Youths-(Focus Group Discussion)**

1. **Intervention Description (Awesomeness Of The Program Activities In The Area)**
   - **Probe:** What was the nature of the implementation activities in your area?
     What activities, Afya Kwa Vijana program has been doing in this area?

   Who have been engineering these activities in your village?

   How can you describe their presentations according to your expectations?
   - In which activities among the mentioned above, youths have been participating most and why?
   - How did you like what you happened to participate in?

2. **Exposures Of Youths To The Intervention Activities**
   - **Probes** - What learning materials-aids from the program did you happen to have access to

   How did you like the learning materials?

   What were the requirements for change, with regard to possible improved youth’s learn-ability from these materials-aids. e.g. were the materials enough appropriateness of the contents of the messages etc.
   - How were youths getting attracted to participate into the program’s activities
   - Were these Strategies to motivate youths, appropriate for attracting as many youths as possible to participate in the program activities for possible intended learning process?
   - What could be the confounding factors that might have prevented youths from participating fully in the program’s activities in your area?
   - To what extent do you think, the program has managed to reach out the youths in this village and why?
   - What are your implicit suggestions for the possible improved program delivery in this village?

3. **Experiences Of Youths And/Or Other Partners About The Program**
   - **Probes:** What are the opinions/feelings of parents about the program and/or implementation activities in this area?

   What are the opinions of religious leaders about the program and its implementation in this village?
4. Opportunity for general comments about the program

(Intended to capture the awesomeness/interests of the informants about the program)

c) Interview guides for parents groups (VAB-Category)

Group D: Village Administrators- In-Depth- Interviews:

- As an individual, an adult and a parent; how did you perceive the presence/implementation of AFYA WA VIJANA program in your village?
- As an administrator, how would you explain your experience, about implementation of this program in your village, e.g. do you think it brought changes it was intended due to proper implementation?
- As a leader of the village and also a member of the AFYA KWA VIJANA village advisory board, how did you use the opportunity you volunteered to take in this board?
- What are the chances that you can still do something on what you haven’t done concerning this issue?
- What other roles can boards like the one you created in your village play in a continuous basis to influence the implementation of HIV/AIDS prevention programs targeting youth in your village?

Group E: NGOs Representatives-In-Depth Interview:

From your experience in the implementation of AFYA KWA VIJANA project, either as a person or parent, what role(s) did you play in the implementation of AFYA KWA VIJANA HIV/AIDS prevention programme in your village?

As someone who joined the village advisory board for AFYA KWA VIJANA program representing certain group of people in your village/community;

How did you influence or could have influenced your group to effect the implementation of this project.

What are the chances that you still have to do what you didn’t get chance to do?

What are your general comments about the implementation of AFYA KWA VIJANA project in your village?

Group F: Religious Leaders- In-Depth Interviews:

As a spiritual leader, in this community, how did you feel to be included in your village advisory board for youth’s HIV/AIDS prevention program?

What contribution do you think this program has on youth under your spiritual guidance?

How did you use the opportunity that you volunteered to take in this board?

What are the chances that you can still do something you haven’t done on this issue?
What are your general suggestions about implementation of this HIV/AIDS prevention program targeting youth?

**Group G: Representative of Parents- In-Depth Interview:**

As a parent in this community, how did you feel to be included in your village advisory board for youth’s HIV/AIDS prevention program?

What contribution do you think this program has on your own children of younger age (12-19) at home?

How did you use the opportunity that you volunteered to take in this board?

What are chances that you can still do something that you haven’t done regarding this issue?

What are your general suggestions about implementation of this HIV/AIDS prevention program targeting youth in this community?

d) **Interview guides for program school teachers**

**Group B: Teachers–(In-Depth Interviews)**

1. **“Description” of and Quality of the interventions and planning**

*What was the nature (Plans) for the implementation of activities?*

*Probe* - what were the context (circumstances or events that formed the environment) within which the school-intervention took place)?

Were these plans later on discovered deficient anyhow?

How was the school youth peer educators selected?

*What materials, (human resources, equipments, informational materials and time Investment, etc were required/ used?*

*PROBE*- Were these resources enough in relation to needs aroused?

*Probe*- What would have been the saturation points for these needs?

What were the people’s (youth and other stakeholders) perception (e.g. attitudes, motivation etc) of the socio-economic conditions and materials used in the intervention?

2. **“Exposure” to the interventions**

*How would you explain what was done in relation to what was planned?*

*Probe*- What were the implementation goals in different settings?

Was the interventions implemented as planned.

Were there any observed deficits or drawbacks.

Why do you think this happened that way?

*How would you describe the strategies used for the implementation of activities?*
Probe- What were the specific strategies (settings-specific) used in implementation activities?

Were these strategies used deficient in anyhow.

What problems arose while implementing the changes in your school?

What are your implicit suggestions for improved delivery? How would you explain the exposure of intended youth to the program?

How was the target population actually exposed to the intervention as planned?

Does this explain achieving the implementation goals in your school Settings?

4. “Experiences” of the implementers and or equal partners

How did the target group experience the intervention and changes?

Probe- How did youths explain the program e.g. appreciations, dislike etc?

How did the students experience the intervention and changes brought about?

What requirements for change were experienced etc?

What were comments from youth’s side for program implementation improvement e.g. getting more youth involved into the program implementation.

How did other related parties perceive the program differently?

Probe- What were opinions of parents, religious leaders, other teachers for example about the program in your school?

How did these parties supported/disapproved the program and school youth involved?

What were the requirements for change experienced etc?

5. Opportunity for general comments or additional issue we haven’t talked about in the above discussion (-one by one-).

e) Interview guides for school heads

Group C: Teachers (Administrators)- In-Depth Interviews.

1. As an individual and a teacher, how did you perceive/experience the presence implementation) of the AFYA KWA VIJANA program in your school?

Probe- Did the program influence your relationship anyhow with your students as a normal person and probably as a parent?

2. As an administrator, how would you explain your experiences about implementation of the program in your school?

Probe- How was the scheduled implementation took off in your school arena?

What changes could have been brought by the program among the intended and or other students?
What do you think could have made the program implementation successful than the extent to which it appeared to be?

What were the people’s (youth and other stakeholders) perception (e.g. attitudes, motivation etc) of the socio-economic conditions and materials used in the intervention?

3. **What are your general suggestion/comments regarding implementation of HIV/AIDS prevention programs targeting young students in your school and probably other similar schools in your community?**

APPENDIX III *Copy of the informed consent form (Applied language-Swahili)*

*FOMU YA USHIRIKI KATIKA USAHILI WA TATHMINI YA SHUGHULI ZA MRADI WA AFYA KWA VIJANA KAHE.*
i) Kuhusu mradi huu:

Huu ni mradi wa AFYA KWA VIJANA ambao katika awamu hii unafanya tathmini ya kazi za uelemishaji wa vijana ambazo zilifanyika hapo awali. Zoezi hili linalenga kutafuta ukweli kuhusu kikichoifanyika na ikiwa ni pamoja na kutambua mafanikio na hata vizuizi vilivyojitokeza wakati wa shughuli hizi.

ii) Ushiriki na Faida:

Ushiriki wako katika zozei hili ni muhimu kutokana na ukweli kwamba, wewe ulikuwa miongoni mwa waliohusika kwa namna moja au nyingine na shughuli za mradi huu. Kwa ajili hiyo mradi pia unatafuta taarifa ambazo zitawezesha kuboresha shughuli za namna hii. Hata hivyo, bado ni hiari yako kushiriki au kutoa faida zimozi vilivyojitokeza wakati wa shughuli hizi.

iii) Usiri katika kazi hii:

Usiri katika kazi za utafiti ni msingi wa kazi kama hii, na ndio muhimu kuhakikisha kuwa taarifa zote zinafanya maanani kama utakazotumika na kupatikisa namna hii zinafaka. Kwa hiyo, mradi pia unatafuta maanani zeza kwa namna hii.

iv) Hitimisho na Ukubali wako:

Mwisho, kama unakubali kushiriki kikatika zozei hili, utaombwa kujaza Sehemu ya kwanza (2) ya fomu ndogo inayofuata hapa chini:

1. Aina ya taarifa zilizotolewa na mtoa taarifa. Weka TIKI (√) na kujaza kitakiwacho mbele ya sehemu husika kuonyesha taarifa zitakiwazo katika sehemu hii.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JINSI YA MSHIRIKI</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>------</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UMRI WAKO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AINA YA TAARIFA</th>
<th>MAHOJIANO YA ANA KWA ANA</th>
<th>------</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAHOJINO KATIKA KIKUNDI</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Mimi (Jina Halisi).................................................................(Jina la kiutafiti).............................., nakubali kushiriki katika zozei hili kwa kutambua wajibu wangu, umuhimu na manufaa yatokanayo na malengo na maelezo yaliyotolewa hapa juu.

Sahihi ya mtatifi msimamizi.................................................

Sahihi ya mtoa taarifa..................................................................

APPENDIX IV: Copy of the informed consent-form (original language-English)

i) About this study

This is an AFYA KWA VIJANA (Health for youth) program study seeking to evaluate how the progresses of implementation activities for the program were performed. The study aims at finding exactly what have been done and possible identified drawbacks that culminated in the process.
ii) **Participation and Benefits**
Your participation in this study is important from the fact that, you were the key-role player in the implementation of this program. The study therefore, seeks information necessary for improvement of along services delivery among youth. However, it remains your decision either to participate or not. Moreover, your decision will not deny you from receiving the services you deserve from the ongoing and or future related project(s).

iii) **Confidentiality**
The confidentiality of your identity and all the information you are going to provide are guaranteed. No real names are ever going to be linked to whatever kind of information that will come out during sessions in this discussion.

iv) **Summary and Consent form**
Lastly, if you agree to participate to this study, you will be required to fill the following form below - **FIRST PART (1).**

*The acronym names section for individuals will be filled in with given anonymous letter that will be linked to your real name and all other information referred to your contributions in the interview.*

1. Type of data collected from this individual. (Tick (√) In the BOX below the appropriate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEX OF THE INFORMANT</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE OF THE INFORMANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED</th>
<th>FACE-TO-FACE INTERVIEW</th>
<th>FGD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. I (full name)……………………………………………………………………..GIVEN-ACRONYM (……………..) agree to participate in this study willingly after I have been informed fully of the purpose and role to play.

signature of the investigator………………………………

signature of the informant………………………………

signature of the informant’s witness………………………

**APPENDIX V-Thematic guide**

*Thematic guide*

*Individual interviews from school program participants*

*Respondents’ Category:*

Program teachers/school principals
Initial reactions to the program

- Other adolescents too young
- Teaching sexuality might lead to practice of sex
- Opinions of other school staffs about the program
- Opinions of implementers of the program
- Discussions on how did other stakeholders approved/disapproved the program

- Schools female staffs against existed openness on sexuality
- Elderly parenthood and conservativeness against change
- Problems arouse during program implementation
- Implementers and/or other stakeholders socio/economic/cultural perceptions of the
  Materials situations of the program implementation

- Perceived defective communication on sexuality issues
  - Reported opinions of other program stakeholders e.g. parents about the program implementation in
  school

Immediate program impacts

- Students gained confidence and freedom of expression,
- Improved relationship between adolescents and their teachers,
- Improved students’ learning abilities,
- Program graduates as role models,
- Perceived decreased amount of sexual contacts among school youths,
- General program acceptance and,
- Need for program sustainability in schools
  - Discussions over school youths’ and other stakeholders’ perceptions of the socio-economic/cultural
    Conditions of the materials used in the implementation
  - Discussions over the actual exposures of the target population to implementation activities
  - Reported adolescents experiences over the intervention and the changes brought about
  - Requirements for change perceived by program beneficiaries
  - Beneficiaries explanations of the program e.g. appreciations, dislikes, general comments etc
  - Influence of the program over human relationships in the school environments

Perceived Implementation status

- Ineffective timetabling and time limitations
- Short program duration
- Ongoing need for the program
  - Discussions over circumstances in which the intervention took place
  - Deficiencies observed from primary plans for program implementation
  - The possible reasons for such observed deficits
  - Reported adolescents’ experiences over implementation and the changes brought about
  - Requirements for change that aroused from program implementers and/or beneficiaries

Factors that influenced implementation process

- Working with community leaders,
- Schools, trustworthy social institutions,
- Existed correlation between program’s delivery guide and the science syllabuses from
targeted grades,
- Program teachers’ residing out of the intervention community,
- Community’s incapacity to provide school lunches in full range,
Interactionism between schools societies and general community,
Influences from poorly staffed rural community schools,
Program delivery lacked priority,
Some program implementers obedience to their consciences
- Opinions of parents over program implementation in schools
- Circumstances in which the intervention took place
- Deficiencies and drawbacks observed during program implantation
- Perceptions/attitudes of other people than implementers on program implementation and also on
  the content Materials used in the process
- General experiences of the program implementers
- Discussions over the factors that could have made the program implementation successful than it
  appeared
- Discussions over how the scheduled activities took over in schools environments

Empirical suggestions for the improved program delivery
- Reviewing of program delivery timetabling and related schedules
- School program coverage-horizon
- Improvement of learning/teaching materials-aids and/or scope
  - Discussions over whether the program delivery schedule allowed other students also to learn
    anyhow
  - How did other parties supported/disapproved the program
  - Requirements for changes experienced during the implementation process
  - Perceptions over socio-economic and materials conditions of the program implementation

Thematic guide
Interviews from out of school program participants

Respondents’ Categories:
Youth Leaders, ordinary youths, parents and community leaders involved in the program

Initial reactions to the program
- Differential understandings of the program objectives,
- Rejection and discontinuance of some program instruction/delivery strategies,
- Discussions over how differently other parties perceived the program i.e. support, constructive critics and or disapprovals
- Discussions over different specific strategies used in each community settings
- Changes in plans from original plans any the associated reasons for having made such changes

### Immediate program impacts

- Perceived changes, both in environment and behaviors
- Perceived states of unity and tranquility among youths
- Enlivened communication between youths and their parents
- Emergence of social-health movements and/or groups
- General program acceptance
  - Discussion on how differently the program had influenced peoples lives and the possible experienced challenges
  - Possible program institutilization strategies observed taking place
  - How does challenges perceived by community could have influenced their perception of the program
  - Possible program impacts over the targeted groups of individuals
  - Possible influences of the program in community families
  - Perspectives of the religious community over the program
  - Experiences of different parties involved looking at nature, true exposures, perceptions and/or opinions over the program
  - Comments over the roles played by different parties in implementing the program
  - Possible challenges arouse in efforts to implement the program from their primary roles
  - Discussion over possible contributions brought about by the program in varying community arenas

### Perceived Implementation status

- Perceived ideal out of school program delivery schedules,
- Peer-educators’ performances and activity states,
- Perceived program delivery success
- Perceived unsatisfactory community-wide involvement and participation
- Short program duration
  - Discussions over different strategies and specific plans used in different community settings and their effectiveness
  - How differently, the involved parties in the community perceived the program
  - Actual influence of the program to the community members, especially youths
  - Discussions over the actual exposures to the program, that could improve youths’ learning abilities and the possible requirements for change arouse
  - Opinions and views of self and other parties upon the performances, activities and delivery of youth peer educators
  - Possible program’s reach out to the targeted audience majority

### Factors that influenced implementation process

- Frequent dropouts of female peer educators,
- Unsatisfactory participation of female adolescents into the program,
- Some peer educators obedience to their consciences
- Difficulties in youths organizing
- Influences of culture, traditions and societal propensities,
- Appeasable strategies for program delivery
- Differential expectations of the local program advocates
- Youths’ states of despair
- Controversial parenting styles over youths’ sexual behaviors
- Comprehensive strategies for general-community organizing
- Challenges rising out of community’s conflicts and leadership styles
- Problems arouse during program implementation
- Discussions over challenges faced by youth peer leaders in implementing the program among majority youths
- Opinions of other parties about the program in general and delivery strategies employed
- Opinions of youths about the program, e.g. dislikes, suggestions etc
- Discussions over the possible reach out of the program
- General comments over the factors that could have influenced the program implementation anyhow
- Possible impacts of the program implementation in families
- Opinions of parents about the program
- Discussions over the possible factors that could have helped in propelling the program advocacy in the community

**Empirical suggestions for the improved program delivery**

- Provide economical support to youth groups
- Reviewing of youth organizing strategies for program delivery
- Provide sufficient working and/or learning materials-aids,
- Involvement of outsiders in motivating the community
- Needs for emphasis on parents empowerment and motivation
  - General comments over the program existence in the community and its implementation
  - Discussions over possible suggestions for the improved program delivery and possibly institutiliation of the program in the community